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Lesson 6 - CONSEQUENCES OF INADEQUATE COREI COOLING AND LIKELY CORE DAMAGE EFFECTS

I Introduction

1. Lecturer -

2. Purpose - To give the operator necessary background information on the
likely consequer.::es of sustained inadequate core cooling and the resulting

progression of core damage.

Objectives,

The following material vill be presented during this lesson:

1. General physical and thermochemical description of the fuel and
cladding.

2. Normal operating parameters, then accident (LOCA) conditions that
effect the integrity of this system.,

3. Direct consequences to the cladding and fuel of major decrease in
cooling capacity at cladding surface and/or partial core uncovering.

4. Primary consequences of loss of fuel integrity.

Key points to be retained sta as follows:

1. The general configuration of the fuel / fuel aesembly.

2. Operational (i.e. , pressure / temperature) limits of fuel assemblyI materials.

3. Mechanics of fuel f ailure under accident c.mditions.
,

4. The consequences of fuel failure to the primary syst.em.

I
I
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Lausen 6 Outline,

;

1. Introduction

2. Fuel and Claddin;; System Description
2.1. Fuel
2.2. Cladding and Assembly Matetials

3. Loss-of-Coolant Conditions
j 3.1. Manual Operation
| 3.2. LOCA

4. Direct Consequences of Core Uncovering to Cladding / Fuel
4.1. Cladding Rupture g
4.2. Cladding Oxidation / Hydrogen Generation g.

4.2.1. Zircaloy Oxidation
4.2.2. Stainless Steel Oxidation
4.2.3. Radiolytic Decomposition of Water

4.3. Fuel / Cladding Eutectic Formation

5. Core LOCA Consequences and TMI-2 Estimates

5.1. General Consequences
5.2. TMI-2 Estimates

6. Summary

I
I
I

I
I
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Lesson 6 -- CONSEQUENCES OF INADEQUATE CORE
,

COOLING AND LIKELY CORE DAMAGE EFFECTS
!

1. Introductionj

The rate of power generation in .1 nuclear power reactor core is not limited
by nuclear considerations; rather, the upper bounds on operating parameters
are dictated by the thermal, thermal-hydraulic, and material limitations of

'
'

| the system. The reactor core must be maintained at a power level sufficient
for the heat removal syster;to maintain temperatures within the system below
specified safe limits. In a pressurized water reactor (PWR) core, the heat
source is the uranium dioxide fuel contained in Zircaloy cladding and grouped
with appropriate structural, control, and perhaps diagnostic materials, into
fuel assemblies. During normal core operation-the major portion of the energy
produced in the fuel material is the product of the neutron-induced fission
of the uranium-235 (and to a lesser extent plutonium nuclei within the fuel);
it is this fission process that is rapidly terminated by a reactor scram. How-

ever, a smaller but still significant portion of the core heat generation is
the result of beta- and gamma-decay of fission-product nuclides, which are
also by products of the fission procese. These decay reactions are not ter-
minated by a reactor shutdown or the presence of neutron poison materials;
they provide rke primary heat source for core material danage under loss-of-
coolant circumstances.

The main parameters affecting core material damage in a loss-of-coolant situa-
tion is temperature. In a reactor core there are four basic recistances to
hest transport: the thermal resistivity of the fuel material itself, the re-
sistance across the gap separating the fuel material from the cladding, the
resistance across the cladding itself, and the resistance between the outer
cladding surface and the reactor coolant. It is the large increase in this

last thermal resistance, from the outer cladding surface to the coolant, that
is the initial result of a loss-o'-coolant situation. The resulting inade-
quate or lowered cooling capability gives rise to the increase in fuel
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temperature that can result in damage to the fuel material. The capability

i of the coolant to remove heat in a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) that in-
volves the water level dropping below the core is drastically reduced; this is

! the reason " core uncovering" is a major loss-of-coolant consequence.
t
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I
2. Fuel and Cladding System Description

2.1. Fuel

Pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel gerarally consists of sintered uranium

dioxide pellets stacked and sealed within Zircaloy tubes, which are themselves

grouped with appropriate structural and control component, into fuel assem-

blics. A Babcock & Wilcox Mark B fuel assembly is a square 15 by 15 array of
such fuel and control material rods (208 fuel rods per assembly, 16 guide tubes

for control materials, and one central instrument tube). A B&W "177 series"

reactor core, such as the TMI-2 unit, contains 177 such assemblies. The ura-

nium dioxide fuel in PWRs is generally enriched in the fissile uranium-235

isotope to 1.5 to 4.0% from the natural enrichment level of about 0.7% 23s ,g

A number of factors, the explanation of which is beyond the scope of the pre-

sent discussion, enter into the selection of uranium dioxide - as opposed to
other uranium materials or compounds, such as uranium metal alloys, uranium
carbide, uranium nitride - as the most appropriate fuel for a PWR.

The uranium dioxide fuel is in the form of sintered right-cylindrical pellets,

which are fabricated by the powder metallurgical technique of cold pressing
and sintering. In this technique uranium dioxide powder is compressed under
high pressure and room temperature in a die press into approximately 50% denseI cylindrical compacts. Thesa compacts are then baked at approximately 1700C

under a reducing atmosphere of hydrogen and nitrogen to densify and harden (or
sinter) into 95% dense pellets. This f abrication technique thus produces a
material of low but controlled porosity and fine (approximately 10 micron)

grain structure. In terms of fission product migration, swelling, dimensional

changes, thermal stability, etc., the behavior of nuclear fuel under irradia-

tion is closely dependent on impurities and the precise microstructural nature

of the fuel, and thus impurity levels and microstructure are very closely con-

trolled in the fabrication process.

Figure 6-1 is an approximate description of a typical uranian dicxide nuclear

fuel pellet. Uranium dioxide is the form of uranium oxide used as nuclear
fuel, although uranium can exist in four different oxidation states: +3, +4,

+5, and +6. The +4 oxidation state is the one that corresponds to uraniur:

dioxide. A change in the oxidation state - for instance, to U 0 or UO -3 s 3

would involve complete destruction of pellet integrity. The melting point ofI uranium dioxide is about 2800C (or 5100F).

I 6-3 Babcock & Wilcox



I
The uranium dioxide pcwder from which fuel pellets are fabricated is the prod-
uct of a sequence of ..anufacturing operations which (including pellet fabrica-
tion) are termed the front end of the full cycle:

Mining uranium ore (U 0 )*3 s

Conversion of U 0 to gaseous UF .*

3 s s

Enrichment of natural UF to UF, higher in 23sU content.s

Conversion of UF to UO powder.s 2

During irradiation in a reactor core, some of the uranium atoms (288U and
23s ) undergo the following reactions:U

235U thermal neutron capture and subsequent fission to form fast*

neutrons, fission products, and energy.

23*U fast neutron capture to form, after a sequence of intermediate-

stepe, plutonium-239.

23'Pu thermal neutron capture and subsequent fission to form fast-

neutrons, fission products, and energy.

When a reactor core is shut down, whether under normal or abnormal conditions,

the reactions above essentially cease, thus eliminating the major source of
energy release in the core (fuel) materials. However, a significant amount of

energy release continues in the gamma- and beta-decay of the fission product
Iresiducs of tlie main fission process. Although this decay energy decreases 3

f airly rapidly with time af ter shutdown, it can still provide, particularly
in the event of a loss of water coolant around the core materials, enough en-
ergy to result in major thermal damage to core components. Thus, the uranium

dioxide fuel material, even while not undergoing fission, still provides

(through the decay of the fission product materials within its structure) the

initial energy driving force for core damage in the case of a LOCA.

2.2. Cladding and Assembly Materials

The function of the fuel assembly is to provide a mechanical framework that a

facilitates transfer of the energy generated within the fuel material to the

primary coolant while simultaneously restricting the migration of fuel and

fission product materials out of the fuel element. The primary structural

component of the fuel assembly is the fuel rod, which consists of a stack of

approximately 230 uranium dioxide pellets sealed insMe a Zircaloy-4 tube.

Springs at either end of the pellet stack position and restrain the stack.

6-4 Babcock & Wilcox (
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The springs and the stack are separated by Zircaloy spacers. The interior of

I the rod is pressurized with helium to minimize the pressure drop across the

cladding (and thus its creep collapse) during normal operation and to enhance

heat transfer across the pellet / cladding gap. Zircaloy is an alloy of zir-

conium consisting of approximately 98.4% zirconium, 1.3% tin, 0.2% iron, and

O.1% chromium. It has a melting point of approximately 1850C (3361F). A zir-

conium alloy is chosen for the cladding material primarily because of the re-

latively transparent nature of the zirconium nucleus to neutron radiation;

that is, zirconium activates in a neutron flux to a lesser extent than other

candidate cladding materials, such as stainless steel. In some older PWRs,

however, stainless steel cladding is used 'ecause of its high strength comparedb

to zircaloy.

A B6W Mark B fuel assembly (Table 6-1) consists of 208 fuel rods dispersed in

a square 15 by 15 array with 16 (control / poison) guide tubes and a centr:.1I instrumentation tube. The guide tubes admit either control rods (CRs), axial

power shaping rods (APSRs), burnable poison rods (BPRs), or neutron sourceI rods. All the assemblies dre completely interchangeable. The rods are spaced

and held in place by stainless steel upper and lower end fittings and eight
Inconel spacer grids. A typical fuel assembly contains approximately 525 kg
of uranium dioxide, 125 kr, of Zircaloy, and 70 kg of stainless steel.

A control. rod assembly (CRA) for a B&W PWR consists of 16 rods of silver-

indium-cadmium (Ag-In-Cd) alloy neutron poison material sealed in cladding of
type 304 stainless steel. The alloy has a melting point of approximately

1500C (2730F). The poison material length per rod is about 135 inches.

A burnable poison rod assembly (BPRA) consists of 16 rods of sintered alumina-

boron carbide (A1 0 -B,C) pellets inside Zircaloy-4 cladding. The burnable3

poison length is approximately 125 inches.

An axial power shaping rod assemb .y (APSRA) is made up of Ag-In-Cd alloy poison
material in stainless steel cladding. The poison material length is approxi-

mately 3 ft, it is located near the lower ends of the rods.

Therefore, the number of materials contained in a fuel assembly, and that can

thus conceivably interact in a temperature excursion caused by an extended loss
'

of coolant, can be seen to include more than just the fuel material UO:. How-

ever, as will be shown in the balance of this discussion, the UO: and its Zir-
caloy cladding constitute the primary heat sources in such an accident, and
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thus any core degradation analysis will focus primarily on the UO, pellet--
1 Zircaloy cladding materials.

-

!

I!,

j Table 6-1. Typical Fuel Assembly Parameters 1

! (Approximate) ,

! Weight, lb 1515 !

3Displaced volume, ft 2.85

Axial length, in. 165.63 |
;
.

f No. of fuel rods 208 |

| No. of guide tubes 16 1
\>

No. of instrument tubes 1 i

No. of spacer grids 8 )
.

UO loading, kg 526
2

'

Total Zircaloy, kg 131

:

! I,
.

I

| I
,
.

I
|

I
I|
8

| I
I

I
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I
y rigure 6-1. Typical Uranium Dioxide Fuel Pellet

c .57" 5

I
__________- a

I
I
I |

I |

.

.60"

I
.

1

I

I
I
y . _ _. _ _ _ -- -_ _ _ _ ,,

| 0 MATERIAL - SINTERED URANIUM DIOX.LDE, 95% DENSE

- OXYGEN-TO-URANIUM RATIO 2.00 - 2.02

0 DENSITY - 10.41 GRAMS /CC

g 8 WEIGHT - 10.8 GRAMS

e PELLET DISHED AND CHAMFERED AT EACH ENDI
e DIAMETER .37 INCHES

| 9 HEIGHT .60 INCHES

S OPEN POROSITY - 1%
~
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3. Loss-o f-Coolant Condition *

3.1. Normal Operation

IDuring normal operation of a PWR core, the reactor coolant temperature r'eaches
a maximum of about 605F (319C), the fuel (cladding) surface temperature about g
650F (344C), the volume average fuel temperature about 1100F (593C), and the 5

maximum fuel centerline temperature around 3000F (1549C). These values are

well below any level where significant material daaage occurs. The linear

power rating for fuel rods during normal operation is about 5.5-6.0 kW/ft,

whereas an approximate design limitation for a normally operating core would
be 15 hW/ft. Thus, it can be seen that under normal operating conditions the

thermal design of the core assemblies is such that the energy produced within

the core materials is more than adequately transferred to the reactor coolant,

keeping material temperatures well below damage / deformation limits.

The thermal energy generated within a fuel rod needs to be transported acrose
four general thermal resistances to reach the primary coolant:

The thermal resistance of the uranium dioxide pellet itself.

The thermal resistance of the gap between the pellet and the cladding
material.

The thermal resistance of the cladding itself.

The thermal resistance across the fluid boundary layer between the
outer cladding surface and the bulk coolant.

A simplified equation for the maximum temperature in the fuel / cladding system

using solid fuel pellets, that is, the centerline temperature of the fuel pellet

itself, can be written:

I
+ Rn + En + hF (1)T =Tg+d

f g c c,
A

E
-

I
-_

*
TMI-2 based.
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" #"
k = fuel pellet thermal conductivity,

g

k = pellet / cladding gap thermal conductivity,
8

I
,

k = cladding thermal conductivity,

b = convective heat transfer coef ficient of outer cladding

.
surface,

R , R. R = radii of pellet, inner cladding surface, and outer
c

cladding surface, respectively,

q = volumetric heat generation rate of the fuel, a quantity
proportional to the fuel rod linear power rating.

During normal core operetion q represents a fairly constant (with time) value

for heat generation, accounting for all heat energy generated within the fuel,

primarily fission energy. Also, the value for h is large enough to adequatelyI remove heat under core coolant flow conditions. The overall result of the heat

transport mechanism is the set of fairly constant temperature values mentioned
earlier.

3.2. LOCA

The primary consequence of an extended LOCA of interest here is core uncover-

ing. That is, the primary system loses enough water that the liquid (or liquid-I steam mixture) level in the reacter vessel falls below the top of the fuel rods.

In general, the farther below the top of the core the level falls and the longer

the time core materials remain above the liquid level, the greater the potential

for and the extent of fuel damage and core degradation. This can be demonstrat-

ed by referring to the heat transfer balance given above.

Upon initiation of the reactor trip, control rod insertion essentially termi-

nates fission reactions within the fuel material. However, the fission products

present within the fuel continue to provide a heat source through the mechanism

of gamma- and beta-decay, which the control rods do not affect. This heat

source is largest near the time of core shutdown and decreases with time there-

after. (For example, at TMI-2 the decay heat in the core about one hour after

the shutdown was about 1% of full power, or 32 MW, decreasing to 2.5 MW a little

after 2 hours). If not dissipated, this heat is sufficient to cause major core

thermal dcmage.

When the core is uncovered, the heat transfer coefficient between the cladding

and the coolant channel, h, drastically decreases. That is, the thermal re-

sistance between the cladding outer surface and the steam is much greater thanI
6-9 Babcock & Wilcox
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that between the cladding and water or a water-steam mixture. This causes

the last term in the brackets in equation 1 for T ; to increase greatly.c
Since the equation for T is an equilibrium equation, this decrease 6 h

d
does not instantaneously cause an increase in TC2, but it does show that T ,C A,

(and therefore the temperatures at all points out to the outer cladding

surface) will begin to increase. This temperature increase will in turn have

an effect on the other thermal resistances in equation i since k , k , and kg

are themselves temperature-dependent parameters. Figure 6-2 shows the tempera-

ture dependence of the thermal conductivity of 95% dense UO2 (k ). It can beg

seen from this curve that the thermal conductivity of the fuel pellet vill de-

crease during a temperature rise excursion, thus increasing the first term in-

s'.de the brackets of equation 1 and accelerating the tendency of the tempera-

ture of the fuel and cladding to rise. Figare 6-3 shows the temperature

dependence of the thermal conductivity of Zircaloy-4. In this' case the ther-

mal conductivity of .the material increases with temperature, causing the third
term in the brackets in equation 1 to decrease and damping somewhat the tenden-
cy of the fuel / cladding system tc heat up.

The thernal resistance of the pellet / cladding gap is a function not only of
the thermal conductivity of the helium fill gas (which increases with tempera-
ture), but also of the gap sidth, the amount and thermal conductivity of re-
leased fission gas, and the fuel burnup. In general, gao resistivity normally

increases with fuel burnup.

However, the overall effects of core uncovering on heat transfer out of the

fuel rods is dominated by the drastic lowering of the heat transfer coeffi-
cient at the outer cladding surface, which destroys the capability of the
fuel element to dissipate the decay heat of the core at a rate fast enough to
avoid temperatures high enough to damage the fuel element materials. As the 5
temperature excursion continues to temperatures above 1000C (1831F), additional

heat can be generated within tha system by metal (primarily zirconium)/ steam

exothermic chemical reactions. The mechanisms of such reactions are discussed
later, but let 1: suffice at this point to say that the heat produced from
these reactions can be a significant component of the total core damage driv-
ing force.

Figure 6-4 represents a Sandia Labs example calculation of the temperature
history of the TMI-2 core after uncovering. Fuel cladding temperature profiles

|6-10 Babcock & Wilcox
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were calculated for eight core rad!.a1 regions using the BOIL computer code.

The calculation accounted for the oxidation of Zircaloy as a heat source but

d id not iaclude the effect of cladding rupture on oxidation rate. However,

cladding rupture almost certainly did occu at TMI-2, as is discussed later.
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Figure 6-2. Ther._al Conductivity of 95% TD UO2
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Figure 6-3. Thermal Conductivity of Zircaloy
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Figure 6-4. TMI-2 Core Temperture Vs Time After Uncovering

Source: NUREG/CR-1561, SAN 080-1495
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i l. . Direct Conscquences of Core
' Uncovering to Cladding / Fuel

The damage mechanisms to the reactor core materials resulting f rom extended

loss of coolant are treated here in the following major categories:

Rupture of the cladding

Cladding oxidation / hydrogen generation

Fuel / cladding eutectic formation

Fuel melting

It should be recognized that although these mechanisms are treated herein as

distinct, in an extended core uncovering they would be very interactive. The

consequences of these damage mechanisms are varying degrees of loss of f uel

element structural integrity, release of radioactive fission products to the

core / containment, relocation of fuel materials in the core, blockage of cool-

ant flow channels, hydrogen accumulation, etc. It is well beyond the scope

of this discussion to evaluate all the different combinations of potentialI loss-of-coolant scenarios or potential damage configurations. Instead, the

discussion in this section focuses on the nature of the major damage mechan-

isms noted above, and the next section discusses the extent to which each may

have contributed to core damage duriag the accident at TMI-2.

4.1. Cladding Rupture

The most likely initial form of mechanical fuel rod failure during an extendedI LOCA is rupture of the Zircaloy cladding caused by the pressure drop across

the cladding exceeding the cladding hoop stress limit. That is, the cladding

bursts due to excessive internal pressure. The high temperatures that accom-

pany an extended loss of coolant simultaneously increase the internal pressure

of the fuel rods while decreasing the capability of the Zircaloy cladding to

restrain this pressure. This could result in ballooning and ultimately burst-

ing of the rod. The parameters that contribute to this mode of fuel failure

can be discussed separately here while noting that they are cumulative and/or

interactive in nature.

It has been noted that during the manufacture of light water reactor (LWR)

fuel elements, the fuel tods are pressurized with heliua before sealing. This

pressurization is performed to improve heat transfer across the fuel pellet /

cladding gap and to minimize the pressure drop across the cladding duringI it

4
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normal operation. Miniaization of the pressure drop from the coolant side

(about 2000 psi) to the interior of the fuel rod (about 1000 psi) is meant to

eliminate claddinq creep or ovalization, which is a compressive deformation of

the 7.ircaloy cladding. During an extended loss of coolant, however, the great-

ly increwed temperature of the fuel rods, caused by the abnormal heat transfer

conditions cited in the last section, causes this helium pressure to increase

far pact its normal value. In addition, the TMI-2 LOCA involved a significant

depressurization of the primary side. Thus, the presence of the helium inside

the fuel rods at a high temperature, combined with depressurization outside

the fuel rods, c.in result in tensile loads on the cladding. The contribution

of the helium to the internal pressure of the fuel rod can be assumed to fol-

low the ideal gas law in beine,directly proportional to the absolute tempera-

cure.

In addition tc the pressure of the helium fill gas inside the fuel rods, ad-

ditional inter,al pressure can be generated b:, the release of gaseous fission

products (such as xenon, krypton, and iodine) f rom the fuel pellet into the

rod plenum. During normal reactor core operation, a maximum of approximately

1% of the gaseous fission products is released from the fuel pellets and made

available for pressure generation. Figure 6-5 is a plot of the fraction of

fission product gas release as a function of fuel temperature and burnup,

F(B.U.,T). The normal volume-averaged fuel temperature is about 1000-1100F 5

(540-590C). From Figure 6-4 it can be seen that the temperatures postulated

to have been reached in the reactor core during that LOCA were high enough to

cause significant f ractional release of the fission product gases from the

fuel pellets. These release levels not only make fission product gases a sig-

aificant contributor to the internal rod pressure but also make these radio-

active fission products available for release to the primary system in the

event of any rod failure involving breach of the claddiag.

The capability of the Zircaloy cladding to restrain the internal pressure of

the fuel rod is measured by the rupture engineering hoop stress (G) , a param-

eter proportional to the pressure difference (LP) across the cladding and in-

versely proportional to the thickness (t) of the cladding in the following

manner:

G = (d/2t)LP (2)

I
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where d is the undeformed cladding mid-wall diameter. Figure 6-6 is a plot of

rupture engineering hoop stress as a function of cladding temperature. The de-

sign curve used by B&W and curves generated by ORNL for various cladding heat-

up rates are shown. The LP scale shown at the top assumes a cladding thickness

I of 0.0075 inch. During a LOCA, both the cladding temperature and the hoop
acress are increasing. The magnitude of the hoop stress, it will be noted, is

also dependent on the primary side pressure. Thus, to give a simple example,I if a fuel rod were slowly heated to 800C (1471F), it could be expected to burst
when the internal pressure of the rod exceeded the primary side pressure by
about 700 psi.

The interactive nature of rod burst failure mechanisms can also show up inI another way. Note that the rupture stress 'or '(looked at in another way) the
rupture temperature is also a function of the cladding thickness. As is dis-

cussed in more detail in the next section, during a LOCA the cladding material

(Zircaloy) has the potential for oxidation by steam when the core is uncovered.

This oxidation reaction converts the Zircaloy metal to Zirconium oxide, effec-

tively eliminating the structural strength of the converted metal. Thus , the

effective thickness of the cladding itself could, under certain loss-of-coolant

conditions, decrease during the accident sequence, shortening the time-to-

failure of the fuel rods.

It can be seen from the discussion above that the potential for fuel rod rup-

ture during a LOCA is a function of a number of variables particular to the

nature of the accident: the rate of core heatup, the duration of core uncovery,

the pressure in the primary system, the fuel material temperature, fuel burnup

prior to the accident, etc. Prediction or calculation of the time-to-f ailure

in such an accident is thus very sensitive to such parameters and involves de-g
5 tailed analyses of the way these parameters interact. Such calculations have

been made by various persons for the TMI-2 case and are covered later in this

discussion.

4.2. Cladding Oxidation / Hydrogen
Generation

4.2.1. Zircaloy Oxidation

At elevated temperatures during a LOCA that involves core uncovering, zirconi-

um may react with steam to form zirconium oxide and hydrogen by the following

chemical reaction
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+ 2H O - Zr02 + 2H2 + 140 kcal/ mole. (3)Zt 2

An examination of the right-hand side of equation 3 reveals the following un-

desirable consequences of such a reaction:

1. Transformation of Zircaloy (primarily zirconium) into Zr02 and the
consequent loss of cladding structural strength (lowering of rupture
hoop stress), making cladding f ailure more likely to occur, and like-
ly to occur earlier.

2. Formation of hydrogen gas, vn:ch enters the primary system. The
formation of a large hydrogen bubble creates a flammability /exp17-
sion problem if at. oxyger source exists and can interfere with plac- E
ing the primary system into natural circulation (by collecting at g
the top of the hot leg) even if no oxygen exists.

3. The releaee of heat into the primary system by means of the exother-
mic oxidation reaction (140 xcal per g-mole of zirconium oxidized) .
This heat release can serve to aggravate and accelerate the tempera-
ture excursion in the core after a LOCA. It has been shown that in
the case of TMI-2, this heat source became the dominant one during
the time when the major amount of core damage occurred.

The oxidation of Zircaloy (or zirconiun) at the fuel rod cladding surface is

thought to proceed via the folloring steps:
1

1. Dif fusion of steam tnrough a thin hydrogen layer at the cladding N
surface. This hydrogen layer, while always thin in terms of the
inventory of total hydrogen generated, could be expected to become 3
thicker as the Zircaloy oxidizes, thus inhibiting somewhat the g
zirconium-steam reaction rate.

2. Dissociation of steam at the Zr02 surface into hydrogen and oxygen.
This is endothermic or energy-absorbing reaction (-58 kcal per g-
mole of H O) whose energy is provided by the high temperature at2

the Zr02 surface.

3. Dif f usion of oxygen through the Zr02 layer into the underlying Zir-
caloy metal.

4. Reaction of the oxygen with the zirconium to form zirconium oxide
and the release of 255 kcal energy per g-mole of zirconium oxidized.
Figure 6-7 illustrates the phase diagram for the zirconium and
oxygen binary system and shows that la an equilibrium situation, no
zirconium oxide forms until an oxygen level of approximately 30 at %
exists in the metal. That is, oxygen dissolves into zirconium up
to approximately 30 at % withcut chemically reacting witl the zirco-
nium to form zirconium oxide (Zr02 - 65.7 at % oxygen) and releasing
heat. It can be seen that as the zirconium oxide layer on the clad- g
ding grows, the oxygen generated it the zirconium oxide surface 3
must dif f use through an increasingly resistant dif fusion barrier to
get to the base metal. In this way the zirconium oxide layer itself
could serve to shield the unoxidized metal from further oxidation.

|
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This somewhat idealized description of cladding oxidation does not take into

account other phenomena that may be significant factors in a LOCA, such as j

microcracking or spallation of the oxide layer, which Luld expose new base

metal surfaces to the steam, localized melting of Zircaloy metal (%1900C/3451F),
which obviously would alter the reaction geometry, and limiting 'f the steam

available for reaction with the cladding by core ficw blockages. It is in

trying to account for these transient effects as well as the tnermodynamicI equilibrium aspects that the variance (10 :o 55%) in the estimates of the ex-

tent of Zircaloy oxidation at TMI-2 arises. If all the Zircaloy cladding in a

I B&W 177-fuel asser.ibly reactor core were to oxidize, the reaction would pro-

duce about 1000 kg of hydrogen and 42 W of energy.

4.2.2. Stainless Steel 0xidation

The stainless steel components of the reactor core can alco be oxidized by

steam. Although Zircaloy oxidizes much more rapidly than stainless steel at

temperatures below about 1000C (1831F), the rate of stainless steel oxidationI per unit weight at about 1250C (2281F) is equal to that of zirconium. What

would heb to retard the stainless steel oxidation contribution to the hydro-

gen and heat generation ecmpared to the Zircaloy would be the fact that the

stainless steel end fittings, etc. would probably be exposed to slightly lower

localized temperatures than the Zircaloy, which is in intimate contact with

the UO2 fuel. There is also less stainless steel in the fuel elements than

Zircaloy.

The stainless steel oxidation reaction may be represented by equation 4:

2 2 + 155 kcal/ role. (4)aFe + bCr + cNi + dH O + Fe Cr Ni Od + dHb

It can be seen that the heat contribution and hydrogen contribution of the

stainless steel oxidation reaction is on a per-weight basis much like that

for Zircaloy.

4.2.3. Radiolytic Decomposition of Water

Besides the metal / steam oxidation reactions that can occur during a LOCA, an-

other potential source of hydrogen in the primary system is the radiolycic de-

composition of the water coolant itself. This reaction is of concern because

the decomposition of the water molecule could result in the generation of both

hydrogen and oxygen, which could then potentially combust in the prieary system.I
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The radiolytic decomposition involves the interaction of decay gamma and bets

radiation with water molecules to form solvated electrons (e- ) , f ree radicals ,
aq

and molecules as illustrated in equation 5:

, OH, H, H0 H , H 0 . (5)HO,y2 e 2 2 2 2
-, ag

Once these species are formed, they could immediately recombine with each other

or diffuse into solution for reaction there. The final result of such reac-

tions would be the formation of the molecular products H , H 02, 0 , or re-2 2 2

formed H 0. The amount of each of these molecular species formed per unit S2

or y energy absorbed is a sensitive function of such parameters as the amount

and type of other solutes in the water, the type of radiation absorbed (balance

of a, 8, y , and delayed neutrons), the temperature and turbulence of the water,

the pH of the water, etc. It is almost impossible to estimar.e the hydrogen

generation accurately by this mechanism in a situation like the LOCA at TMI-2;

however, Table 6-2 gives a rough upper bound estimate for the hydrogen genera-

tion after shutdown for a 3300-MWt reactor. It can be seen from these results

that hydrogen generation from radiolysis is small compared to the contribution

of the metal / water oxidation reaction over the early time ranges involved in a
I2LOCA (10 to 10" seconds). However, the hydrogen generation for a totally 5

sealed system could significantly add to the hydrogen inventory over a more

extended time period.

4.3. Fuel / Cladding Eutectic Formation

IThe melting point of uranium dioxide is approximately 2800C (5071F), for zirco-

nium ^xive 2700C (4891F), and for pure Zircaloy 1825C (3316F). The melting

point of 2ircaloy is also variable as a function of the amount of oxygen dis-

solved in t le metal, as shown in Figure 6-7, increasing f rom 1825C (3316F)

for 0% dissolved oxygen to 1975C (3586F) for about 20 at % dissolved oxygen.

The equilibrium ternary system uranium-zirconium-oxygen, however, has combina- g
tions of these elements that form a liquid phase at temperatures as low as 5

1500C (2731F). This is known as the urania/ zirconium eutectic. Figures 6-8a.

-8b, and -8c show isothermal sections for this ternary system at 1000C (1831F),

1500C (2731F), and 2000C (3631F). The letter L in these diagrams refers to

liquid. The darkened area in Figure 6-8c refers to a region of compositions

where nothing but liquid exists under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions.

I
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A det.lled analysis of these isothermal phase diagrams is not necessary for

the purposes of this discussion, but the folicwing general observations can

be noted:

No liquid phaw ex ht e at 1000C (1831F).-

At 1500C (2731F), the liquid phase area, that is, those compositions
at which any liquid forms at all, is confined below a line connecting
the UO2 point on the U-0 side of the triangle to a point about one

I third of the distana up the 0-Zr side of the cciangle. No liquid
exists above this line. This means that at );00C ;2731F) the physi-
cal condition that must exist for the formar .on of any eutectic liquid

I is equilibrium contact between CO2 and zirco tium (Zircaloy) with less
than about 33 at '; oxygen dissolved in the metal.

At 2000C (3631F), the liquid phase area is confined below a boundaryI
-

approximately connecting UO2 on the U-0 side to Zr02 on the Zr-0 side.
This means that at 2000C, eutectic liquid can form given an equilibrium
contact condition between uranium dioxide and any Zircaloy metal, ir-
respective of the level of dissolved oxygen in the metal. No liquid
can form, however, between UO2 and oxidized Zircaloy or Zr02

Note that these diagrams represent a condition of thermodynamic equilibrium
between the component materials. This essentially means that the materials

must be in intimate physical contact long enough to reach equilibrium. In anI extended LOCA, such as occurred at TMI-2, various physical and geometric con-
siderations arise which inhibit the attainment of thermodynamic equilibrium.I Trying to account qualitatively for the various mechanisms that could affect

fuel / cladding eutectic formation during a LOCA, both equilibrium and physical,I the following observations might be made:

I If the extended loss of coolant involves a slow (<1*C/second) tempera--

ture ramp in the core region of interest, extensive Zircaloy oxidation

and concurrent oxygen dissolution in Zircaloy metal are likely to haveI occurred, thereby inhibiting eutectic liquid formation. Even if no

cladding has burst, two mechanisms could still exist thar. would retard

eutectic formation at the fuel pellet /inside cladding interface: dis-

solution of oxygen from the outside cladding surface and diffusion to

the inside cladding surf ace, and the likely existence of a 10-mil Zr02

layer on the inside cladding surf ace due to oxygen transfer f rom the

UO2 to the Tircaloy during normal operation. The Zr02 layer could

effectively shield the UO2 from the Zircaloy metal.

I
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. The cladding is likely to burst due to internal pressure effects be-

fore it reaches eutectic formation temperature A1500C, 2831F). This

would allow steam into the fuel / cladding gap, oxi112ing the interior

cladding surface and thus effectively shielding the CO2 from the

Zircaloy metal and preventing eutectic liquid formation.

Poor contact between the fuel pellet and inside cladding surface would

inhibit eutectic formation below the melting point of the cladding.

Once the cladding becomes molten, the potential for eutectic forma-

tion nerease.

* A fast temperature ramp would increase the prcbability for eutectic

formation by raising the temnerature faster than oxygen can dif f use

into the Zircaloy.

I
Table 6-2. Conservative Calculation of

Radiolysis Yield

Time after Integrated decay Yi d,
shutdown, s energy, RJ/MW kg H2

210 6 4

810 25 17

10" 160 110-

510 800 548

| 10' 3500 2400

Reference: NUREG/CR-1561, August 1980.

I
I
I'

I
I
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Figure 6-5. Fission Prodact Gas Release Vs ,
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Figure 6-6. B6W IkMel and ORNL Correlation of Ruprure Temperature Vs Engineering

floop Stress and Ramp Rate
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Figure 6-7. 2.irconiun-0xygen Phase Diagram
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Figure 6 d. Uraniu:n-Oxygen-Zirconium Equilibrium Diagrc.m

Source: J. R. Honekamp, ANA-CO-0041
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I
5. Core LOCA Consequences and

TMI-2 Estimates

*

5.1. General Consequences

The consequence to reactor core materials, particularly those constituting the

fuel elements, during an extended loss of coolant is essentially extreme over-

heating due to loss of system capability to remove heat from sources remaining

or generated after recctor shutdown. Some of the individual mechanisms for
core damage have been discussed in the preceding section. The degree to which

each mechanism contributes to core damage and interacts with others to aggra-

vate the high temperature conditic. depends on the exact nature of the LOCA
and the sequence of actions taken (automatically or by the operators) in re-

.I sponse to the accident. For example, the TMI-2 accident, because of de stuck
PORV, involved a deprasutization of the primary side to about 1100 psi, then

to 500 psi during thc first 2 hours after trip. This depressurication imp: sed

a large pressure drop across the fuel cladding, v11ch undoubtedly cantributed

to the failure of many or most of the fuel rods by bursting. A LOCA that does

not involve significant p;1 mary side depressurization could delay the onset of

the rod burst effect but at the se e time, because of minimal oxidation on the

inside of the cladding, contribute to the formation of UO -Zircaloy eutectic2

liquid formation. The exact amount and nature of fuel element damage is thus

a sensitive function of a large number of physical and operational vatiables.

The consequences or the aforementioned damage ':techanisms to the fuel materials

might be grouped as follows:

Loss of fuel structural integrity. The mechanisms of rod burst, oxida-.

tion, eutectic formation, melting cladding' etc. cause the fuel ole-
ments themst-lves to lose the structural and mechanical integrity neces-
sary for their normal operation and installation /;emoval requirements.

Release of fission products to the primary system. As has be_n dis--

cussed , a very Sigh temperature in the L'02 fuel material generally re-I sults in a reluase of a significantly h 4.ar fraction of the radioac-
tive fiscion products f ro the l'02 than Ic normal operation. Failure
of the cladding integrity not only would rehase the g.nseous fission
products into the primary system but, depending on the magnitude of
the cladding failure, release of normally non-volatile fission products
by leaching and/or physical relocation.

Hydrogen bubble formation. The mechanisms for hydrogen formatio. dur-.

ing the LOCA could result (and did at TMI) in the formation of a sig-
nificant quantity of non-condensible vapor with a consequent potentialI for combustion /cyplosion upon venting and coolant flow blockage.
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+ Fuel relocation. Large-scale failure of the fuel cladding, either
during the course of the high-temperature excursion by bursting or
oxidation, or during reflooding of the core by thermal stress on the
embrittled cladding, could result in considerable relocation of fuel
pellets in the primary system.

5 . 1. TMI-2 Estimates

The accident at TMI-2 involved an extended loss of coolant to the core, which

resulted in a temperature excursion high enough to damage core materials. A

number of investigators have analyzed the accident in terms of the extent and

nature of the : ore damage, agreeing on several points and disagreeing on others.

This section attempts to present some of the TMI-2 damage estimates as examples

of the kind and extent of core damage that might be expected in an extended

LOCA. Since the material is compiled from the results of a number of investi- 5
gators, some of whom disagreed on particulars of the damage results, and since

no one can be certain of the exact extent and nature of the damage until the

~"1-2 core itself can be observed, these results should be regarded as only.

examples.

Details of the accident sequence and explanations of the origin and causes of

the loss of coolant and core uncovering at TMI-2 are not discussed here.

Rather, only the results of these events with regard to core material damage.

Figures 6-9, -10, and -11 present Battelle Columbus MARCH code calculations

for the vessel pressure, water / steam mixture level, and maximum core tempera-
tures as functions of the time after reactor trip.* The damage mechanisms

that occurred in the core can be generally interpreted in terms of these three

parameters.

Figure 6-9 shows that the pret.sure in the primary system over the time period

of intetest here (0 to 3 hours) rapidly decreased to about 1100 psi, where it

held for about one hott, tben decreased further to about 600 psi before repres-

surization.

IFigure 6-10 makes the key point that portions of the core became uncovered and

remained uncovered for up to nearly 3 hours

-____

* MARCH is a development of the BOIL code written at Battelle Columbus Labora-
tories for use in the reactor safety study.
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figure 6-11 shows the general high-temperature excursion in the core, resulting

in temperatures of approximately 4000F (2200C). In contrast, it should be

noted chat calculations performed with the GRASS-SST code at Argonne National
Laboratories and reported by the Nuclear Safety Analysis Center in NSAC-12
(November 1980) showed maximum core temperatures of only about 1750C (3181F).

A study performed '>y the Fuel Behavior Re-earch Branch of the USNRC (ANA-COO-

0025. July 1979) arrived at the following conclusions regarding the fuel dam-

age at TMI-2:

Maximum Damage (Fieure 6-12)

All fuel rods burst at elevations ranging f rom 1 f t from the top of

the core in the center assembly to about 3 ft down in some peripheral

assemblies.

The total amount of Zircaley oxidized in the first 3 hours of the ac--

cident was about 30*; of the Zircaloy in the core.

Embrittlement of cladding by oxidation occurred to a depth between 6-

and 7 ft from the top of the core in the center assemblies, to about

5 to 6 ft in most assemblies, and did not occur at all in the lower

power corner assemblies.

Fuel / cladding eutectic for:1.2d down to depths of 6 to 7 ft in the cen--

ter assemblies, to 5 to 6 ft in most assemblies, and did. net occur

in the corner assemblies.

No significant oxidation occurred in the leer 5 f t of the core.-

Estimates of minimum core damage did not qualitatively differ from the maxi-

mum, in the core depths to which damage occurred (i%ures 6-13a and 6-13b) .

In addition, there is general agreement that the hot oxidized cladding at the

top of the core f ragmented by thermal shocking when the core was refloodedI 174 minutes after reactor trip. This fragmentation and the " slumping" of the

core .2t 225 minutes to which it contributed have resulted in a bed of debris

consisting of fragmented cladding and fue: pellets forming near the top of

the core.

The f raction (P.) of fission products released f rom the fuel rods to the pri-

mary syste= have been variously estimated as follows:

|
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i

Xenon, krypton 08 to 71

Iodine 60 to 76

Cesium 60 to 76

Strontium, barium 0.1 to 2.3

Tritium 73

Total fission products 55

From these figures it can be implied that nearly all the volatile fission

| product materials (xenon, krypton, iodine) released from the UO2 pellets es-

) caped from the rods to the prinary system. Also, the low fractional strontium

and barium release fractions indicate that there was no significant fuel lig-j

uefaction (eutectic) or melting.
;

It is also estimated that the ccre slumping that occurred at 225 minutes re-
i

j sulted in as much as 90% core flow blockage. Temperatures in the core, par-

! ticularly in the central region near the top, were prcbably high enough to melt

some of the Inconel fuel element spacer grids and the Ag-In-Cd control rod ma-

terial, although not high enough to cause significant failure of the stainless

j steel control rod cladding, thus preventing loss of control material f rom the

core region.

!

; I
i I
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i

! 6. Summary

| 1. Discuss and describe the fuel / cladding system: materials, configurations

I of assemblies and core, and temperature and environmental limitations.
!
;

jg Outline the major parametric differences between normal operation and ac-2.

)5 cident conditions and how these differences affect the fuel /claddin, sys-

I tem with respect to fuel failure modes.

I 3. Describe the consequences to the primary system from fuel failure modes:
bracket fission product and hydrogen release levels, and discuss the me-,

chanics of fuel failure.

;I
,
,

I,I

iI
:
,

;I

!I
,

I
4I
!

!I
I

1I
|
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Figure 6-9. TM1-2 Reactor Vessel Pressure ,
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Figure 6-11. TMI-2 Maximum Core Temperature Vs Time
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I Figure 6-12a. Maximus Damage Estimated to Fuel Rod Cladding, Decay

Heat and Oxidation Heat Includedi
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Figure 6-12b. Maximus Damage Esti n_ad to Fuel Rod Cladding,

Decay 1; oat and Oxidation Heat Included
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I Figure 6-13a. Minimum Damage Estimated to Fuel Rod Cladding,
Decay Heat Only - Oxidation Heat Not Included
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Figure 6-13b. Minimum Damage Estimated to Fuel Rod Cladding, |
Decay Heat Only - Oxidation Heat Not Included 5
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Lesson 7 - USE OF SPNDs IN RECOGNITIONI OF DEGRADED CORE CONDITIONS

Introduction |

1. Lecturer -

2. Purpose - To investigate the use of self-powered neutron detectors (SPNDs)
in the analysis of degrading or degraded core conditions.

Objectives

The following material will be presented during this lesson:

1. Description of the incore monitoring system (IMS) .

2. Operation of the IMS under normal conditions: at power and during
shutdown.

3. Response of SPNDs to high temperatures: thermionic current and re-
lease of space charge.

4. Interpretation of SPND alarm data following reactor trips.

5. Limicacions of SPND poct-trip alarms.

Key points to be retained are as follows:

1. Nuclear and high-temperature responses of the IMS.

2. Use of alarm printer in interpreting SPND alarms.

3. Limitations on SPND post-trip alarms.

I

I
J
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Lesson 7 Outline

I |t

!

1. Introduction

! 2. Description of Self-Powered Neutron Detectors

i

| 3. Operation of SPNDs Under Norma'. Conditions

I 4 liigh-Temperature SPSD Response

4.1. Thermionic Emissions - 1979 LRC Experiment
,

t 4.2. Space Charge Release Mechanism '

'
'

4.3. Other Phenomena -

| 4.3.1. Interaction of Thermionic Emissions and Snace Charge Release
i 4.3.2. Presence of Gamma Radiation and Electronic Circuitry
| |

| 5. Interpretatioa of SPND Alarms After Reactor Trips

| 5.1. Axial and Radial D'.stribution i
2.2. liigh Temperature Vs High Flux

6. Limitations of 3PND Post-Trip Alarm Analysis

j 7. Conclusions
'l

8. Sunmary

! References ;
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Lesson 7 - l'SE OF SPNDs IN RECOGNITIONI OF DECKADED CORE CONDITIONS

I- 1. Introduction

large signals can be produced in self-powered neucron detectors (SPNDs) when.

they are exposed to high temperatures. When the reactor is shut down, these
currents are produced either by thermionic emissions or~ by the release of spaceI charges which build up in the detector insulation. The currents associated

wfth these two phenomena are opposite in direction. Since the detectors are

spaced axially aiong the core height., the existence of high temperatures (and
potential core dama ge) may be judged f rom an analycis of SPND alarm data. We

emphasize that the analysis and interpretation of SPND alarm data are not ex-

act but can be used to confirm indicated core damage.

During the TMI-2 accident, numerous messages concerning the SPNDs were printed

by the alarm printer. These messages resulted from high-temperature-induced

currents. From these alarms, it has been possible to make a qualitative judg-

ment on the extent of core lamage. This lesson is given to share B&W's experi-

ence, so that similar alarns can be properly interpreted if a serious accident'

should happen again.

The alarm prit.ter prints a message whenever an SPND current exceeds a specified

ran ge (off-scale) or when it returns to scale after being off-scale. Thus, a

message is printed only when a detector's status changes. When going of f-
scale, the value of the current is not printed, nor is any indication given

whether the current is off-scale high or low. When returning to scale, the

magnitude of the current is printed. The SPNDs and background wires do not

have alarm setpoints; however, the magnitude of the current the plant computer

can read is limited by multiplexers. The cange of the signals is given in Fig-

ure 7-1 along with typical messages. Those messages will be referre:i to as

"SPSD alarms" rather than as " messages ,;rinted by the alarm printer when an

SPSD changes status."

I
7-1 Babcock & Wilcox
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I
2. Descript f on o f SPNDs

B&W's SPND string comprises seven rhodium emitters, one background wire, and

a thermocouple. Each rhodium emitter produces an electron current from neu-

tron absorption (l'3Rh + on 1 1'"Rb l'"Pd + electron). The leadwire that+

carries this signal f rom the reactor to the control room is made of either

Inconel or Zircaloy. The emitter and its leadwire are enclosed in an Inconel

sheath and " packed" in a ceramic insulation of either Mg0 or A1:0 , which pre-3

vents the leadwire from coming in contact with the sheath. The background

wire is similar to a leadvire and is used to accounc for gamma-induced currents.

It extends to the same height as the uppermost emitter, but of course has no a

emitter. The seven detectors, the background wire, and the thermocouple are

all enclosed insile an annulus and collectively make up a detector " string."

A cross-sectional view of a detector string is shown in Figure 7-2.

The detectors are spaced along the active fuel height as shown in Figure 7-3.

This arrangement allows for three-dirensional power distribution measurements

when the reactor is at power.

Current BSW 177-fuel assembly plants have 52 detector strings placed as shown
in figure 7-4. The detector strings are inserted in the central instrument

tube of the selected fuel assemblies. They are located ?o that every fuel as-

sembly either contains or is syr2netri to another assembly having a detector

string.

I
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3. Operation of SPNDs Under
Normal Conditions

SPNDs are used to monitor the power distribution within the reactor core.

Their response to neutron and gamma radiation is well understood and can be
accurately predicted.

When a rhodium atom in the emitter absorbs a neutron, it is transmitted to

rhodium-104, which then S-decays by the following reaction:

1 1"Rh + 1""Ed + 8 .
~103 Eh + on -

The effective half 'ife of the e-decav is about 60 seconds. Beta particles

that penetrate the ceramic insulation induce a current which is proportional

to the local neutron flux aad the number of rhodium atoms present. By apply-

ing appropriete conversion f actors, the local power of the fuel surrounding

the SPND can be determined. Typical currents observed in fresh detectors are

on the order of +600 nA.

Gamma rays interact with the detector lu dwire and sheath primarily by Compton

scattering. These interactions also induce currents which must be taken into

account during signal processing. This is done using signs.ls f rom the back-

ground wires. Typical currents are -80 nA for Inconel background wires and

+80 to -3 nA for Zircaloy background wires. The current for Inconel background

wires remains relatively constant over the detector lifetime, while present-

generation Zircaloy background currents decrease f rom about v80 to -3 nA over

che first 100 EFPD. The current remains constant thereafter

During power operrtion the SPNDs and background wires are read by tna on-line

computar, and a measured three-dimensional power distribution is obtained.

The LOCA limit margins are monitored using tMs power distribution.

After a reactor shutdown, the response of the SPNDs to the neutron flux will

decay to zero with a half-life of about 60 seconds. "owever, the y mma-gen-

erated leadwire currents will remain large because the gamma flux within the

core decays more slowly. The negative off-scale setpnint for an SPND is -20

nA, and the current in an Inconel leadwire may fall below this value as the

neutron-induced positive current quickly decays. Thus, an off-scale negative

alarm may be printed even though the shutdown is proceeding normally.

7-3 Babcock & Wilcox



4 Migh-Temperature SPND Response

Currents are induced in SPNDs by high temperatures via the following mechanisms:

Thermionic emissions-

Release of a space charge in the insulation-

Although experiments have been performed at the Lynchburg Research Center (LRC),

our understanding of these phenomena is still limited.

4.1. Thermionic Emissions - 1979 LRC Experiment

'4 hen a metal is heated, its valence electrons may be " boiled off" so that they
escape t rom the wetal. The thermionic phenomenon is discussed in reference 1.

Five SPNDs and one background wire were heated in an oven at LRC to determine

thermionic emission characteristics. The lengths of three of the SPNDs cor-

responded to level 7 detectors, and the other two SPNDs corresponded to levels

1 and 4 The detectors underwent several cycles of heating during which the

temperature and the detector currents wcre recorded. During three of the heat-

ing cycles the SPND signals were measured at 100F intervals while the oven tem-

perature was held constant during the measurements. During the last cycle,

the detectors were heated until they failed (at about 2500-2600F).

One unusual result of the experiment was that the themionic currents were

small and positive below about 1600F, while they became increasingly negative
above this temperature. Although the currents in individual detectors varied

considerably, the results are summarized in Tab'.e 7-1. Note that the negative

current increases rapidly above 1000F and that the negative setpoint (-20 nA)

would be exceeded between 1000 and 1100F. A typical graph of thermionic cur-

rent versus temperature is shown in Figure 7-5.

One difficulty in using tF;s experiment to interpret SPND alarms is that the

positive currents observed were small. The largest positive current in the

expe riment was 63 nA at 997F (in the background wire). Thereforc, off-scale

positive alarms would not be caused by thermionic emissions. This experiment

is discussed more fully in reference 2.

4.2. Space Charge Release Mechanism

An electric dipole can be induced in the detector insulation by either apply-

ing a voltage or exposing the detector to radiation over a period of time. A

space charge accumulates in the insulation. A charge of 10 nC was induced on

7-4 Babcock & Wilcox



I
aa SP."D at LRC by applying a voltage of 1 V. It is believed that a similar

charge would be induced under irradiation. This charge is uniformly distri-

buted axially throughout the insulation.

When the detector is heated, this accumulated charge is released, thereby

causing a large positive current. The charge is released at a temperature of

1000-1400F. At temperatures above 1000F, however, the insulation resistance

breaks down, shorting out the circuit. The current paaks at about 2200-2400

nA using incore detector circuitry and decays with a half-life of 40-50 sec-

onds as the charge depletes. The current flows waen a 1-inch length of detec-I tor is heated to the required temperature.

"ote that the space charge release prenemenon is not experimentally as well

established as thermionic emission.

4.3. Other Phenomena

4.3.1. Interaction of Thermionic Emiscions
and Space Charge Release

The space-charge release could explain off-scale positive alarms. As the cur-

rent decays, the detector signal returns to scale, and a value for the current

would be printed. The current would then become negative as the thermionic

effect becomes dominant. The detector would then alarm off-scale negative if

the thermionic current were large enough. This scenario assures that t'ne tem-

peratore remains large enough to induce a thermionic current after the space
charge is released. Of course, if the temperature were above 1000F for only
a few minutes, the space-charge current would induce an off-scale positive
alarm, decay back on-scale, and '; hen not go off-scale negative if the tempera-
ture were not high enough.

A detector can repeatedly alarm off-scale positive when the space charges in
1-inch sections of the detector release one after another.

4.3.2. Presence of Gamma Radiation
and Electronic Circuitry

Other phenomena, such as the presence of g tma radiativa and the electronic

circuitry, may influence the high-temperature response of SPNDs. These phe-

comena have not been investigated in detail (see reference 3) .

,
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5. Interpretation of SPND Alarms

After Reactor Trips

5.1. Axial and Radial Distribution

'a' hen detectors are alarming due to high temperatures, the axial temperature
distribution can be roughly determined by analyzing the seven levels in a

string. Only those levels that are above 1000F will alarm. Therefore, if
only levels 6 and 7 are alaming, it can be inferred that temperatures in

excess of 1000E exist in the upper 2/7 of the core.

The detector alarms can also give information on the radial distribution of
temperatures. At TMI-2, most of the alarms were from strings in the interict
of the core, while strings of the periphery (such as 37, 45, 46, etc.) had

fewer alarms. This behavior can be aterpreted as evidence that the interior

was hotter than the periphery. In addition, only the higher levels alamed

on the periphery, while in the interior all levels of some detectors alamed.

This is confirmatory evidence for the hypothesized inverted-cone damage at

TMI-2.

5.2. High Temperature Vs High Flux

The preceding discussion has been directed toward interpretation of SPND alarms
once it has been ascertained that high temperatures exist in the core. The in-

core insrumentation, however, was designed primarily to monitor neutron flux.

Therefore, it must first be. determined whether the alarms are being caused by

high temperature or large neutron flux.

If the SPSD alarms are being caused by an unusually large neutron flux, then

all of the following must also be true:

* The reactor is critical or supercritical.

Because criticality is a corewide phenomena, all SPNDs would exhibit
positive currents although not all may be alaming.

Tha excore power range nt. clear instrumentation would also be respond--

ing to the large neutron flux.

As noted earlier, negati c. of f-scale alarms may be observed for Incorel lead-

wires a few minutes after shutdc This is a normal, expected response and..

would be confined to level 6 .- 7 and bachground detectors.
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If it is suspected that the SPNDs are responding to high temperatures, the,

hot leg temperature instruments and the incore thermocouples can be checked.,

I

These instruments will give reliable ir.dications of high temperatures.

Ile emphasize that the high-temperature response of SPNDs is a complex phenom-

i enon. The explanation presented earlier represents the best understanding

currently available. The SPNDa are not stand-alone devices, and other indica-

tions of hich temperature should be used to diagnose whether and to what ex-

| tent any core damage has occurred.
i
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6. Limitations of SPNC Post-Trip

Alarm Analysis

Because the alam printer vaes the same display (????) for both positive and

negative alarms, one cannot distinguish between the negative thermionic cur-

rent and the positive space charge release current. This inability can lead

to confusion when analyzing the alarms. Approximately 20 SPNDs are connected =

to a backup recorder f rom which one can determine the polarity (sign) of the

signals. Thus, we may be able to determine whether an SPND is alarming posi-

tive or negative from the backup recorder.

Another problem arises f rom the lack of information of an iiPND alarm. When

the current goes off-scale, one cannot determine its magnitude or, therefore,

the corresponding temperature. We can be reasonably certain that the tempera--

ture is above 1000F, but the temperature could be much higher - there is no

way to tell how muct higher using only the SPND alarms.

Because only seven 4.75-inch detectors are present in the 12-foot core, axial

detail is limited. Since neutron flux behavior is well understnod, this is

not a limitation under the conditions for which the SPNDs were t esigned. Dur-

ing abnormal high-temperature conditions, however, the temperature profiles

within the core can be very complex, making precise interpretation of the SPND

alarms more difficult.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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f 7. Conclusions

Although the temperature response of SPNDs is complex, the high-temperature- |

induced currents can be used to estimate the distribution of high temperatures
|

! (s10007) in a degraded core and the extent of core damage. Because SPND alarms I

can result from either high neutron fluxes or high temperatures, however, other

indications must be used to determine whether high temperatures exist. 1
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8. Summary

i
; 1. Briefly review nuclear and high-temperature responses of the incore moni-

toring system. '.

i

! 2. Discuss the use of the alarm printer in interpreting SPND alarms and their

possible relationship to a degraded core condition.
!

! 3. Summarize the limitations on using SPNDs to detect degraded core condi-
E,

| tions. 5
i
i

i I'
I

!
I
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Table 7-1. Thermionic Currents in SPNDs

Temperatuce,

,
F Current, nA

700 +0.3 2 0.3

' 800 +1.9 : 1.8

900 +5.3 2 3.6

1000 ~7.7 : 4.6*
1100 -77 ! 31

1200 -375 : 129
1300 -lb)3 460

" Note change in polarity.
,

I
I Figure 1. SPND Alarm Serpoints

Positive NegativeI Detector setpoint, satpoint,
type nA nA

SPND +2C20 -20

Background +120 -120

Typical SPND Alarms

Time Status Address Desc rip t. ion Reading

06:45:08 NOIOi 1132 FLUX 7-E LEVEL 5 (n.\) 254

06:48:44 BAD 1491 FLUX 13-C LEVEL 4 (nA) ????

I
I

E

I
.

'
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I
Figure 7-2. Cross Section of SPND String
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Figure 7-3. Axial Locations of GPNDs
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figure 7-4. Inst.rument Layout in 177-Fuel
Assembif Core
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Figure 7 --5 . Thel alonic Emissicos in SPNDs
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Lesson 8 - DETECTION AND TREATMENT OF 1NADEQUATE CORE
COOLING USING CORE EXIT THERMOCOUPLES

I
Introduction

1. Lecturer -

2. Purpou s -

a. To discuss the changes in core cooling efficiency as the reactor
coolant changes state and flow conditions.

I b. To discuss core exit thermocouple (T ) use as a means of detecting
dangerous conditions in the core.

c. Ta describe analyses which resulted in the core exit T readings

and cladding temperatures (Tclad)*
d. To provide instnictions for converting T readings to Tclad'
'e . To discuss required operator actions during high Tclad (inadequateI core cooling) conditions.

f. To briefly discus; T _ limitations.

Objectives

The following materia 3 will be preser.ted during this lesson:

1. What might cause the reactor coelant to change state and how will
taat affect core temperatures?

2. How might the operator be able to use T 's to determine if dangerous
conditions exist, and the degree of danger?

I 3. Mcw are Te readings and cladding temperature related, and how was
relationship established?

! 4. What actions t ust operators take based on T readings?

5. How night these actions affect the core and the rest of the plant?

6. What are the limitations of the T 's?

The following key points to be retained are:

,5
|14 1. What influence does the amount of available reactor coolant and the

state of that coolant have en core temperatures?

I
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2. What damage would be expected at high core temperatures?

f 3. Hcw T 's can measure existence and magnitude of danger to core cooling.

4. Some familiarity with analyses used to develop T /T c rrelation.
clad

, a. What the operator should be doing for given T readings,
t C

6. What the results of these actions might be for the core and the rest

j of the plant.

7. How T readings might be misleading. ep
C

!

j 8. What to expect for cladding temperatures above 1800F.
'

!

: I
:

|
'

!
.

! I
! I
!.
i

! I
i
!

; I..
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:

I
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| Lesson Outline
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j 1. IrM aduction

!

] 2. Causes of Inadequate Core Cooling (ICC) and High Core Temperatures

3. Normal and Off-Normal Modes of Heat Transfer

! 4. Why and How Cladding Temperature is Measured

f 5. ICC Guidelines Defining Operator Actions Baaed on T
clad

6. Possible Results and Consequences of Operator Actions

! 7. Shortcomings of T 's
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Lesson 8 - DETECTI31!.C;D TREATMENT OF INADEQUATE CORE
COOLING USING CORE EXIT THERMOCOUPLES

I
1. Introduction

During plant operations, transients and upset conditions can cause an inade-
quate amount of heat removal ' rom the core. Three elements are directly in-

volved in this core heat removal proccss: the RCS coolant fluid itself, the
circulaticn of this coolant between the core and steam generators (OTSGs),
and the OTSGs operating as a heat sink. Degradation of any or all of theseI components can result in an inadequate heat removal rate from the core. This

can lead to increases in the temperatures of the uranium dioxide (UO ) fuel2

and the Zircaloy-4 (Zr-4) cladding surrounding the fuel pellets. Some pos-

sible causes of degraded core heat removal, and some possible results of these
in terms of fuel and cladding damage, are discussed in the follrwing text.
Also discussed are indication to plant operators of the presence and severity
of these dangerous conditions, as well as actions to prevent them or to main-I tain or regain control cf the system should they arise.

I
I '

I
E

I

'I
:I

'
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2. Causes of Inadequate Core Cooling (ICC)
and High Core Temperatures

This section lists some possible plant transient conditions that can lead to

elevated core temperatures. It also describes some of the mechanisms that

can produce elevated fuel and cladding temperatures following these transients.
,

Loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) affect the first two core cooling components

described in the introduction: the RCS coolant fluid and its circulation.
LOCAs cause loss of liquid inventory generally in three ways:

1. Loss of fluid out the break.

2. Flashing of liquid to steam if the break is large enough to de- g
-pressurize the RCS to saturation conditions. g

3. Boiling of liquid by core haat if adequate liquid volume, flow
rate, and OTSG heat removai are not maintained.

These can lead to partial or complete uncovering if enough makeup or ECCS is
not provided. LOCA analyses have shown that core temperatures will remain
low if the entire coce is kept covered by liquid or by a mixture of saturated =

steam and liquid. However, if any portion of the core becomes exposed to
saturated or superheated steam, elevated cladding temperatures can very quick-
ly result.

LOCAs with reactor coolant (RC) pumps left running can lead to more liquid
inventory loss than LOCAs without RC pumps running. For cases without RC
pumps running, the liquid loss out of the break would stop as soon as the
primary system liquid level dropped below the elevation of the break. After
that, liquid loss would be caused just by flashing and core boilof f. i

For cases with RC puups left running, liquid would continually be circulated
around the system and , consequently, would be made to flow out of the break.
This would allow liquid to continually exit through the break, and, for cer-
tain break sizes, could allow essentially all of the systen liquid inventory

Ito be lost. m

If these conditions were to develop and then tle 2C pumps were turned off or g
lot.t . the circulation and mixing of the steam and liquid in the RCS would W

cease. This would result in " phase separation." The steam would rise to the
higher parts of the RCS and the liquid would fall to the lower portions. The
liquid volume in the RCS could have been depleted during RC pump operation to

8-2
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the point where there is not enough liquid left to cover the core after

phase separation. The resulting core uncovery could occur within seconds

and could be severe enough to uncover almost all of the core. Of course,

this would mean elevated core temperatures if the RC pumps were turned off orI inadvertently lost af ter such dangerous conditions developed within the RCS.
The possibility that this might occur is the basis for requiring the operators

t a stop the RC pumps on E5FAS actuation due to low RCS pressure. This will

prevent a pump trip with the system in a low liquid volume condition.

A total prolonged loss of OTSG feedwater will eliminate the RCS heat sink

completely. It can also cause the primary system liquid inventory to be

boiled away through the pressurizer relief valves if the ECCS is not, or can-

not be ised to keep the core cooled. Should this occur and the liquid boil-

off continue uncorrected, the core would eventually become uncovered, causingI rapid increases in core temperatures.

I
I
I
I
I '

I
I
I
I
I
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3. Normal and off-Normal Modes of Heat Transfer

The three elements of core heat reboval are described in the introduction.

Under normal conditions, heat is being added to the fuel cladding by the fuel

at the same rate that it is being removed by the RCS coolant. The coolant

then transfers this heat to the OTSGs. The heat removal from the cladding to

the RCS fluid is of ten discussed in terms of a heat transfer coefficient
2(HTC). HTC is expressed in units of Btu /h-ft *F. If the plant is in full

2power operation, the HTC is on the order of 10,000-50,000 Btu /h-ft -*F (see
I

Figure 8-1) and heat is being transferred via forced convection to subcooled W

liquid.

If the RCS is in natural circulation, the system is filled wich liquid, and
RCS flow is on the order of 2-4% of the normal system flow which is 130
million Ib/h. The reactor has been shut down and the decay heat rate is
about 1% of full core power. The RC pumps have been stopped. The OTSGs are

being f ed by emergency feedwater (EFW) and the OTSG secondary level is being
maintained at about 50% on the operate range (approximately the lower 21 ft
of the tubes are covered with liquid). A level of about 8 ft is required for
the operating raised loop plant. These are the conditions necessary for main-
taining natural circulation. In this case, core HTCs are on the order of 1000-

2 *5000 Btu /h-ft - F. This is much less than the HTC for normal operation (see
Figure 8-1), but is adequate to remove the reduced core heat output after re-
actor shutdown. The heat transfer process from the core could be by, for
example, forced convection to subcooled liquid, nucleate boiling, or forced
convection to vaporization, depending on core heat output, flow rates, and i

the state of the coolant fluid.

In the latter stages of a LOCA or prolonged loss of feedwater transient, RCS
conditions could evolve to the point where the core is covered by a stagaant
pool of liquid or steam-liquid mixture. HTCs for this mode of core heat removal

I2 *are on the order of 100-300 Btu /h-ft - F, which is typical for pool boiling. The e

core will be boiling away liquid under these conditions and will eventually boil
dry unless liquid can be replaced at least as fast as the boiloff rate. This

should be within the capability of the ECCS after the initial period following
reactor shutdown. Some operator action may be required to obtain more ECCS
flow or to decrease RCS pressure to improve ECCS performance.

I
8-4 Babcock & Wilcox
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I
RCS condir. ions could deteriorate to the point where the upper part of the

core has become uncovered while the lower part remains covered with a satu-

rated mixture of liquid and steam. Following a larger LOCA, the entire core

could become uncovered for a short time, and then be recovered by the ECCS,.g
5 thus evolving to this partial-covering condition. For smaller LOCAs, the RCS

could simply drain down or be boiled off until the core is partially uncovered.
For the lower part of the core which remains liquid covered, heat removal mech-
anisms and HTCs would be as described above. For the stean- overed (upper)

part of the core, HTCs would be very small (approximately 0.1-10 Btu /h-f t2_ . 7)
and typical of a forced convection to saturated or superheated vapor heat re-

moval mechanism. Some flow would be expected as ste,r leaves the mixture-

.I covered portion and rises as it continues to be heated.

In extreme act_ dent situatioas the core could become completely void of liquid,I remaining covered only by saturated /superheated steam. Again, for large LOCAs,
if such a condition developed at all, it would only be expected to last for a

matter of seconds before being corrected by the ECCS. For small LORs or

severe loss of OTSG feedwater events, this condition could take a long time

(minutes or even hours) to develop and could have a very long duration. This
would be the result of an event such as ctastrophic equipment failure, incor-

rect operator actions, or operator inaction. Such long-duration core uncovery,I during which there is essentially no heat removal from the cladding while core

heat input continues, can result in severe core temperature increases, and

possible fuel and cladding damage.

Inadequate core cooling (ICC) results from the latter two conditions described

above. As long as the core remains covered with liquid or with a mixture of

saturated steam and liquid, core temperatures will stay at safe levels. With

partial or full core uncovery come rapidly increasing core temperatures, worsen-
ing ICC symptoms (to be discussed later), and increasing likelihood of core

damage.

Figures 8-2 and 8-3 show results from LOCA analyses of a series of small cold

, leg breaks. All cases assumed OTSG feedwater available, RC pumps tripped early
in the transient, and one HPI, one LPI, and both CFTs available. Figure 8-2

shows mixture (steam and water) heights in and above the core as a functionI 2of time after the LOCA. For three cases, the 0.085, 0.07, and 0.055-ft case.

the mixture height drops celow the top of the core (as indicated by the solid

8-5 Babcock & Wilcox
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horizontal line on Figure 8-2) before the ECCS is able to recover the core.

Figure ' 8-3 shows cladding temperatures, in the portion of the core that is un-
2covered, for these three cases. Examining the 0.07-ft case in uetail, Figure

8-2 shows core uncovery beginning at about 1300 seconds, progressing until as
much as the top 2 feet of the core is uncovered, and ending at about 1700
seconds. Figure 8-3 shows that at 1300 seconds (the time core uncovery g
starts), cladding temperature in the exposed core region begins to increase. as

The temperature e.xcursion continues until 1700 seconds. At this time, the core
has been recovered, and afterward, cladding temperatures decrease, eventually
returning to approximately the pre-excursion level.

The importance of keeping the core covered at all times, or failing that, of
recovering the core as soon as possible, is obvious from tire previous discus-
sion. The existing operator guidelines for small LOCAs are designed to pre-
vent core uncovery. The existing ICC guidelines (to be covered later) are
designed to help the operators regain control of core conditions if the small
LOCA guidelines cannot be followed or fail for some reason.

I
I
I
I'
I
I
I
I
I
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4 Why and How Cladding Temperature is Measured

Although no direct cladding temperature (Tclad) indicating system exists,
thermocouples are available which can be used to indirectly ascertain T -lad'
As will be explained below, the operators can use these core exit thermo-

couples (T 's) to determine the status of the core and the RCS. T indica-
C C

tions can also give a warning of impending or progressing core damage.

The procedure for determining T is very straightfo mari Using reanngsclad
f rom a number of T 's (B&W recommends taking an iverage of approximately theI five highest reading T 's), an accurate indication of the core exit fluid con-

dition can be obtained. To aid operators in determining approximate cladding
temperatures, B&W as analytically developed a correlation (see Figure 8-4)
based on this hverage T indication and system pressure. As an example to
illustrate the use of this correlation, assume that averaging the five hottest
T readings gives a core exit temperature of 600F and system pressure, as
measured by the hot leg pressure sensor, is 600 psig. Using this correlation,
as presented in Figure 8-4, implies that T is about M00F.

clad

I
I
I
I ,

I
I
I |

I ,

|

I
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5. ICC Cuidelines Defining Operator
Actions Based on T clad

Operator actions are defined, both by the small break cperating guidelines

(SBOG) and the ICC guidelines, based on system pressures and cladding tempera-
tures. Basically, if the RCS is in a subcooled condition both as measured by

the hot leg RTDs and by the T 's, the SBOGs apply.

However, if conditions degrade to the point where the hot leg RIDS and, es-,

pecially, the T 's are indicating super' .ar (above saturation) temperatures g
for the existing system pressure, the operators are directed to the ICC guide- "

lines. These instructions define three sets of operator acticns based on the
level T has reached. The curves of Figure 8-4 define three regions - the 3clad

first between the saturation line and the curve representing a T ' 'clad
the second between the T = 1400F and T = 1800F curves, and the third

clad clad
for Tclad greater than 1800F. These regions define progressively more severe
core conditions and also operator actions which have progressively more severe
potential consequences. The specific actions are listed below; the signifi-
cance of T 's of 1400F and 1800F, and the consequences of the correspondingclad
operator action will be discussed later. m

When the operators begin to observe superheated RTD and/or T readings (Figure
E8-5), the ICC guidelines instruct them to: m

1. Verify HPI/LPI at maximum flow.

2. Start makeup pump if not running. m

3. Verify OTSG level controlled to proper level.
4. Begin depressurizing OTSGs to cause a decrease in OTSG temperature

(no faster than 100F/h) .
5. Ensure CF" isolation valves are open.

If the operators fail to take the required action for T in the first region,
clad

if the actions taken are inadequate, or if major equipment failures have oc-
cured, T c uld increase above 1400F. With T in the second regionclad clad
(Figure 8-6), another set of actions is defined by the ICC guidelines:

1. Start one RC pump per loop (do not defeat normal interlocks).
2. Depressurize OTSGs immediately to 400 psig, or as far as necessary g

to get a 100F decrease in OTSG saturation temperature. g
3. Open FORV as necessary to maintain RCS pressure vithin 50 psig of

OTSG pressure (primary to secondary pressure coupling). 'r

8-8 Babcock & Wilcox -
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4. Immediately begin depressurizing OTSGs to cooldown no f aster than
100F/h.

If, for reason 3 similar to those stated previously, cladding (and core exit)

temperatures continue to escalate and reach or exceed 1800F (Figure 8-7) the
following operator actions are required:

1. I= mediately start all RC pumps (defeat interlocks as necessary).
2. Depressurize OTSGs to atmospheric pressure.

3. Open PORV and leave it open.

Cladding temperatures of 1400 and 1800F are used to define operator actions
because they represent significant and increasingly dangerous stages of coreI degradation.

For enmple, as T rises to 1400F, the rate of cladding failure increasesI &d
due to hoop stresses. This greatly increases the potential for contamination

in the RCS, tne reactor building (RB), and possibly the environment. In addi-

tion, the cladding becomes plastic .: these temperatures, resulting in ballon-

like swelling. Such failures and swelling would decrease core flow by in-

creasing flow resistance, thus degrading core cooling.

The zirconium metal-water reaction rate is not yet a concern when T * "Uclad
1400F. This reaction produces hydrogen, generates heat, and causes an oxide

layer to form exposed cladding surfaces. The reaction rate increases with in-

creasing T& d, but the consequences are still negligible at T 's of 1400F.I clad
The basic objective of the operator actions corresponding to these temperatures

is to prevent significant cladding f ailures and further temperature increases.

I '

Cladding temperatures at and above 1800F indicate that the coce is approaching

a dangerous condition. The danger could be compounded if the core is allowed

I to remain at these temperatures for a prolonged period, or to degrade further.

Hydrogen is being generated at a significant ate at this point. The operatorsI must be prepared to deal with loss of circulation to, and heat removal by, the

OTSCs if sufficient volumes of hydrogen and other gases are introduced into the

RCS. In addition to this, the oxidation of the cladding will also become a

concern for sustained 1800F or higher T . Significant oxidation could.

structurally weaken the cladding, to the point where that cladding that has
,

been exposed to stean. and is then quenched by liquid could underga brittle

. 8-9 Babcock a Wilcox
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failure. This would lead to ccntamination of the RCS, and possibly,_ the RB

and even the environment.

If T is allowed to increase beyond 1800F (to 2000F and beyond), the
clad

operator must then deal with a serious and rapidly worsening situation. Along

with the greater potential for fuel failure and large amounts of hydrogen being

generated, the heat produced by the metal-water reaction begins to play a sig-
nificant role in accelerating the rate of T in rease.clad

The primar7 objectives of the actions corresponding to 1800F are, then, to
avoid sigai'icant quantities of hydrogen in the RCS and RB, and to prevent
massive brittle f ailure of the cladding with its resultant contamination of

the systems. These actions are designed to accomplish tiis while temperature 3
and time safety margins still exist; that is, before cemperatures have become
high enough or have been sustained long enough to allow sericus core degrada-
tion to occur.

If cladding temperatures have reached the 1800F point, it is probably because
a large portion of the core has been uncovered for an extended period of time.
When these temperatures a're observed, the specified actions call for the oper-
ator to quickly recover the exposed portion of the core with liquid and to
maximize cr oling of the RCS. Doing this should return cladding temperatures

Ito a safe level and should also bring the metal-water reaccion under control. *

Again there is a risk that rapid quenching could cause brittle-fracture fail-
ure of a significant amount of clam 1ng if extensive oxidation of the cladding
has occurred. This risk must be taken in order to prevent further rises in
temperature and to halt the progression toward catastrophic fuel and cladding '

faileras that unchecked temperature increases would ultimately produce.

I
I
I
I
I
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6. Possible Results and Consequences of Operator Actions

The primary objective of each set of temperature-dependent actions is to en- .

abic the operators to regain control of core conditions and to prevent fur-

ther degradation. Ideally, if actions specified by the SB0G are successfullyI accomplished, superheated conditions should not develop in the core. If this

does happen, the accomplishment of each set of actions should make it unneces-

sary to revert to the next set.

Halting core temperature increases as quickly as possible is desirable in

3 order to minimize core damage. It is also desirable to da tais in order to

avoid proceeding any deeper into the ICC guidelic,es than la abwlutely neces-

sary. This is because some of the actions, particularly those to be taken

when T is gre ter than 1800F, jaopardize other plan. equipment.
clad

The actions that the operators are to take when the core temperatures are

j ust beginning to indicate superheat, pose no undue risks to other equipment.
Some acresses may be placed on the OT3G tube and shell int:cface when depres-
surizing the OTSG. However, these stresses are well within design limits.

Creater hazards exist when operators take the actions specifiec when Tclad **-
ceeds 1400F. The RC pumps may incur some damage upon restart. The initial
rapid depressurization of the OTSG, followed thereaf ter by a controlled de-I pressurization, will stress the tube /shell interface. Again, these atresses

will be well within the design limits. Using the pressurizer PORV to ceatrol

RCS pressure may damage the pressurizer drain tank, particularly the rupture
disc. This could also lead to elevated temperatures, pressures, and radiation
levels inside the containment. This could affect instrumentotion and other 8

RB hardware.

Cladding temperatures must be prevented from increasing a'oove 1800F and must

be lowered to the saturation point and below, as qui d ly as possible. This
is necessary, even if it means risking damage to ather plant equipment. The
primary concern with T at these levels, is a rapid and ever increasingclad
rate of hydrogen generation from the cladding metal-water reaction. Actual

core integrity is not yet threatened. Hoop-stress failures and weakening of
the cladding structure due to oxidation, are progressing. However, such

dangers as cladding heatup, fuel and cladding melting, or structural failure
of the coce supports, are not significant concerns until temperatures exceed

I 2000F.
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Hydrogen, present in the RCS in significant quantities, will hamper efforts

to reduce core temperatures that have reached 1800F. The success of operator

actions, specified fca these conditions, depends heavily upon OTSG cooling.
As was discussed in Lesson 2, gases can reduce or halt heat removal from the
RCS by the OTSGs by blocking either natural circulation or steam condensation. -

.

By prevent.ing cladding temperecu es from exceading 1800F or remaining at those
levels for an extended time, hydrogen volumes within the RCS will be controlled
and the effectiveness of the OTSGs will be assured.

In performing the regulred actions, r'.e operators will be affecting other
plant equipaest. For instance, when overriding interlocks to instart RC pumps,
damtge to the pumps may occur. Using the PORV to depressurize. the RCS could

introduce contaninsats and potentially explosive quantities of hydrogen into
the RB. The pressurizer quench tanks, particularly the rupture disc, will

Ialmost certainly be damaged. Equipment, particulu ly instrument hardwara in "

the R5, may also be damaged. These are potential ecnsequcnces of the actions
required for T at and above 1800F; the operator must be aware that theyg
may have to oe dealt with while attempting to bring the core conditions under
control.

Another result of the operator actions is thd exceeding of the 100F/tT OTSG
tube-to-shell cooldown limit during blowdown of the generators. Tnis is not
expected to challenge the actual design limits of these components to the
point where OTSG tube ruptures occur. The operator should not have to worry
about significant secondary side contamination, off site doses, or having to
contend with OTSG tube leaWe while cooling the pla.tr down.

,

I
I
I
I

l

I!
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7. Shortcomings of T 's
C

'

Great reliance should be placed on the core exit thermocouples in the situa-

tions thac have been discussed. This is necessary be:ause of the present

level of instrumentation in the plants; these instruments will provide neces-

sa y information with reasonable accuracy. However, this equipment does have

some shorcomings of which the operators should be aware.

As with any instrumentation, there are errors associated with T readouts
which simply originate from the hardware and electronics that the systems con-

c.a in . These may cause the T 's to read too high i some situations and too

low in others. This could lessen their effectiven es for some applications,

suJn as determining locations of potential flow blockages in the core.

Also, readouts may be unavailable from many of the approximately 50 thcr.no-

couples in the core; they t /.y simply not be " plugged in" tc control room

indicators or t! the plant computer. The only access to T readouts may beI through the piant computer, which could be unavailable in post-accident situ-

ations. (Other x ,ns of obtaining readouts are or will be installed on all

plants, however.) For these reasons, readouts f rom the " hottest" T 's, which

are required by the ICC guidelines, may be unobtainable.

Another significant problem associated with T errors is that they may ambig-c
uously indicate saturated or superheated conditions. Present SBOG procedures
instruct' the operators to turn of f RC pumps on low RCS pressure. Future guide-

lines will require RC pump trip on loss of subcooling. T error could lead
c

the operators to believe that the RCS is superheated when it is actually sub-I i

cooled or s turated. This could cause confusion about whether RC pumps should
be stopped or left running.

Generally speaking, the RCS is not likely to evolve immediately to superheated
conditions following an upset. There should be ample time following the loss
of RCS pressure or subcooling alarms, to trip the pumps before the system
liquid inventory becomes so low that pump trip would cause core uncovery.
This should be true, even though I readings indicate RCS superheating very
early in the transient.

Although it is very unlikely to occur, actual superheated conditions in the

RCS with the pumps running would be an extremely serious situation. This would
signify that the system liquid inventcry has been almost entirely lost. At

8-13 Babcock & Wilcox
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thic point the only means of core cooling is by forced convection to the

superheated vapor which is being circulated by the RC pumps. This would only
be effective in slowing the rate of cladding temperature increase, but by =

shutting off the RC pumps even this meager amount of a re heat removal would

be lost. This would compound an already dangerous iCC condition.

Fortunately, there are other indications available to aid the operators in

their decision concuaing pump trip. They should consider leaving the RC 3
pumps on if

1. They suspect that more than ; minutes hase cla ped since the low
RCS pressure ESFAS alarm or the loss of subcooling alarm.

2. RCP motor currents are low (the higher the steam coctent of tha |
circulating fluid, the tower the current required to pump it) . 5

3. RC pumps are vibratirg excessively, indicating that they are cir-
culating a steam-liquid mixture and, perhaps, cavitating.

Early in a transient, when RC pump tripping is a concern to the operators, the
RCS will probably not have evolved to a superheated condition even though this
may be indicated by the operators. The above three items provide the cperator
with additional means of assessing the situation while decthe whether er not
to turn off the RC pumps.

The negative aspects of using the T 's to determir.a T have been stated.g
They should not lead the onerator to believe that the information obtained =

from the T 's is valueless. On the contrary, they proc ire extremely valuablee

data on core conditions, especially during the early phases of a major upset
and when system flows are reduced. They are, in fact, the best and most direct
means of assessing core degradation and rueasuring the effectiveness of actions '

taken to correct unsafe conditions in the core.

I
I
I
I
I

'
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Figure 8-2. Core Mixture lleight
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Figure 8-4. Correlation of Core Exit
and Cladding Temperatures
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Figure 8-5. RTD and /or T Readins; Between
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Figure 8-6. RID and/or T Reading Betweeni
CCurves 1 and 2 i
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Figure 8-7. RTD and/or T Readinge
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Lesson 9 -- RELATIONSHIP OF OCD SOURCE RANGE DETECTORS
TO DEGRADED CORE CONDITIONS

Introduction
.

1. Lecturer --

2. Purpose -- To provide intarpretations of abnormal source range monitor read-

ings after a reactor trip.

Although the primary function of out-of-core flux detectors is to monitor

reactor flux levels during approach to criticality and power operation, an

analysis of post-accident TMI events has indicated that the source range
monitors (SRMs) are sensitive to changes in primary coolant " apparent den-
sity" and changes in certain core conditions that affect neutron genera-
tion.

Objectives

The following material is cc.ered in Lesson 9:

1. General description of out-of-core detector (OCD) system.

2. Brief discussion of physical processes involved -- neutron
generation in core, criticality, neutron transport.

3. Parametric effect of source generation and void fraction on SRM '

readings.

4. Discussion of normal and abnormal (TMI-2) SRM readings af ter a reactor
trip.,

The following key points are to be retained:

1. Above-normal SRM readings after trip can be ccused by any one or a
combination of the following: recriticality, fuel failure with fission
product release. core voiding, downcomar voiding, and/or coolant tem-
perature increase.

2. " Normal" SRM readings af ter trip can vary due to startup source strength,,

core multiplication, and/or coolant temperature.

3. SRM readings should decrease continual.ly after * rip, and the operator
should be wary of any increase in count rate.
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LESSON OUTLINE

j

| 1. Source Range Monitor Response After Reactor Trip

1.1. Typical. SRM Response (Normal Trip at Oconee 3)
; 1.2. SRM Response After TMI-2 Accident
|

2. Out-of-Core Detector System W

| 3. Neutron Transmission From Core to SRM
'

3.1. Neutron Transport u,

3.2. Homogeneously Distributed Voids

{ 3.3. Coolant Temperature

3.4. Coolant Level
I

) 4. Neutron Generation After Reactor Trip
1
; 4.1. Incore Sources
|

4.2. Subcritical Multiplication

] 4.3. Excore Sources

5. Reactor Events1

5.1. Recriticality

5.2. Loss of Coolat.t
a

5.3. Coolant Boiling

5.4. Core Damage*
;

| 5.5. False SRM Signals Due to Gamma Radiation
i
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!

j 7. Summary
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Lesson 9 - RELATIONSHIP OF OCD SOURCE RANGE DETECTORS-

TO DEGRADED CORE CONDITIONS

.l. Source Range Monitor Response
After Reactor Trip

Source range monitors (SRMs) are part of the out-of-core detector (OCD) system
in B&W reactors and, as such, are located in the reactor cavity (Figure 9-1).

Their major function is to, measure a reactor's approach to criticality prior
to startup. Observations af ter the TMI-2 accident indicated that the SRM
readings could be confusing, but.if properly interpreted, they cou'd be useful

monitors of core behavior and system conditions during certain accidents. Se-

cause of the SRM locations -- away from the harsh environment in the core - SRM

signals should be a rapid, reliable measure of neutron flux in the reactor

cavity which is normally proportional to core flux. However, interpretation

of SRM signals is not straightforward during accidents that ::t - lead to a
'

degraded core because the signal responds to changes in both neutron transmis-
sion and neutron generation. Thus, supporting data from other installations

must be considered along wicn operator action to define the cause of anomalous

SRM readings following accidents.

Neutrens that are born in the core region must pass through several steel and
'

water regions before reaching t detector locations. The shadeo area in Fig-

ure 9-1 represents the peripheral fuel assemblies in the core where neutrons

that are born have a good chance of escaping the core. The unshaded area rep-

resents the inner fuel assemblies (later referred to as the inner core), where

changes.in neutron gen: ration rate will not significantly affect the core es-

cape flux or the SRM response.

The fraction of neutrons transmitted (or its reciprocal, the attenuation fac-

tor) is affected by the mass of water between core and cavity. Water mass can

vary due to density changes associated with temperature changes and/or voiding
due to loss of coolant via some mechanical malfunction or human error. The i

neutron generation rate is affected by the mass of coolant in the core region

r
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and any other parameters that alter core reactivity, such as coolant void,

coolant temperature, boron concentration, control rod location and integrity,

and fuel pin integrity. The complexity of the problem becomes apparent when

one considers that these phenomena have competing dependent and/or multiple

effects on SRM responses.

In this lesson the SRM responses after a typical reactor trip and after the

TMI-2 accident trip are discussed. We will consider some of the reactor con-

ditions that perturb SRM responses and then provide suggestions for interpret-

ing SRM charts in accident situations. m

1.1. Typical SRM Response (Normal
Trip at Oconee 3)

The SRM response to a normal reactor trip is shown in Figure 9-2. Initially,

the power (and therefore the SRM signal) drops with an 80-second period, con-

sistent with the 55-second half-life delared neutron group. During the first

15 to 20 minutes following reactor trip the delayed neutrons from 2ssU fission
products are the dominant source of net cron flux.

As the delc;ed neutrons die out (becoming relatively insignificant af ter about

20 minutes). the nkotoneutrons from y n reactions with D 0 (in the primary2

coolant) become the dominant source of neturons. This source decays with a

variable half-life of 1 to 2 hours (over the time period of about 0.5 to 4

hours after trip) and becomes relatively small by about 10 hours after trip.

IAfter about 10 hours the SRM signal tends to be essentially constant because

it is then responding to neutrons from the startup source.
|

The absolute value of the SRM signal following a normal reactor trip may vary

from one reactor te another and even between subsequent trips in the same re- g
actor. However, the general shape should be maintained. Some of the following E
items could affect the SRM reading:

1. Power history several days prior to trip and, to some extent, burnup -
This determines fission product concentration, which is the source of
gamma flux for photoneutron production.

2. Coolant temperature variations - This changes the attenuation of neu-
trons fr n core to detector.

3. Startup source activity - Depending on the type of startup source, the
neutron output may either decrease or increase with time af ter instal-
lation in the reactor.

9-2 Babcock & Wilcox
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1.2. SRM Response After TMI-2 Accident

The SRM recorder chart from TM1-2 is shown in Figure 9-3. The abnormal re-

sponse of t5e SRM was puzzling to the TM1-2 operators and is the basic reason

for presenti"g this lesson. It should be noted that "after-the-fact" explana-

tions and conclusions seem obvious now, but it took many months of detailed

analysis to correlate the SRM response with the TMI-2 accident conditions.1

The relevant features of Figure 9-3 are designated by letters:

I A - The SRM behavior initially exhibits the typical pattern of delayed
neutron decay.

B - After approximately 20 minutes the count rate levels out at a magni-I tude higher than normal because of ^he buildup of steam bubbles (voids)
in the core and downcomer regions. This is consistent with the fact
that reactor coolant system pressure had reached saturation (about 6

I minutes after trip) and net flow through the open relief valve contin-
ued to empty the system. Void formation is also indicated by the drop
in reactor coolant flow rate due to the reduced pumping head produced
by the two-phase flow condition. Reduced attenuation of neutron fluxI due to the reduced coolant density causes an increased count rate.

C - Increasing voidage led to increasing count rctes due to continued loss
of coolant from the primary system. The " noisy" signal indicates un-
steady flow (pump surging) and phase separation characteristic of
" slug" flow.

D - Reactor coolant pumps in the B loop are secured by the operator.

E - At 100 minutes the reactor coolant pumps in the A loop were secured.

I With no forced circulation, phase separation occurred - liquid fell to
the bottom of the system and steam voids rose to the upper regions.
The combination of back drainage from the hot legs and voids rising to

I the top produced a " solid" water level above the detector elevation i

(and probably above the top of the core). This caused an abrupt drop
in detector count rate due to increased coolant density in the down-

comer (and therefore increased attenuation of neutron flux).

F - The low count rate suggests that the downcomer coolant level was near
the top of the core.

G - Coolant began to boil, with a corraponding reduction in core and
downcomer levels. Makeup flow of about 18 gpm was insufficient to
maintain the coolant level. Transmission of neutron flu: from core toI detector increased as the coolant level dropped. Also at this time,
feedwater addition to the A steam generator was reduced. This reduced
condensation in the A loop, leaving the open relief valve as the only
pathway for bolloff.,

11 - A leveling of f of the SRM count rate is believed to correspond to a

I reduction in the rate of core uncovering caused by the makeup flow rate
approaching the boiloff rate.
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I - The detector was probably uncovered by now (level less than 5 feet
above the bottom of the core), and the neutron source reduction in the g*

core countciacted the increased transmission from core to detector. 3
Source reduction resulted frcm less coolant for photoneutron produc-
tion and lower core multiplication. At 142 minutes the relief block
valve was closed. Increased makeup (36 gpm) may have caused the subse-
quent signal reduction.

~

J - The count rate decreased as the coolant level in the core ro;e.

K - Reactor coolant pump 2B started briefly and partially fille.! the down-
'comer.

L - Loop flow data indicated that the pumps worked for only a brief period.
When flow ceased, phase separation occurred, with a corresponding drop
in downcomer liquid level. Bolloff continued to decrease the down- |
comer level until equilibrium was established. E

M - liigh-pressure injection (llPI) flow was initiated at 200 minutes. The 3
detector count rate dropped rapidly as the liquid level rose in the g
dawncomer.

N - Continued addition of IIPI flow began to quench the core. Possibly, the
coolant first wetted the outer core region, bypassing the hot center.

0 - Coolant continually entering the core led to an unstable thermal-hy- 3
draulic condition. It is speculated that the increased detector signal 3
may have been due to . fuel rearrangement and/or coolant flashing to
steam.

Because of these complex interactions and the sequence of events, it is essen-

tial to understand the neutron generation and attenuation processes as well as

the instrumentttion response.

I'
I
I

I

I
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|- :2. Out-of-Core Detector System

:The out-of-core detector.(OCD) system comprises three types of detectors -

source range, intermediate range, and power range - which are desf:3ned to be
sensitive to neutron flux that represents reactor power levels from 10-11 to
-100%. full power; Three types of instruments are needed to provide the required-
accuracy, with each covering about a third of the total range (including and

L appropriate overlap). Because the after-shutdown-flux levels are of primary
' nterest here, this lesson considers only the source range monitors (SRMs).i,

I.
SEMs are BF3 gas-filled ionization chambers which- are encased in 0.31 inch of

high-density polyethylene and 2 inches of lead. These instruments are sensi-
10B.* The polyethylene istive to low-energy neutron (thermal) reactions with

! required to increase the relative number of thermal neutrons by moderating the
energy spec * rum of neutrons in the reactor cavity. The lead is supplied to re-

. duce the gamma. flux that reaches the detector. Gammas can cause anomalous de-

|
tector signals by creating pulses that are counted as neutrons. The SRMs are
housed in 6-inch-diameter steel thimbles and are positioned in the reactor

cavity at the elevation of the core midplane. Since the SRM is 26 inches long,
the bottom edge of the detector is about 5 feet above the bottom of the core.

Typical locations are shown in Figure 9-4. The criterion used to establish

these positions was that SRMs should be 90* off-axis from startup sources and
separated from each other by 180*. This arrangement enhances sensitivity to

fission' neutrons (relative to startup source neturons) during the approach to

i - criticality. An elevation view of SRM positions is shown in Figure 9-5.
!
r

!
'

| -

|

|

,

I

L
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3. Neutron Transmission From Core to SRM

Of the two major effects on SRM response, this analysis considers first neu-
tron transmission from reactor core to detector location.

3.1. Neutron Transport

When neutron flux passes through a material, the neutrons react with nuclei. g
Various mechanisms by which neutrons interact with matter are as follows: E

1. Elastic scattering - Like a billiard ball collision between the neu- g
tron and the nucleus of an atom. Some of the neutron kinetic energy g
is imparted to the nucleus, but the nucleus is not left in an excited

state and the neutron rebounds. This is the moderating or thermaliz-
ing process at work in the coolant of a PWR or BWR.

2. Inelastic scattering - In this process the receiving nucleus is ex-
cited to a metastable state; up;n return to a stable state, it emits
excess energy in the form of a neutron and a gamma ray.

3. Capture (or absorption) - The nucleus absorbs the neutron's binding
energy, kinetic energy, and mass, creating an isotope of the basic atom. |The excited nucleus rids itself of this excess energy by radiation of *
either charged particles (e.g., alphas, protons, betas, etc.) or gnmmn
emission, but no neutrons. Usually, hard gammas of several Mev are
emitted.

The importance of the neutron energy in the interaction of neutrons with matter
makes it necessary to classify them according to their energies. The terms
thermal, epithermal, and fast repretent a broad, rather indefinite range of
neutron energies.

Thermal neutrons are those which have reached thermal equilibrium with their
'surroundings. At 20C the thermal neutrons have a most probs.ble kinetic energy

of 0.025 ev ir. a onabsarbing medium; most of them have energies less than
1 ev.

Epithermal neutrons a u grouped between thermal and fast neutrons. The lower

| boundary on the fast neutron group is arbitrarily set at about 100 key.

The initial energy of newborn neutrons can vary from about 0.1 to 10 Mev. This

level is then reduced (or moderated) by scat;ering collisions with nuclei.

Neutron energy is of particular importance to attenuatiori e .iculations (or its

inverse, transmission) because collicion cross sections are energy-dependent.
(Cross section represents the probability that a collision may occur.) Gener-
ally, absorption tross sections are greater at low energies. Thus, low-energy

I
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neutrons are more likely to be absorbed'than are'high-energy neutrons. A sim-
plified mathematical description of attenuation is

*
$/4, = e

where 4 is flux at the point of interest, t is initial flux. I is macroscopico
removal cross section, and x is distance traversed. Because cr' the energy de-

pendence of I, only high-energy neutrons from the core can reach the detector
location, and because of many scattering collisiens between core and detector,
these neutrons will have lost most of their energy.

' Neutron. flux transport from core to SRM requires passage through several steel
regions (liner, barrel, support cylinder, and pressure vessel), coolant regions
(bypass and downcomer), and the reactor cavity (Figure 9-5). Typical line-of-

sight distances in a 177-fuel assembly reactor are about 34 cm of steel, 41 cm
of coolant, and 112 cm of air. The corresponding attenuation of total neutron

flux is approximately 4 x 10-3 due to absorption reactions with steel and water
nuclei. Since reactions with coolant nuclei represent a significant part of

this attenuation, the potential exists for large variations in SLM readings be-

cause of changes in coolant density.

3.2. Mmogeneously Distributed Voids

A principal mechanism for changing neutron flux transmission (or attenuation)
is the variation in the amount of coolant in the downcomer, core, and bypass

regions. Calculations were performed based on a 177-FA reactor model with a
constant source of neutrons in the core and all coolant regions at 550F. Homo-

geneously distributed void formation in coolant regions was simulated by vary-
i

ing the water density. This model should approximate the reactor condition
when the reactor coolar.t pumps are circulating a saturated coolant in a par-

tially filled system. Relative SRM readings (relative transmission of neutrons)
are shown in Figure 9-6 as functions of void fraction in the primary coolant.

Of significance here is the potential effect on the SRM of voiding different
regions. For example, total loss of coolant from the core, bypass, and down-
comer regions would increase the SRM reading by a factor of approximately 8300,
loss from the downcomer by a fraction of about 100, loss from the core by a

factor of about 2.4, and loss from the inner core region by a factor of about

1.1. Also noteworthy is the insensitivity of SRMs to voiding (such as boiling)
in the inner core region (all but th ' uter row of fuel assemblies, the shaded
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area in Figure 9-1). Also, the nonlinearity of the effect is shown with the
i

signal tending to increase more rapidly at higher void fractions. It should be

emphasized, however, that these are constant source calculations, i.e., the j

effect of voiding on neutron generation rate is not considered. Voiding in the

core region will reduce both the photoneutron production and core multiplica-

tion. These effects will first be examined independently and then combined g
with the transmission analysis to determine a net effect on SRM signal. E

3.3. Coolant Temperature

Another condition that affects the attenuation of neutron flux by primary cool-

ant is coolant temperature. Temperature changes cause density changes, which
effectively increase or decrease the number of water nuclei in the flux path

from core to detector. Analytically, this problem can be treated the same as

homogeneously distributed void formations. The data presented in Figure 9-7

were derived from Figure 9-6 for equivalent percent void (deusity change from

reference value at 530F) corresponding to selected tempeatures. (Negative

voids correspond to increased density.) The 530F reference temperature was

selected as representative of the hot standby condition that should exist g
after a reactor trip. Consequently, values from Figure 9-6 (modeled at 550F) W

were adjusted to account for the higher water density.

The data indicate : hat the SRM signal could increase by a fattor of 1.5 to

2.5 for a 100F temperature increase and decrease by a fatter of 0.6 to 0.8 for

a 100F temperature decrease. Effects on source generation, photoneutrons, and

core multiplication wil.' tend to counteract these SRM respenses when the tem-

k 'perature of t .e c.are coolant changes.

3.4. Coolant Level

When pumps are not operating and no forced circulation exists in a partially

filled primary system, the two phases (void and liquid) will seperate into a

liquid pool and an overhead void space. Published calculational results for

the effect of liquid level on SRM response indicate that a maximum increase of

a factor of about 100 occurs when the level is 120 cm above the bottom of the
(Figure 9-8).3 This analysis includes the combined effects of the de-core

creased source and the increased transmission due to decreasing liquid level g
(increasing void). As liquid level decreases, increasing neutron flux trans- E

mission (reduced attenuation) is the dominant effect on SRM response until

I
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.about the 120 cm level. Below-120 cm, the decrease in photoneutron generation

' caused by_less coolant in the core and lec; neutron multiplication in the core

due to loss of reactivity overrides the effect of increased transmission.

. For comparison, homogeneously distributed void data are also plotted in Figure
'

9-9. :Although the comparison is not rigorous due to some unknown in the model-

,

ing-detail for the two-phase analysis and in the correlation between downcomer
'

level and homogeneous distribution of voids in the primary ayatem, it does
demonstrate the relationship between distributed and coll. ad voids. The

data in Figure 9-8 are based on 62% void formation homogeneously distributed

in the primary system being equivalent to a liquid level even with the top of

the core when the pumps are off. However,' Figure 9-8 does show that if the

pumps are stopped before the core is uncovered, the SRM will abruptly decrease

by as much as a factor of 10. If pumps are stopped af ter void formation has

progressed to the point where the core is uncovered when the liquid and gas
phases separate, then the SRM reading will ab'ruptly increase by up to a factor
of 5 (except for an almost dry system).

Note that the analysis assumes a dominant photoneutron source and therefore is

! strictly applicable to the time period of about 15 to 25 minutes after reactor
t

j trip. The inclusion of significant flux from delayed neutrons or the startup
i

sourcr would tend to increase both curves, especially at low liquid levels

(high percentage voids). Thus, the relative comparison between a separated
two-phase system and a homogeneously distributed system should still be valid.

I
|
!

!

m

|

|

|

|

|
|

| i

i

:
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4. Neutron Generation After
Reactor Trip

.

Another major ef fect on SRM response is the influence of reactor conditions on

neutron flux generation after a reactor trip. This phenomenon is first treated

independently and then in combination with the transmission effect (where ap-

propriate).

4.1. Incore Sources

The principal mode of neutron production changes as a function of time af ter

trip. Immediately after trip, delayed neutrons from fission products in the

greactor fuel are the dominant source of neutrons (Figure 9-9). These neutrons

die away rapidly in accordance with the 55-second half-life of the longest- E

lived delayed neutron group. After about 20 minutes, this source is relatively

unimportant.

Photoneutron production becomes r.te dominant neutron source after the delayed

neutron source has decayed and remains so for several hours. Photoneutrons

are produced from y.n reactions in deuterium, which has a natural abundance o.

0.016 wt ", in water. Therefore, the production of photoneutrons is directly

proportional to the mass of coolant in the reactor core, i.e., the number of

deuterium nuclei in the core.

Fission products in the reactor fuel provide the gammas for this reaction.

Howaver, since the reaction requires a gamma threshhold energy greater than

2.2 Mev, only certain fission products are important. For the first few hours

142 ee 87 138 e4after shutdown, se"eral isotopes - La, Kr. Kr, Cs, and Br - pro-

1"0La and '7Zr are the Wduce most of the photoneutrons. i'ter several days,
l"major sources of high-energy game n ; and at long times i.a is the principal

supplier of gammas for y,n reactions. The decay of the photoneutron source is

determined by the decay rate of the gamma-producing isotopes. At short times,

when a mixture of isotopes is important, the photoneutron source decays with

half-lives of 0.3, 1.4, and 1.7 hours, respectively, over the time spans of

0 to 1 bour, I to 2 hours, and 2 to 3 hours after shutdown." At long times
after shutdown, the half-life is about 12 days, which is the half-life of

140 1"0Ba, the controlling parent isotope in the La decay chain. The magnitude

of the photoneutron source is directly proportional to the concentration of

these key fission products in the reactor core. The fission products, in

turn, are proportional to power level and to some extent burnup, i.e., when
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activity levels of the key isotopes are below their saturation values. Since

fission products tend to reach saturation activities (equilibriua concentra-

tions) after several half-lives of reactor operation, it becomes apparent that

the buildup of short-half-life fission products is dependent ot burnu, 'o rI about the first day or two after startup and then is relatively constant. Sim-

ilarly, the long-half-life fission products saturate after several months of

burnup. The same effect occurs in reverse when a reactor comes down in power.
For example, a rapid power decrease (such as a trip) will produce a photoneu-

tron-producing gamma source that is characteristic of the power level before
trip. However, if the power decrease requires several hours, the agnitude of

the short-term photoneutron source will have been reduced because of the decayI of short-half-life fission products. Thus, it is necessary to know the reactor

power history prior to trip in order so determine the magnitude of the photo-

neutron source.

After the photoneutron source has decayed, the reactor startup source repre-

sents the major source of neutrons in the reactor core. Prior to initial

startup, two americium-beryllium-curium (ABC) sources are installed in periph-

eral fuel assemblies of B&W reactors (Figure 9-4). Each source is about 500 C1,

has a half-life of about 163 days, and is located in an instrument tube at

about the core midplane elevation. After installation, SRM readings of about

5 cps are obtained. Prior to the approach to criticality, SE! readings of

about 15 cps are observed. However, it is difficult to correlate these dataI because of uncertainties in core multiplication, coolant temperature, and

startup source strength. Because the ABC source strength decays with a 163-
'

day half-life, a regenerative source of antimony-beryllium must be added af ter

cycle 2. Its strength is comparable to that of the ABC source.

Neutron production from a,n reactions in actinides contained in the reactor

core was calculated and found to be insignificant compared to other neutron

sources." The a,n reaction in oxygen was considered to be a relatively small
contributor of neutron flux after reactor trip.

4.2. Suberitical Multiplication

Whenaver neutrons are produced from an external source (any source other than

fission) in the reactor core, they cause fissions to occur in the reactor fuel,

even in a suberitical core. The magnitude of this fission neutron source is

the subcritical multiplication factor M (or core multiplication). Since the
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value of M will range from 2 (for a dry core) to more than 100 (k = 0.99), it
'

becomes apparent that the largest source of neutron flux will be fissions in

the reactor fuel (Figure 9-10) . M is a function of core reactivity, which can
be represented by a multiplication factor, k. k is related to reactivity by

the expression k = 1/(1 - p), where o is the reactivity change in the core.

For valuves of k close to 1.0 (criticality), M is sensitive to small changes

in reactivity, and a small change in k can result in large values for M. Con-

verscly, M is less sensitive at lower k values.
,

A B&W reactor typically has a k of 0.93 to 0.95 after trip. This presents a

potential decrease of about a factor of 10 for M (and therefore neutron source

generation) but also presents a very large potential increase in M if the core

approaches criticality. (Theoretically, M is infinite when k = 1.0.) Increas-

ing M with k near 1.0 appears to be the only mechanism for a large increase in
an incore neutron source after reactor trip.

Decreases in M would be less severe because large amounts of negative reac-
tivity would have to be added to attain relatively small reductions in M. For

example, a minus 10% change in reactivity would be needed to reduce k from
0.93 to 0.85, with a corresponding reduction in M from 14 to 7 (a factor of 2

reduction in neutron source).

IReactor conditions that can add positiv.: reactivity are deboration, coolant

temperature decrease (negative moderator coefficient), xenon decay, and struc- g
tural damage that could result in loss of fission products, fuel rearrangement, E
and/or loss of control poison. Negative reactivity could result from a loss of
coolant, a coolant temperature increase (negative moderator coefficient), bora- '

tion, and structural damage that could result in fuel rearrangement and/or loss
of fuel.

I 4.3. Excore Sources

Photonautrons from y.n reactions in deuterium can occur in excore coolant re-

gions in the same manner as in incore production. Neutrons produced in the
downcomer will have a much better chance of reaching an SRM due to a shorter

transport path, but the production rate will be lower due to less gamma flux
and no benefit from core multiplication. Although no detailed analysis of
this problem has been performed, estimates indicate that excore photoneutron
production from core gamma flux does not appear to be important relative to
incore photoneutron production.

Babcock & Wilcox9-12
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The release of fission products into the primary coolant, however, could pro-

duce a significant excore source of photoneutrons in the downcomer. It has

been estimated that a y.n reaction in the downcomer produces neutrons that are
1000 times more likely to be detected by an SRM than a neutron produied by an
incore reaction. This increased sensitivity is counteracted by a dilutlon

factor of 100 from core to primary system. Thus, if fuel cladding were dam-

aged and 10% of the fission product inventory was evenly distributed through-

out the primary system, the SRM signal would approximately double. The SRMs

would see two approximately equal rources from incore and excore photoneutrons.
This SRM behavior pertains only to the time period when the photoneutron source
dominates. At other times, any excore photoneutron source would be a partial
contributor to total neutron flux.

Certain characteristics of an excore photoneutron source may be used to indi-

cate or confirm the release of fission products from the core. Neutron flux

from this source should be insensitive to core reactivity changes and to cool-
ant temperature change and will decay with a half-life corresponding to the
important gamma-producing fission product.

I
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5. Reactor Events

Reactor conditions, that can affect SRM readings by causing changes in neutron -

flux transmission and generation are , discussed below.

5.1. Recriticality

After reactor trip, certain malfunctions can increase reactivity and cause the

core to approach or reach criticality. For a steady addition of positive re-

activity, one could expect to see a slow but continuously increasing SRM read-

ing (assuming that initial k is less than about 0.95) with a rising slope on
the SRM recorder chart. The SRM reading and chart slope will begin to increase
rapidly near criticality. At critical, a spike will occur on the chart because

the core is expected to quickly return to a suberitical condition due to its

Doppler coefficient, possible structural damage, and/or coolant expansion.

Positive reactivity addition to the core could result from deboration, decreas-

ing coolant temperature (if moderator coefficient is negative), xenon decay or
loss, control rod withdrawal, or structural damage resulting in fuel rearrange- 3

?

ment, and/or loss of control poison. Deboration could result from various

improper valve lineups when using the makeup and purification system and debor-
ating demineralizer system. Xenon loss from damaged fuel pins could amount to
4% reactivity, depending on the time after shutdo*.'.i. Structural damage could
be caused by an overheated core and/or metal /watar reactions.

5.2. Loss of Coolant

Primary coolant loss through a broken pipe or stuck-open valve would tend to
promote the formation of steam bubbles by depressurization. The SRMs would I

respond to several competing effects which lead to increased neutron flux

transmission and decreased neutron generation. Transmission is increased be-

cause of the reduction in the number of water molecules in the neutron's trans- =

port path. Generation is decreased due to the reduction in the number of D20

molecules in the core to produce photoneutrons and to the reduction in core

multiplication due to the negative reactivity effect caused by steam voids.

Figure 9-11 illustrates how an SRM response to a loss-of-coolant accident

(LOCA) can be estimated. (This analysis assumes that voiding occurs instan-
taneously.)

1. For a selected void fraction (in the example a dry core, 100% voids,
is used), the relative increase in neutron flux transmission can be g
obtained from Figure 9-6. m
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2. .For a. selected time after reactor trip,| Figure 9-2 can be used to de-
= termine the prevailing method of neutron source generation. That por-

tion of the source due to'photoneutrons is reduced in direct proportion
to the fractior of steam voids in the coolant, e.g.. 1007. voids reduces
the photoneutrcn source to zero, whereas the delayed neutron and startup
neutron sources are constant relative to void formation. 1 factor is

! than calculated that1 represents the ratio (for all sources) of neutron
generation' rate af ter voiding to that before voiding.

3. For an estimatad reactivity loss due-to voiding, a value'for core mul-
tiplicacion can be obtained from Figure 9-10. A factor that represents-

,

'. the' change in core multipiication is calculated from the ratio of core
j multiplication af ter voiding to that befo'e voiding.
!

Two results are obtained for case 1 -- one near the beginning of the period when

photoneutrons are the dominant source'(t a 0.3 hour) and one near the end of
;

that stime period (t z 5 hours). Note that as the relative importance of photo-

neutrons decreases, the relative SRM response to a LOCA increases. Additional

results for other LOCA conditions are presented in Figure 9-12 to show the ty-

! .pical effects on SRM response of coolant temperature, time after reactor trip,

initial k and the specific coolant regions that are voided. These results can

be summarized as follows:
f'

1. If the accident started at a lower initial coolant temperature, a;

j greater change in relative neutron flux transmission would occur (and

| therefore SRM response), i.e., the LOCA removes more water molecules
per unit volume of coolant.

| 2. During the time after trip when photoneutrons are the major source,
relative SRM response to coolant loss is less than at other times after
trip.

|

3. A lower initial k for the core tends to increase relative SRM response;
i.e., there is less potential for decreasing core multiplication. '

4. The effect on SRM response of voiding only.the downcomer can exceed
the effect of voiding the entire coolant system. Core and bypass re-,

! gion voiding have little tendency to increase SRM response; in fact, a
reduction occurs during the period when photoneutrons are the major
source.

In this-section it is important to remember that we are considering the rela-

t
tive SRM response and not absolute readings. Thus, a case with a larger rela-

tive response might have a lower SRM reading. Also, the dry core condition

may not represent the maximum effect on SRM response because (as we observed

earlier in this lesson) in a non-circulating system with phase separation..the

maximum SRM response occurs when the core is partially ' i.ed with coolant
'

-(Figure 9-8).
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5.3. Coolant Boiling

Bulk boiling in the core due to decay heat and/or depressurization may be dif-
ficult to detect on the SMt. As in loss of coolant, competing effects of in-

creased transmission a.d decreased flux generation occur. During the time

after shutdown when pactoneutrons are the dominant source, the SM! response

could decrease unless the downcomer level falls to an elevation below the top

of the core. At the T>t1 Unit 2 plant the SMt response increased by a factor

of 100 when the downcomer level uncovered a significant portion of the core.

A greater relative response of the SMt should be expected if boiloff causes

the core to uncover after the photoneutron source has decayed to near the mag-

nitude of the startup source. As noted earlier, if boiling is localized in

the inner core region, thare will be essantially no ef fect on the SMt reading

due to the large neutron attenuation that occurs in the coolant in the down-

Comer.

5.4. Core Damage

" If structural damage occurs in the core with subsequent fuel rearrangement,
loss of fissica products, and/or possibly loss of cor. trol poison, the effect

on SM! response is somewhat unpredictable. When fuel pin damage occurs, the

fuel location in the core could be disrupted (probable negative reactivity)
and fission products, including xenon, could be lost (positive reactivity).
The net effect on cnre reactivity would probably be negative, with a corres-

ponding decrease in core multiplication, which would translate into a reduced

SUt response. By similar reasoning, the loss of control poison (rods worth

about 9% and LBP worth about 4% at beginning of cycle) would cause an increase
in SMt reading.

Fission product release to the primary coolant could produce a significant

source from photoneutron generation in the downcomer region. This would in-

crease SRM response relative to the pre-damage reading. Obviously, it is not

possible to predict a definitive SMi response to core damage because the mode
of damage is urknown.

5.5. False SMt Signals Due to
Gamma Radiation

BF -filled proportional counters (SRMs) are sensitive to high gamma flux. At3

high gamma dose rates, pulses from gamma reactions may be counted as neutrons.
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B&W SRMs are required to operate in gamma fields of 100 R/h. This corresponds

to a flux of approximately 10a y/cm -s. Since the 2-inch lead shielding around
2

the detector reduces this flux by a factor of about 10, the equivalent cavity

flux would be about 10' y/cm -s. It is unlikely that such a large gamma flux
2

would occur after reactor trip, even with a dry downcomer and long-term activa-
tion of internals.

l
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6. SRM Chart Interpretation

The phenomena discussed herein seldom occur as single events, but rather as

consecutive and/or concurrent happenings. For example, loss of coolant could

lead to coolant boiling, fuel damage, and/or recriticality. When such events

occur in rapid succession, it is quite difficult to interpret SRM readings.

However, some general guidelines have been formulated from this study and are
presented la Figures 9-13a and 9-13b. The list includes the major SRM re-

.

sponses and their potential causes covered in this lesson. It is worthy of

note that the various SRM situations are not mutually exclusive, i.e., the

sa.,e reactor event sometimes results in different SRM responses depending on

its time sequence. Similarly, a particular SRM response can usually be attrib-
e

uted to several possible reactor events. For example, a gradual increase of

more than a factor of 10 in SRM response could be caused by the slow voiding of
one or more coolant regions via loss of coolant (pipe break or open valve) or

by increasing core multiplication via some mechanism for the addition of posi-
tive reactivit'. This type of situation emphasizes the need for supportive

data from other instrumentation and/or operator actions. For the case cited

above, coolant loss may be detectable from flow and pressurizer level measure-

ments and primary system pressure and temperature; and core conditions may be
assessed from incore thermocouples, SPNDs, and chem *. cal analysis of the coolant.

An increase in core reactivity also could cause SRh readings to increase by a
* factor of more than 10. From an initial condition of k = 0.95, the addition of g
4.8% reactivity would cause the neutron generation rate from core multiplica- E
tion to increase by a factor of 10, with a corresponding increase in SRM re-

sponse. Such a reactivity addition might be caused by a combination of coolant

deboration, coolant temperature change, control rod withdrawal, or loss of

poison material via core degradation. Any core degradation should be detectable

by increased radiation levels in the letdown line.

Some other examples of reactor events and corresponding SRM responses are listed

La Figure 9-13 and are considered to be self-explanatory.

I
I
I
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7. Summary

1. Review physical phenomena that affect SRM response:

a. Incore and excore source generation.
b. Flux attenuation.

2. Discuss SRM behavior after trip:

a. Normal shutdown.

b. Abnormal shutdown.

3. Interpretation of high SRM readings:

a. Recriticality.

b. Coolant voiding.

c. Coolant boiling (or. heating).

d. Verification with other instrumentation.

e. False signals.
,

i
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Figure n-l. Layout of Core, Neutron Source, and Source
Range and Intermediate Range Detectors
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Figure 9-2. Oconce 3 Trip on June 13, 1975, During Shutdown
From 87% FP, Reactor Tripped at 19% FP-
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- Figure 9-3. TMI-2 Source Range Monitor Readout After Accident
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Figure 9-4. Layout of Core, Ne'itron Source, and Source ERange and Intermediate Range Detectors g
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Figure 9-5. Elevation View of 177-Fuel
Assembly Reactor
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: Figure 9-6. Relative Thermal Flux at Source Range Detector
, Vs Coolant Void Fraction for Constant Source
| of Fis,; ion Neutrons
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|Figure 9-7. Coclant Temperature Effect en

Relative SRM Readings '
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Figure 9-8. Calculated SR!! Count Rate Vs Water Level

for Photoneutron Source
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Figure 9-9. Incore Neutron Sources After Shutdown

Time interval of
Source significance Characteristics important parameters

Delayed neutrons Immediately after trip

Photoneutrons Dominant source after Decays with initial half-life Proportional to burn-
from D20 decay of delayed neu- of I-2 hours, which eventu- up if < %80 days, to,

trons ally increases to sl2 days power level, and to
mass of coolant in
core

Startup, primary, Dominant source after Relatively constant after
and/or regenera- si day after shutdown shutdown with half-life > 60
Live (no fuel damage) days

a,n reactions in Relatively small Essentially constant
i actinides and/or
o
e oxygen

Spontaneous f*ssion Relatively small Essentially constant

Subcritica', multi- All times Major source of neutrons, Dependent on factors
plicati n in more.than-Joubles magnitude that af fect core mul-
reactor iuel of all sources tiplication factor:
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fuel integrity, poison

m'd A . Integrity, xenon
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Figure 9-10. Subcritical Multiplication in a |!

1000 - 177-Fuel Assembly Reactor Core 5
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Figure 9-11. Estimation of Total Ef fect of Loss of Coolant on SRM Response
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Figure 9-12. Relative SRM Response to Loss of Coolant

Approximate Coolant Relative
time after Dominant temperature, Initial Slet

shutdown, h neutron source F Region voided k response

*
0.3 < t <5 Photoneutrons 530-550 All 0.95 50-400

0.3 > t > 10 Delayed neutrons 530-550 All 0.95 800
or startup source

0.3 > L > 10 Delayed neutrons 530-550 All 0.9 2000
or startup source

0.3 < t <5 Photoneutrons %300 All 0.95 50-1200

0.3 < t <5 Photoneutrons 530-550 Downcomer 0.95 100

0.3 > t > 10 Delayed neutrons 530-550 Downcomer 0.95 100y or startup source
u
'" 0.3 < t <5 Photoneutrons 530-550 Core + bypass 0.95 1/40-1/2

0.3 > t > 10 Delayed neutrons 530-550 Core + bypata 0.95 1.2
or startup source

* Case 1.
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Figure 9-13a. Possible Interpretations of SRM Readings

S101 response
af ter reactor t rip Possible cause items to check

Gradual increase Partial voidin ,of downcomer, Slow coolant loss via pipe break, open
of f actor of < 10 downcomer + core, or core valve, RCS pressure < saturation, coolant

temperature (boiling)

Increasing core reactivity Deboration, coolant temperature, CR po-
sitions, letdown line monitor reading

Rapid increase or Sudden change in core reactivity Core temperature, letdown line monitor
decrease of factor reading
o f < 10

Sudden change in coolant inventory Rapid coolant loss via pipe break, RCS
pressare < saturation,llPI and LPI status,
RC pump restart, back-drainage from SG
loop

Transition from distributed voids Loss of RC pump flow
" to liquid pool

Gradual decrease Photoneutron source in downcomer Letdown line monitor reading, insensi-,

from normal tivity to change in boron concentration
reading and/or coolant temperature

i

No effect Bolling in inner core region (full Core outlet temperature, RCS pressure
downcomer) < saturation pressure
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Figure 9-13b. Possible Interpretations of SRM Readings

|3RM response
after reactor trip Possible cause items to check

Cradual increase Partial to total voiding of down- Slow coolant loss via pipe break or cpen

of f actor of > 10 comer valve, RCS pressure < saturation

Partial to total voiding of cool- Core boiling and/or slow coolant loss,
' ant inventory combined with re- RCS pressure < saturation

duced core source

Increasing core reactivity Deboration, coolant temperature, CR po-
sitions, letdown line monitor reading

Rapt increase (or Recriticality Boron concentration, CR positions, let-

spike) of factor down line monitor reading, core temper-
o f > 10 ature

L_gid drop in coolant level in Rapid coolant loss via pipe break oru>

1 downcomer open valve, RCS pressure < saturation
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Transition from distributed voids Loss of RC pump flow
'

to liquid pool
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I Lesson 10 - INCORE THERMOCOUPLES
'

AND CORE FLOW BLOCKAGE

Intro.fuction

1. Lecturer --

2. Uniqueness - Incore thermocouples are unique in that they are the only

temperature instruments monitoring below a corewide scale.

3. Purpose -- To evaluate the capability of incore thermocc,uple to provide

adequate indication for reactor operators to recognize core flow
blockage.

Objectives

The following material will be presented during this lesson:

1. Use of incore thermocouples to estimate core flow.

2. Comparing core flow to reactor "cssel flow.

3. Estimating core flow blockage.

4. TMI-2 experience.

The key points to be retained are as follows:

1. How to calculate and compare core flow and reactor vessel i ow,

2. How to detect and estimate core flow blockage.
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Lesson 10 Outline
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Lesson 10 - INCORE THERMOCOUPLES
AND CORE FLOW BLOCKAGE

1. Introduction

The use of incore thermocouples to detect core flow blockage is feasible only
when the core is covered and the hot legs are full with circulation provided
either by reactor coolant (RC) or high-pressure injection (HPI) pumps running
or by natural circulation. Under any other conditions, the thermocouples would
read near or above saturation temperature and could not easily be related to
core flow blockage.

2. RC or HPI Pumps Running

2.1. Calculation of Effective Core Flow

No means exist to measure core flow directly. The flow measuring devices in
the reactor coolant system (RCS) hot legs measure RCS flow without distinction
as to whether it has passed through or bypassed the core. Similarly, the HPI

flow measures flow entering the cold leg, not core flow. Normally there is a
well defined proportional relationship between reactor flow and core flow.
Af ter a severe accident that has resulted in a core uncovering, however, the
core bypass flow might be significantly altered by thermal warpage of the re-
actor internals opening up e reactor vessel / plenum outlet nozzle seals or

open vent valves, providing a direct reactor vessel inlet-to-outlet leakage
path. Hence, with the RC or HPI pumps running the hot leg flow or HPI flow
indications may not be representative of effective core flow.

The preferred way to calculate core flow is by heat balance. Since 6 = m4h,
then given the decay heat level (6), system pressure, and core AT, the core

flow rate (m) can be calculated. The core AT should not be calculated as hot
leg temperature minus cold leg temperature for the reasons discussed in the
preceding paragraph. Instead, the cold leg RTD temperatur (s) should be used

with the incore thermocouple readings to calculate core flow in the following
manner:

10-1 Babcock & \Milcox
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m = Q /h (for each instrumented assembly) (1)

I'

" *#*
Q = (Qcore/177) x RIA ,i i

Q , = decay heat level, Btu /h,
RIA = assembly radial power peak (from the most recent avail-

able steady-state core power distribution),

Ah = f(P,T ), Btu /lbm,

AT = (T/c)1 -Tg in'

T = cold leg RTD temperature,g
| s = assembly flow, 1bm/h.

f

52

m = (177/52) {6 (2)core ig

where ,

m = effective core flow rate, lbm/h,
E177/52 = factor assuming proportionality between instrumental 5

assemblies' flow and core flow (simplifying assumption).

The most recent available steady-state core power distribution is appropriate
| for determining decay heat distribution since the distribution of decay heat

is determined by the distribution of fission prodacts that decay with varying
f

I half-lives. Hence, the most recent steady-state core power distribution

(RIA from che plant computer) will give the best estimate of an assembly's
relative power after shutdown.

| 2.2. Determination of Reactor Vessel Flow

When HPI pumps are running alone, the flow rate should be indicated in the

control room. In the absence of an RCS break, the indicated HPI flow can be

assumed to be reactor vessel flow.

When RC pumps are running alone, the hot leg flow meters eill indicate reactor

vessel flow. If one steam generator is idle, then the hot lag flow meter on

the active steam generator side will read approximately 20% higher than reactor
vessel flow due to idle loop back flow. If the hot leg flow measurements are

not available, a reactor vessel heat balance can provide a substitute for the

measured flow as follows: W

I
10-2 Babcock & Wilcox
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kV " Ocore!bV

where
ah = f(P,aTRV), Btu /lba,RV

RV " ho t leg ~ cold leg ( *}'

Q = decay heat level, Btue'lbm (including power pump),
6 = react r vessel fl v rate, lbm/h.

RV

It is also possible to calculate the expected reactor vessel flow based on

the number of RC pumps running and the design RCS flow split. Table 10-1
summarizes these flows in terms of the measured plant fraction of design flow
and the cold leg density (found from T

cold leg
#" * *^* * * *

There are now three flows (one measured and two calculated) with RC pumps
operating or two flowe (one measured and one calculated) with HPI pumps
operating. These flows can be compared in several ways to draw interesting
conclusions, as discussed in the next section.

2.3. Comparisons and Conclusions

Figure 10-1 shows block diagrams which provide a means of comparing the flow
models from which conclusions can be drawn regarding core blockage. If RC
pumps are running, start at point 1 on Figure 10-1. If HPI pumps only are
running, start at point 2 on the figure.

The measured-to-expected reactor vessel flow comparison is actually a check
of RC system AP since RC pump capacity and the RC system idle pump / loop flow
split both vary with RC system SP. If the reactor vessel flow is as expected,
then the RC system is probably unblocked and flowing normally. However, if
the measured reactor vessel flow is not as expected, then either the core is
being bypassed (low RCS AP) or some part of the RC system is blocked (high RCS
AP). If the core is being bypassed, the incore temperature distribution ~

should be checked for signs of core overheating. To determine which part of
the RCS is blocked, a second comparison is made.

The effective core flow should be approximately 95% of the measured reactor
vessel flow with 5% normal bypass flow. If this proportion exists, then the

core is probahlv not blocked. Under these circumstances, the incore thermo-
couples should be used to monitor core cooling. However, if the effective

core flow is s.znificantly less than 95% of the measured reactor vessel flow,
then the core may be blocked or direct reactor vessel inlet to outlet flow

10-3 Babcock & Wilcox
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may exist (or both). Under these circumstances, the incore thermocouples

should be used to check for core overheating, which might indicate core flow

blockage. If the effective core flow is significantly greater than 95% of

the measured reactor vessel flow, then either the measured flow or the incore

thermocouple readings are in error. Each should be checked for anomalies and

the flow rates recompared.

The distribution of the incore thermoccuple readings should be proporticnal

to the assembly flow and heat rate distribution, assuming a flat inlet temper-

ature prefile. If it is further assumed that the partial pump flow distribu-
'

tion ef fects are washed out below the axial location of the incore thermocou-
ples, then the distribution of incore thermocouple readings should be the same
as the distribution of the assembly radial power peaks (RIA from the plant com-
puter). Such an equivalence of distributions would imply that the core is free
from any large'olockage. A thermocouple reading (or preferably readings) would
have to be at least 20F higher than normal to be distinguishable as indicating
flow blockage rather than just a calibration difference. It would probably
be necessary to block more than one fuel assembly to produce such a distribu-
tion of thermocouple readings. A non-equivalence of incore thermocouple read-
ings and RIA distributions could mean significant flow blockage or simply that
the assumptions of partial pump flow distribution washout and flat inlet tem-

perature profile are invalid. The results of the flow comparisons should
guide the interpretation of the incore thermocouple distribution. The amount g
of core blockage can be very roughly estimated by the number of instrumented =

assemblies with abnormally high thermocouple readings and their location.
This estimate should be consistent with the amount of blockage suggested by
the flow rate comparisons. In general, the core would be expected to become
blocked near the center first, with subsequent blockage added radially.

3. Natural Circulation

3.1. Incore Thermocouple Readings

In natural circulation, the core average temperature is dependent on the steam
generator heat removal which is contcolled by the steam generator feedwater tem-
perature and flow rate. Since core average temperature is controlled, the core
exit temperature, as reflected in the incore thermocouple readings, can be
varied over a wide range without affecting the adequacy of core cooling. The
incore thermocouple temperature can, in fact, be saturated or subcooled
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depending on the steam generator feedwater conditions. Hence, while the

absolute values of the indicated temperatures are important to judge the

adequacy of core cooling, it is the distribution of the readings that is

useful in determining core flow blockage.

3.2. Core Flow Distribution

The driving force iit natural circulation is proportional to the change in
density produced by the heat source. Thus, the driving force is proportional

to the assembly relative power (RIA).

On the other hand, the hydraulic resistances is proportional to the flow

(through an assembly) squared. Since the driving and resistance forces mustI be equal, the flow through an assembly is proportional to the square root of

its relative power. The assembly enthalpy rise and, assuming a flat core in-

let temperature distribution, the assembly exit temperature will also be pro-

portional to the square root of the assembly radial peak. Thus, the distri-

bution of the incore thermocouple readings under normal natural circulation,

conditions should be proportional to the square root of the radial power peak
(RIA) distribution.

3.3. Core Flow Blockage

If the incore thermocouple temperature distribution is not the same as the,

assembly radial peak distribution, then a portion of the core may be blocked.
The amount of such core flow blockage can be very roughly estimated by the
number and location of instrumented assemblies with abnormally high thermo-

.

| couple readings. As with RC/HPI pumps running, the thermocouple temperature
would have to be at least 20F higher than normal to be distinguishable from
calibration dif ferences. Figure 10-2 is a block diagram of the steps to be

'

taken during natural circulation. If a large proportion of the incore thermo-

couples read saturation temperature, local overheating is possible, particular-
ly if natural circulation is lost. This is undesirable and should be avoided
by appropriate control of the steam generator feedwater.

4 TMI-2 Experience
.

The events at TMI-2 on and af ter March 28, 1979, added a wealth of knowledge
in the area of recognizing degraded core conditions. There was no shortage of
data on which to base models af ter onsite conditions stabilized. Incore thermo-

I couple readings were tracked on a daily basis from March 29 through early May
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after natural circulation had been achieved. The thermocouple data were used
to monitor the adequacy of core cooling and to estimate the degree of core
blockage. The effective core flow rate, calculated as described earlier, was

on the order of 1.5 x 10' lbm/h. L'nder normal conditions the core flow with
5one RC pump running would be on the order of 30 x 10 ltr./h. With about 95%

core bypass flow, it was clear that conditions were not normal.

IBoth severe core flow blockage and direct reactor vessel inlet-to-outlet leak-

age were probable. Reinforcing this conclusion were the incore thermocouple
temperature 'istributions. Soon after the accident, a 100F difference in

thermocouple readings was observed between the center and the periphery of the
core. The high-temperature area bounded approximately 20-25% of the core.
Though the temperature difference decreased as decay heat levels dropped, the
proportion of the core with high exit temperatures remained essentially con-
stant during the five weeks the incore thermocouples were tracked. Even after
natural circulation was achieved, a 30 to 50F temperature difference was still
observed between interior and peripheral thermocouples. Figures 10-3 through

10-6 show thernocouple reading distributions from TMI-2 at various times in
March and April 1979.

Thus, the TMI-2 data, using the techniques described in this task, strongly
implied a severe core flow blockage. This conclusion was entirely consistent
with other analytical estimates of core damage.

5. Summary

1. Review the method for estimating core flow based on incore
thermocouple readings.

2. Discuss the flow rate and temperature distributions with RC/HPI
pumps running and with natural circulation.

3. Review the method for estimating core flow blockage.

I
I
I
I
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Table 10-1. Reactor Vessel Flow

No. of RC Expected
pumps RV flow,
running 10" lba/h

4 2.82 MFDF (o)#
3 2.12 MFDF (p)

2 1.41 MFDF (p)

1 0.62 MFDF (p)

"MFDF: Measured fractions of
' design flow (plant-specific:
1.09 to 1.15), o: cold leg
coolant density.
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Figure 10-1. Flow Model Block Diagram
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rigure 10-1. (cont'd)
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Figure 10-1. (Cont'd)
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Figure 10-2. Natural Circulation Block Diagram
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I Figure 10-3. TMI-2 SPND String Numbers and Locations,
Thermocouple Reading Distributions on |
March 31, 1979 at 10:45 I

3/31/79 10:45 TIN = 280.3 F
P = 962 PSIA
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Figure 10-4. n!I-2 SPND String Numbers and Locations,
Thermocouple Reading Distributions on i

April 4, 1979 at 5:32 )
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Figure 10-5. TMI-2 SPND String Numbers and Locations,

Thermocouple Reading Distributions on
April 7, 1979 at U :00

4/7/79 17:00

TIN = 283*F
P = 914 PSIA
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Figure 10-6. TMI-2 SPND String Numbers and Locations,
Thermocouple Reading Distributions on
April 27, 1979 at 23:45
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Lesson 11 - RELEASE OF FISSION PRODCCTS
FROM DAMAGED FUEL ,

Introduction

1. Lecturer -

2. Purpose - To describe the buildup and distsibution of fission products in
the fuc:. and to quantify the amount of fission product activity expected' '

to be released after various fuel damage scenarios.

Objectives

Lesson 11 covers the following material:

1. The basic characteristics that control the release of key fission
products from the fuel (qualitative).

2. The buildup of key fission products as a function of irradiation
time and the distribution of fission product activity (quantita-

I tive) between the fuel pellets, the fuel rod gaps, and the reac-
tor coolant.

3. The progressive increase in fission product release associatedI with the various stages of core damage.

4. Rapid assessment of fuel damage based on the amount of key
nuclides in the reactor coolant and the ratio of long- to short-
half-life nuclides.

i ,

i
I

I
;

I
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I
, Lesson 11 - RELEASE OF F1SS10N PRODUCTS

FROM DAMAGED FUEL

I
1. Behavior of Fission Products

The release of 40 fission product elements from the fuel is a very complex
process that is affected by many parameters. Appendix ll-A contains excerpts
from WASH-1400 and NUREG 0772 that provide a more comprehensive review of the

subject of fission product release. However, it is not essential to know why
certain fission products are released in greater amounts than others, nor pre-
cisely how much will be released in order to take the appropriate actions fol-
lowing a reactor accident. This lesson concentrates only on the behavior ofI the four fissicn product elements that are important to the reactor operator

during the first hours of the accident because they will dominate the offsite
dose consequences. These same four elements will aid him in assessing the ex-
tent of damage to the core. The elements are krypton (Kr), xenon (Xe), io-

dine (I2) and Cesium (Cs).

The noble gases, Kr and Xe, are shown on the " Periodic Chart of the Elements"

(Figure 11-1) in the inert gases column along with Ha, Ne, Ar, and Rn. This

means that all these elements are gaseous (at all temperatures above -92F),
that they will behave similarly under given conditions (except for physical
differences caused by their different atomic weights), and that they are all

.

chemically unreactive (inert) and thus have no tendency to form chemical com-I pounds with other elements. Thus, Kr and Xe, although slightly soluble in
water at high pressures, will usually be found in the gaseous state; therefore,
a reactor operator is likely to find any Kr or Xe released as the result of an

accident in the steam volume of the pressurizer, the makeup tank, or the re-

actor building (Figure 11-2).

Iodine is a halogen and will behave in much the same way as fluorine (F1),
chlorine (Cl), and ? omine (Br). All halogens are chemically very reactive

and thus will form chemical ccmpounds with many chemical elements and other

compounds. When in the dry state, all the halogens are quite volatile at and

11-1 Babcock & Wilcox



above room temperature. The halogens are also very soluble in water when in

the pure elemental form and even when in most chemical compounds. Thus, in
the post-accident environment, the iodine is most likely to be in the liquid

phase, i.e., in the reactor coolant or in the containment sump, but a small-

fraction (less than 0.000!) of the iodine is likely to be airborne in the con-

tainment utnesphere. Even though it is small, this airbore fraction may have

a significant of f site dose impact , and thus the containment sprays should be
used to rapidly remove the airborne fraction. In the event that the iodine

activity is released into the containment via a dry pathway [i.e., no water in
the reactor coolant system (RCS) at the time of the iodine release), a large
fraction of the iodine will become airborne - perhaps 40 to 60% of the re-

E
lease. Thus, in a dry release event, it is absolutely essential that the re- E
actor building sprays be used to remove the airborne iodine and to mitigate
the potential offsite dose coasequencee,.

Cesium (Cs) is an alkali netal like sodium. Both are very reactive when in

the elemental metallic state, but bot.h are eaaily oxidized or form other com-

pounds (e.g. , Nacl, Csl, Cs20). Following a reactor accident, we can normally

expect to find Cs in the liquid phase, i.e., in the reactor coolant, or in the

containment sump. However, if the accident is such that the Cs release occurs

via a dry pathway, a significant portion of the cesium activity may be air-

borne in the containuent in the form of minute aerosol particles. Cesium is

volatile at temperatures above 1000F, so if the core is dry and at a tempera-

ture above 1000F, most of the Cs will vaporize and subsequently condense as

minute particles of metallic Cs, Cs oxide, or Cs iodide as soon as the temper-

ature falls belav 1000F, These particles are rapidly absorbed into wa::er, so

the pathway must be dry f ar them to re ch t..e containment atmosphere; once

airborne in th< :ontainment atmosphere, they could remain airborne for many

days. Therefcte, it is essential to use the reactor building sprays to re-

move these Cs particles rapidly.

I
I
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2. Fission Product Buildup
and Distribution

The eajor offsite dose consequences resulting from re, actor accidents'that cause
severe core damage are due to short-half-life, gaseous nuclides released into

the atmosphere. Normally, the liquid pathway is of little concern unless the

accident damages the bacemat of the containment and causes significant amounts
of radioactive liquid to leak fror. the containment.

All nuclides that have a significant impact on the offsite doses resulting

from gaseous pathways saturate (i.e. , their production rate equals their remo-:
val rate; thus the concentration remains constant) within the fuel after 30 to

60 days of power operation (Table 11-1). Krypton-85 appears to be an exception

to this because it does not saturate due to its long half-life (10,72 years),

but because of its low gamma yield and low abundance, it has a negligible dose
consequence compared to the other gaseous nuclides.

In the event of a liquid pathway release, the offsite dose consequences would

be dominated by the Cs activity release, primarily Cs-137 (because of its
30.17-year half-life). Cesium-137 would also have an important offsite dose

consequence if the containment were to suffer a gross failure during an acci-
dent sequence that produced large quantities of Cs aerosols.

The core inventories shown in Table 11-1 are based on a power level of 2552 MWt;

however, they are directly proportional to power and thus can be scaled to any
power level. Since'all operating B&W plants are within 210% of this power

level, no adjustment is necessary because a 10% error is negligible when com-
pared to the many other uncertainties associated with any accident scenario.

Figure 11-3 shows the diffusion of fission product nuclides from the fuel pel-
let to the gas plenum in the fuel rod (commonly referred to as the " gap").
The importance of this slow diffusion process is that it provides time for

short-half-life nuclides to decay. Since the long-half-life nuclides do not

' decay to any significant degree during the diffusion period, the radioactive

nuclide mixture found in the fuel red gap appears to be enriched 1.t.long-Lalf-
life nuclides when compared to the mixture of nuclides in the fuel. . This dif-

ference in the mixture of nuclides is very helpful in determining the type of.
fuel damage that might have occurred.
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Table 11-2 shows the gap inventory during an equilibrium cycle at 2532 Wt.

Note that due to the diffusion time, most short-half-life nuclides take a

little longet to saturate (in comparison to Table 11-1), but all saturate with-

in about 120 to 150 days. The important facts to be noted about the gap ac-

tivity inventory are as follows:

1. The total amount of short-half-life activity in the gap is only
a small fraction of the total activity in the core.

2. The total amount of long-half-life activity in the gap is a sig-
nificant fraction of the total activity in the core.

These points are clearly illustrated in Table 11-3. The gap contains anly 4.3%

of the Xe-133 and 1.3% of the I-131 (both of which are relatively short-half-

life nuclides), whereas it contains 74% of the Kr-85 and 30% of the Cs-137

(both of which are long-half-life nuclides).

Since the extent of fuel damage is initially diagnosed on the basis of radio-

chemical analysis of reactor coolant samples, it is important to understand

how the mixture of fission product nuclides is distributed within the reactor

coolant. Figure 11-4 shows schematically that activity leaking from the fue
E

into the coolant is removed from the coolant by both decay and purification 5

(in either the purification dcmineralizers or the bleed processing system).
The important point of this figure is that the equilibrium activity of a nu-

clide in the reactor coolant (C ) is equal to the release rate of that nu-

clide from the fuel (s) divided by the sum of the decay constant (AD) and the
purification rate constant (Ap).

= S - (AD+ P '

eq " A
D P

This means that for long-half-life nuclides A is very small and usually negli-
D

gible compared to A ; therefore, since S is usually relatively constant, thep

concentration of long-half-life nuclides (Kr-85 and Cs-137) is inversely pro-

portional to the purification rate. For short-half-life nuclides, A is usu- Ep

ally very small compared to A , so the equilibrium concentration is essenti-
D

ally independent of the purification rate and is directly proportional to the

release rate from the fuel. Table 11-4 illustrates these points by showing

typical values for the activity of key nuclides in the reactor coolant of a
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2552-MWt rc tor during an equilibrium fuel cycle. It should be noted that,

all other factors being equal, these coolant activities are proportional to

power level and percent leaking fuel. The important points to be noted with .

respect to fission product behavior in the reactor coolant are as follows:

1. The relative concentration of long-half-life nuclides is reduced
significantly, e.g., the Kr-85 to Kr-88 ratio is approximately 2,
whereas in the gap region it was about 5. The reduction is due to
the effects of A on the Kr-85 activity.g

2.' Kr-88, with its 2.84-hour half-life, decays fast enough not to be

affected by the value of Ap, so Kr-88 remains saturated throughout
the cycle. The concentration of noble gases with longer half- i

lives tends to build up during the first part of the cycle, then I

decrease, and the finally increase to a maximum value at the end
of the cycle. This is because the value of Ap for noble gases is
determined by the bleed processing flow because there is (usually)
no degassing of the letdown flow. Since bleed flow increases
during the cycle, most of the noble gas nuclides first build to
saturation and then begin to decrease as the bleed flow in-
creases; however, at about 280 days into the cycle, the bleed
flow is diverted to the deborating demineralizers, which offer no
opportunity for degassing (Ap = 0); thus, the noble gas activity
increases between 280 days and the end of the cycle.

3. The iodine nuclides are removed effectively as the letdown passes
through the purification demineralizers. This results in a large
Ap for iodine and causes all the iodine nuclides to saturate very
quickly.

4. The cesium nuclides are also removed by the purification of the
letdown flow, but much less effectively than iodine, so they do
not quite saturate during the cycle.

Another important effect that must be considered when examining the radio-

nuclide activity in reactor coolant samples is he phenomenon called " iodine

spiking." Figure 11-5 shows the I-131 activity associated with a typical io-

dine spike. The peak of the illustrated spike is approximately a factor of 5

times the pre-trip concentration. Iodine spikes vary in size depending on

operating history and conditions. The spikes could range in size from a

factor of 2 to a factor os 1000, but more typically the spiking factor ranges

between 5 and 20.

Iodine spikes do not occur when there is no leaking feel. The spikes are be-

lieved to be caused by the belching of activity accumulated in the gap region.

The belching occurs during pressure and power transients that create pressure

differences between and inside and outside of the cladding.
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I These transients either cause the steam in the gap region of leaking fuel rods '

to expand and expel activity into the coolant or cause the steam to contract

' or condense, thus drawing coolant lato the gap. This liquid coolant then a

drains to hotter portions of the fuel rod where it flashes into steam and ex-

pels activity in,o the circulating reactor coolant.
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3. ' Assessing Degree of Core Damage

Many different sequences of events lead to core damage, each having its own

unique' probability of occurrence. But if one ignores the details of sequence

and probability, all major fuel damage' accidents fall into two general cage-

gories:

1.- Power Burst Events - For example, the ejection of several control !

rods from the core, which results in immediate fuel damage, regard-
less of operator actions.

2. Loss of Core Cooling -- The loss of cere cooling could be due to
a loss-of-coolant accident ca-Joined with failure of the emergency
core cooling system or to a complete loss of all a-c power sources,
which results in the loss of all cooling systems and all heat sinks.
Fuel failure during loss-of-core-cooling events usually occurs
slowly enough for the operator to recognize the situation and to
take various actions to mitigate the consequences.

Loss-of-core-cooling events will all go through the following progression of
stages, each of which results in the release of increasing amounts of fission

product activity:

1. Rupture of the cladding on some of the hottest fuel rods releases
the complete gap inventory of these rods.

2. Rupture of the cladding on the remaining fuel rods in the core re-
leases all the gap activity in the core.

3. Release of fission products from the fuel pellets in several of the
hottest fuel assemblies.

4. Release of fission products from a major fraction of the fuel pel-
lets in the core.

Figure 11-6 illustrates the status of the water inventory in the RCS during the
last stage of this progression. Assuming that the operator is able to restore

core cooling, refill the reactor cooling system, and re-establish circulation

within the reactor coolant loops, he will then be ready to begin to assess the
core damage based on the radiochemical analysis of reactor coolant samples.
Table 11-5 shows typical values for the reactor coolant activities to be expect-
ed for various degrees of core damage. TL coolant activities corresponding to
the release of the total inventory from 10 fuel assemblies seems astronomically
- high but represents less than 10% of the TMl-2 release, as shown in Table -11-6.

For some accidents it will be difficult to judge, based on the values in Table

11-5, whether the activity in' the coolant came from gross damage to one or two
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I
fuel assemblies, or from gross damage to the cladding of many fuel assemblies.
In these cases, a coc.parison of the nuclide ratios, as shown in Table 11-7,

will enable the operator to distinguish between releases from the fuel rod gaps

and releases directly from fuel pellets. Note that the ratios are expressed in

terms of the long-half-life nuclide divided by the short-half-life nuclide, so

; high values indicate gap releases, and low values indicate releases from th;

| fuel pellets.

I

I;

I
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I 4. Sumn arl

In dealing with degraded core conditions, the operators should:
,

1. Minimize the fission product release from the core by

1. Keeping the core covered with water.

2. Minimize the fission product release to the environment by
Utilizf.ng the reactor building s;crays.a.

b. Minimizing letdown flow.

Cooling with the steam generators and auxiliary feedwaterc.

3. Assess tne amount of core damage after refilling the reactor coolant
systeu and re-establishing reactor' coolant circulation by taking a
reactor coolant sample and performing radiochemical analysis:
a. The concentrations of individual nuclides will indicate the

magnitude of core damage.I b. The ratio of long- to short-half-life nuclides will distin-
guish betueen cladding failures and releases from the fuel
pellets.I

I
I
I
I
I

I
'

I
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ITable 11-1. Fission Product Inventory in an

Equilibrium Cycle Core

I
Curie inventory

30 120 280 310 |Nuclide Hair-life EFPD EFPD EFPD EFPD E

Kr-85 10.72 y 3.1 ES 3.8 ES 5.1 E5 5.3 E5
Kr-88 2.84 h 5.6 E7 5.6 E7 5.6 E7 5.6 E7

Xe-131m 11.92 d 3.3 E5 4.4 E5 4.4 ES 4.4 ES

Xc-133m 2.19 d 3.1 E6 3.1 E6 3.1 E6 3.1 E6
Xe-133 5.25 d 1.3 ES 1.3 E8 1.3 E8 1.3 E8

I-131 8.04 d 6.9 E7 7.4 E7 7.4 E7 7.4 E7
I-132 2.29 h 8.6 E7 8.6 E7 8.6 E7 8.6 E7

I-133 20.8 h 1.3 E8 1.3 E8 1.3 E8 1.3 E8

Cs-136 13.1 d 6.8 F5 8.0 ES 8.0 ES 8.0 E5

Cs-137 30.17 / 2.7 E6 3.5 E6 4.8 E6 5.0 E6

Reference: Midland FSAR (2552 Mut). I
Table 11-2. Fission Pro luct Inventory in Gap Region of

an Equilibrium Cycle Core

Curie inventory
_

30 120 280 310
Nuclide, llalf-lif e EFPD EFPD EFPD EFPl>

Kr-85 10.72 y 2.0 E5 2.6 ES 3.7 ES 3.9 E5
Kr-88 2.84 h 5.1 E4 5.3 E4 5.3 E4 5.3 E4

Xc-131's 11.92 d 2.5 E4 4.3 E4 4.4 E4 4.4 E4

Xe-133m 2.19 d 5.9 E4 5.9 E4 5.9 E4 5.9 E4

Xe-133 5.25 d 5.0 E6 5.4 E6 5.4 E6 5.4 E6

1-131 8.04 d 7.4 ES 9.5 FS 9.5 E5 9.5 E3

1-132 2.29 h 4.7 E4 4.8 E4 4.8 E4 4.8 E4

I-133 10.8 h 1.8 E5 1.8 E5 1.8 E5 1.8 ES

Cs-136 13.1 d 1.0 E4 1.6 E4 1.7 E4 1.7 E4

Cs-137 30.17 y 6.4 ES 8.7 E5 1.4 E6 1.5 E6

I
.
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Table 11-3..
Region at end of Equilibrium Core Cycle
Percentage of Fission Product Inventory in Gap

Percent of core
Nuclide . Half-life activity in ga,'

Kr-85 10.72 y 74.0

Kr-88 2.84 h 0.09

Xe-131m 11.92 d 10.0 4

Xe-133m 2.19 d 2.0

Xe-133 5.25 d 4.3

I-131 8.04 d 1.3

I-132 2.29 h 0.06

I-133 20.8 h 0.14

Cs-136 13.1 d 2.0
Cs-137 30.1 y 30.0

" Percentage will change as a function of
irradiation time and decay time.

i

l
i

Table 11-4. Fission Product Activity in Reactor Coolant With
0.1% Leaking Fuel in an Equilibrium Cycle Core*

Coolant activity, uCi/g

Nuclide Half-life 30 EFPD 120 EFPD 280 EFPD 310 EFPD

Kr-85 10.72 y 0.31 0.45 0.41 0.52
Kr-88 2.84 h 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24

Xe-131m 11.92 d 0.95 E-1 0.16 0.15 0.17

Xe-133m 2.19 d 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.26
Xe-133 5.25 d 22 24 23 25

I-131 8.04 d 0.36 0.38 0.38 0.38

-I-132 2.29 h 0.82 E-1 0.82 E-1 0.82 E-1 0.82 E-1
.I-133 20.8 h 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39

Cs-136 13.1 d 0.62 E-2 0.73 E-2 0.73 E-2 0.74 E-2
Cs-137 30.17 y 0.22'E-1 0.27 E-1 0;34 E-1 0.36 E-1
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Table.11-5. Coolant Concentrations Providing Preliminary
Indication of Core Damage

Typical Total
coolant 10% gap 100% gap release
activity, 1% failed inventory, inventory, from 10 FAs,

Nuclide Ci/g fuel,uCi/g uCi/g uCi/g uC1/g

1-131 0.05 3.8 400 4,000 15,000

1-133 0.15 3.9 80 800 26,000

I-135 0.30 1.9 25 250 26,000

Cs-136 0.001 0.07 7 72 150

Cs-137 0.01 0.36 650 6,500 1,000

Xe-133 12 250 2300 23,000 26,000

Kr-88 0.3 2.5 25 250 11,000

Table 11-6. Fission Product Release From Fuel Following
TMI-2 Accident on March 28, 1979

Percent of Equivalent No. of
Nuclide core inventory fuel assemblies

Xe-133 68 120 |
Xe-131m 70 124 5
Kr-85 71 126
Cs-134 63 112
Cs-137 60 106
H-3 73 129

I
Table 11-7. Key Nuclide Ratios in Reactor Coolant as an

Indication of Fuel Damage

Fuel
Normal Transient Gap matrix g

Key ratios coolant spiking releage, release g

I-131:I-133 1 s2 5 0.6

I-131:1-135 2 S4 16 0.6

Cs-137:Cs-136 5 s 10 90 6

Cs-137:Cs-138 0.6 S4 110 0.04

I
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Figure 11-2. Chemical Characteristics of Key
Fission Product Elements

e GASEOUS (UNDER ALL CONDITIONS) |
.

O NOBLE GASES - INERT (NOT CHEMICALLY REACTIVE) Ie TRACE SOLUBILITY IN WATER

I
2. IODINE

Ie CHEMICALLY REACTIVE (CsI, ZrI )2

e HIGH SOLUBILITY IN WATER (HIGH AFFINITY |
FOR WATER)c

O HIGHLY VOLATILE UNDER CRY CONDITIONS

S SMALL BUT SIGNIFICANT VCLATILITY IN WATER

i

|3. CESIUM

8 VERY VOLATILE AT HIGH TEMPERATURES (> 1000 F) Ie VAPOR WILL CONCENSE TO AEROSOL PARTICLES

UNCER DRY CONDITIONS;

O HIGHLY SOLUBLE IN WATER (VERY HIGH
AFFINITY FOR WATER)

: I
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Figure 11-3. Diffusion of Fission Products from Fuel
Matrix Into Fuel Rod Gap
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Figure 11-4. Removal of Activity From Coolant
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Figure 11-5. Iodine Spiking in Reactor Coolant
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Figure li -6. Last Stages of Core Uncovery - Maximum Fuel Damage liegins
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Figure 11-7. Appropciate Actions |

1. CHECK AMOUNT OF ACTIVITY IN REACTOR

COOLANT TO CONFIRM EXTENT OF CAMAGE

I
2. CHECK RATIO OF KEY NUCLIDES TO DISTINGUISH4

BETWEEN CLAD DAMAGE'AND FUEL CAMAGE
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Section 1 -
,

1I
Fision Product Release From

Reactor Core .hterialg

Fission product release from core mate- fore, PdR and BWR analyses both can

I rial during accidents involving meltdown utilize the same set of release com-
would probably occur more or less con- ponents but the particular number of
tinuously until the system finally components and the timing o f the re-

cools. During this period, release leases will depend on the reactor type

I rates should va ry over wide limits and the particular accident sequence

depending on fission product properties, being examined. The subsections which
system temperatures, and the surface to follow describe each component in more

volume ra tio of the molten material. detail and present the release values
that were arrived at on the basis of the

*I However, it is possible to identify four
current interpretations of fission prod-

conditions or times at which ma]or
driving forces for r3 lease exist. These uct behavior that are contained in
periods of high rates should account for appendices to this report. The relevant
most of the total release. The four appsadices are cited within the text.I major release components are:

1.1 CAP RELEASE COMPONENT
fission producta. Gap release -

release unz,h occurs when tne clad- For the purposes of this work, gap

I release is defined as the fission prod-dings experience initial rupture,
It . consists nostly of activity that uct inventory that is free to escape in

was released to void spaces within gasecus or vapor form frem core fuel
the fuel rods during normal reactor rods if the cladding ruptures. The

,I operation and rapid depressurization number of core fuel rod claddings that

of contained gases provides the will rupture depends on the effective-
ness of the emergen:y core cooling

driving fcxce for escape.
systems. For highly effective emergency

I b. Meledewn release - fission product cooling no claddings may rupture, while
release which occurs from the fuel for degraded cooling conditions, leiding
while it first heats to melting and to fuel rod melting, essentially all

becomes molten. High gas flows in claddings will rupture during the

I the core during this period sweep temperature rise to melting. 3etween

the activity out of the core region. these two extremes there exist a large
series of core cooling temperature con-

fission ditions which can lead to various per-
c. Vaporization release -

I product release wnich occurs after centages of cladding ruptures,

large amounts of molten core mate-
rial fall into the reactor cavity Cladding rupture temperatures depend
from the pressure vessel. Turbu- upon several factors; rate of tempera-
lence caused by internal convection ture rise, internal gas pressure, andI and melt rparging by gaseous decom- cladding physical and mechanical proper-
position products of concrete pro- ties. However, rupture temperatures are

duce the driving forces for escape, likely to Iange from about 1400 tot

2000 F. Fission products which have,

d. Oxidation release - fission product migrated to the surface of the fuel
release which occurs just efter and pellets or to the interior surface of
is a result of a steam explosion the cladding during normal reactor

event. Finely divided fuel material operation can poten, tally be released.I is scattered into an oxygen atmos- The driving force for escape comes from
phere and undergoes extensive oxida- the rapid release of inert gases thelium
tion which liberates specific fis- and fission gas) stored in the plenum

and gas gap spaces of the fuel rods.I sion products. Internal gas pressures ranging f:om a

3y concentrating on tne processes and few hundred psia to 2000 psia can exist.

componen ts , it was decided that release Only fission product material which -|factors which will control these four

I terms for representative accident se- exists in vapor form should escape dur-
quences could be developed. Each one ing the rod depressurization. There-

pertains to a specific, identifiable fore, if vaporization from condensed
time period in the core meltdown scenar- phases or reaction layers within the

I io of either water reactor type. Thero-
fuel rod is incomplete when depressuri-

!
|
|
,
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2 tion takes place, the potential re- applicable chemical elements. The aver-
Ictso we' tid not be realized. After the age values in each case are the simple h
dep res s ur a m at ten . ve ry little driving arithnetic raana of the tnree calculatcd 5
farca exists to carry fission procuct releases for the particular isctope.
v:pora along the narrow annulus to the This isotope was selected on the basis

rupture location in the cladding. that it represents the , radiologically |
Cona quently, in this work the gap inportant one for the elenent. Note 3
rolcrse corponent will be confined to an that no direct calculations of tellurium
cctimate of the release that occurs at releases were nade. Results of out-of-

thJ Jime of cladding rupture only. For pile experiments (Ref. 2) indicate that |
ceci0cnt conditions which are less se- its release should be :imilar to iodine g
v;ra than core neltdown, the gap release and cesium, and on this basis the value

component values developed here may be of 0.10 for the principal isotopc, Te-

rcduc:d according to the percentage of 132, was selected. Since the isotopes E
th3 fuel rod ciaddingt that are expected that were selected to represent each g
to cxperience rupture. chemical group have relatively long half

lives, the uncertainties in the average

Two fractions make up the gap release release fractions should be nearer the 3
component: (1) the release fraction, lower end of the uncertainty range as g
cnd (2) the escape fraction. The noted above. This was the basis for the
ralcase fraction defines the potential uncertainty factors that are specified
for release from UO, fuel and is the in Table VII l-1. E
reruit obtained from most fission prod- E
uct release rodels. The escape fracticn The data in Table VII l-1 represent the

reprcsents an eat.inate of the degree of best effort that can be made with

volctility of the fissicn product at current mathematical models in calculat- '

fusi rod cladding rupture. The process- ing fission product releases during

c3 cnd. reactions that need to be consid- reactor operation. Due to lack of basic
crcd in estimating the escape fraction information for some species or parame-
include physical condensation and reac- ters, simplifying assumptions are often
tion 2 with fuel material, cladding, made which tend to overestimate rather
oth;r fission products and gaseous in- than underestimate releases. Therefore,

purities in the rods. the results should be interpreted as
current state-of-the-art and not as

1.1.1 THE RELEASE FRACTION absolute values. Future experinental |
and theore tical study may indicate lower 5

Tha three sets of gap release calcula- releases, and when this occurs the

tiono which are reported in Appendices models and results used here can be
A, 3, and C produced the release frac- modified. |
tion estimates shown in Table VII l-1. 3
Th20c results are based on PWR core 1.1.2 THE ESCAPE FRACTION
proparties but results for a BWR are so
cimilar that Table VII 1-1 values will The rationale used to select escape |'
be used for both reactor types. The fraction values will be discussed on an 3
v21uts in Table VII l-1 also represent element by element basis. t

best estimate releases for the several i
cp;cies and there contain different 1.1.2.1 Noble Gaset. ,

'
uncartainties depending upon the release *

mod:ls used, variations in basic parame- The noble gases are gaseous Tt room
Itora, or differences in methods to com- temperature and are known t 'e very

puta temperature profiles in operating unreactive chemically. At adding I

fusl. Inspection of results given in rupture the only mechanism which could
App;ndices A, 3, and C show that uncer- retard their escape would be flow ;

tointies range from factors of +2 for restrictions along the gas gap to the !

com2 species to factors +10 or more for hole or split in the cladding. Since 3*
o th;r s . As a rule, the magnitude of the this constitutes only a delay process, E'
uncartainty tends to decrease as the which depends on very specific details
d c;y half-life increases. of fuel rod structure, no retention of

released nchie gases in the fuel rod gas
Th. ultimate use of these release frac- space can be clained.
tions in total accident release calcula-
tiens demands that a single value be 1.1.2.2 Halogens. ,

| ''cc 1gned for each chemical group; that
io, isotopic dependent release behavior Elemental iodine would be entirely

must be ignored. Consequently, in the gaseous at normal reactor fuel rod 5

lcat column of Table VII l-1, average operating temperatures and particularily

r:1 case values are listed which will be at th. cladding rupture tempe rature s .

used for all isotopes of each of the However, iodine readily reacts with

VII-4
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I
metals to form iodides wh2ch have cal form is not sufficiently established
different volatilities. Possibilities to justify censideration in this work.I incl;de zircor11, L lides (reacti:n with However, addi:. anal expert..ent al se r in

cladding), ces:Im iodine (reaction with this area would ce useful.
f is s io n-p roduc t ces i um) , and hydrogen
iodide (reaction with trace hydrogen or Thd formation of hydrogen todide, whichI water vapor). might be significant at high tempera-

tures, also has not been verified by
Experinental work by Feuerstein (Ref. 3) experimental work on irradiated fuel
has shown that a series of zirconium rods. The existence of HI as a majorI iodides can forn when iodine in 2ircaloy species would not alter iodine volatil-
capsules is heated, and several minutes ity at cladding rupture temperatures
is required to volatilize appreciable appreciably. Therefore HI will not be
fractions of the reaction product at a considered an important iodine form inI temperature of 800 C (1472 F). Indirect this analysis,
evidence of iodine reaction with
Zircaloy in operating fuel rods has been In sunmary the escape fraction for

obtained by Weidenbaum (Ref. 4). iodine gap release should be based on

I Collins, et al (Ref. 5) performed punc- available experimental evidence that
ture tests with irradiated Zircalcy-2 indicates at least partial retention by

clad CO2 in steam at about 1000 C Zircaloy cladding. On the basis of the
(1832 F) frcn which it was concluded range indicated a best estimate value of

I that only 10 percent of the iodine that 1/3 with ar. uncertainty factor +3 is

was expected to be free within the cans appropriate.
escaped through the puncture hole.
Lorenz and Parker (Ref. 6) have 1.1.2.3 Alkali Metals.

I conducted a pair of in-reactor fuel rod
failure transient tests with pressurized The normal boiling point of cesium metal
Zircaloy-2 clad fuel rods. The fission is about 960 K (1270 F) and if the
oroduct release data for the two experi- fission product exists in this elenental

I ments indicated 25 percent and 100 form, the gap release fraction could be
percent escape of the free iodino rela- completely vaporized at cladding rupture
tive to free noble gases. These limited temperatures. On the other hand the
studies suggest that iodine retention by therral transient may be too rapid and

I Zircaloy cladding could limit the escape inccmplete vaporization would have
of iodine from the gas spaces of fuel occurred at this point. Also, compcund
rods during rupture. The escape frac- formation with the fuel (noted above) or
tion value cannot be specified very with the cladding (possibly with corro-
accurately but would be expected to fall sion products) could result in signifi-I within the range 0.1 to 1. cantly reduced volatility. There is

almost no experimental data related to
Contrary to the cladding reaction mecha- escape of fission product cesium under
nirn, thermodynamic analyses of the these conditions. The in-pile transientI fuel-cladding fission product systen tests of Lorenz and Parker (Ref. 6)
consistently predict that CsI would be provide the only known experimental
the nost stable chemical form for iodine estimate. The results of two tests
at elevated temperatures (see Appendix indicate an escape fraction value of
E). Since the fission yield for cesium about 2/3. Because of the approximate
isotopes is more than ten Lines that for nature of these measurements, it was
iodine isotcpes, there is sufficient decided to use the same escape fraction
cesium for complete conversion of the for cesium that is used for iodine;

I iodine. If CsI is the dominant iodine i.e., 1/3 with an uncertainty f actor of
species in fuel rods then iodine would +3.
exhibit a significantly lower volatility
at cladding rupture temperature i.e., a 1.1.2.4 Alkaline Earths.

I vapor fraction in the range of 0.01 to
0.1 would be expected. As shown above, Depending upon the oxygen activity in
experinental escape data do not coincide the system, fission product strontium
with these low values. In addition would predominately exist as either the

I there is limited eridence that cesium metal or the renoxide. However, neither
may undergo compound formation with CO2 condensed phase has appreciable volatil-
and thus prevent formation of CsI (Refs. ity at clad rupture temperatures. The
7,8). Thermodynamic analyses have not metal which exhibits the higher vapor

I considered this reaction. Finally, pressure should linit vapor fract. ions to
there appears to be no experimental. con- less than 10 ' of the total strontiun.
firmation of the presence of CsI in The ANC fission product release model
irradiated fuel rods. Therefore, the calculation for strontium, which consid-
possibility of CsI being a major chemi- ers the rmodynamic equilibrica in the

VII-5



I
fuel body, obtained ,a maxinum releasa melt within one minute and in a few norefrcetion of 4 x 10-4 (Appendix D). The -t w e= fuel eltim terpcratu m arein-pil2 tranatent test cata et :.c ren: c r:acnui :n -no n:ter r e<;1c n s . Theend 7arker (Fef. 6), wtile quito crude process spreads throughout the core andfor strontium, indicatg escap f within 30 ninutes to 2 hours (Ref. 1)10" to 10'6.ractionsranging ! rem about On the nearly the whole core is noiten atbrais of this evidence, it appears that te :peratures ranging fren roughly 2000in conjunction with a release fraction to 3000 C. During the later stages ofcf 0.01, a best estimate value for the this process noiten core material cancacrpe fraction would be 10'4 with an run thrcugh or melt through the gridunc;rtainty f actor of +l00.

_ plate and fall into the bottom of the
pressure vessel. If a steam explosion1.1.2.5 Tellurium. does not occur when residual water is
contacted in the lower portion of theThormodynamic calculations indicate that
pressure vesse', partial quenching andtslluriun can exist as either the temporary solidification of portions ofalcnont or an oxide in the fuel. The the nolten mass can take place. How-Ottble vapor form at cladding rupture ever, the internal heat generationt;mreratures is probably Te,, but causes remelting and the inevitablescvsral experirental studies Indicate downward nigration continues until thethct tellurium will react with Zircaloy. pressure vessel fails, probably byG:nco, et al. (Ref. 9) denonstrated meltthrough. Pressure vessel failure iszxtensive reaction of telluriun vapor expected to require about I hour alterwith zirconium at tenperatures above 400 most of the core has melted (Ref. 1) .C (752 F). The in-pile transient tests
Prior to this the high internal tempera-of Loren and Parker (Ref. 6) while very tures have caused melting of some of thelinited indicate an escape fraction for pressure vessel steel and interiortsllur tur of be tween 10-l and 10-5 A structural conoonents. The molten ironcomplex kinetic situation involving is not niscible with the core materialcompetition among vaporization, reaction (oxide phase) although partial conver-with cladding, and escape in the gaseous sion to iron oxides could produce somepuff probably determines the escape dissolution in and dilution of the core

*

fr(ction. Therefore, the value was set
material. Net "heless some fissicnet 10-3 with an uncertainty factor of products (i.e., she noble metals) would1100.
tend to distribute to the netallic irer

1.1.2.6 Other Species. *

Initial fuel melting is expected to
Tha volatilities of other fission occur in only the center regions of
product species, besides those which are the rods on almost a pellet by pollet
chimical analogs of the elements dis- scale. Thus the melting fuel will offer
curred above, are expected to be so low a relatively high surface area for
thtt their escape at cladding rupture release of fission products. As the
can be considered negligible. There- molting f ront moves outward, the melting
foro, the results of all the gap release of the individual pellets may continue,
component analysis can now be summar- but it is also conceivable that larger
ized. Table VII l-2 presents such a sections of fuel may collapse into the
sunnary showing the gap release frac- molten mass. If this fuel melts within
tions, the escape fractions, and the the mass rather than at the edge, then
product of these two - the gap release fission product release could be
component. The release and escape inhibited by the time required for
frtctions listed here may be sonewhat transport to a free surface. On the
different fron values obtained or recom. other hand, gaseous fission products,
mended by the individual laboratories present as bubbles in the UO2 could rise
thtt contributed to the analyses. This quickly to the surface of the rolten
12 because current knowledge does not mass and escape. It appears that nost
cicarly shcw one snalytical approach is of the fission product release that does
cup;rior to the others. occur will take place early in the

melting period at each core location.
la MEI.TDOWN ItELEME COMPONENT Then as the nelted fuel mixes with the

rest of the molten mass and the nass
Th2 conditions pertaining to this re- increases in size, fission product
122:2 period begin with rapid bolloff of release rates will becomo much slower,
tho water coolant which uncovers the The melting of structural steel in the
r:cctor core. Steam, flowing up through pressure vessel during this later period
tha heating core, initiates Zr-H O reac- is expected to produce a layer of molten2tion and this accelerates the rate of iron above the molten core materialtrmperature rise. The cladding begins to which would offer a further barrier to

VII-6



I
ficcion product rcicase. Oth r factors expected during the carly period. Thus
which can inhibit release during nelt- this should be the period of naxinun

I down in the pressure vessel include the driving force for fission product escape
possib;11ty of rrua: rat;;n at ;; f r;r :ha c;re cc; en. The relaaue

melt surf ace and par *.141 quenching when fracticns ( EFx) for the various fission
melt runs or falls into water that may products were estimated by considering:
be left in the bottom of the ve Jel,o

a. The limited data that are available
The atnosphere in the core region and frem small-scale experiments with
pressure vessel during meltdcwn is UO2 (Appendix D), and

I expecteo to be a steam-hydrogen nixture
with sma ,1 concentraticns of fission b. The predictions of limited thermody-
product ar cc.e rarerial vapors and namic analyses of fuel-cladding-
aerosols. .s mS be classified a fission product system at high tem-

nonoxidizing accosphere for most fission perature (Appendix E)I products, and it, of course, results
from partial consumption of steam by The results are summarized in Table VII
metal-water reaction, yielding H2 in the 1-3 and a short description of the
core region. Although the metal-water rationale connected with each value isI reaction that does occur is steam supply given in the follcwing paragraphs.
limited, some steam flow passes through
ecoler portions of the core region a. Noble cases (Xe, Kr) - Experimental

without conplete reaction. It is esti- work shows that nearly total release

I mat-d th a t durtng the meltdown phase of these essentially chenically

only about half the Zircaloy is reacted inert gases would be expected during

and cther netal-water reaction croduces the neltdown period if the surface-

only about 50 percent more H2 Thus to-volume ratio of melting material

I total metal-water reaction is only the renains high. Although this seems

equivalent of 75 pcrcent 2r-H O reac- likely and considerable release
2 should occur even before the fueltion .

melts, some gases could become

I Thermal analyses of core neltdown pro- trapped as the nolten mars enlarges
vide only generalized data on core tem- during the later stages of meltdown.

perature profiles, gecretry changea, and Accoraingly, a range of 50 to 100
melt behavior versus time. This, con- percent release is considered

I bined with the uncertainties which exist reasonable but 90 percent should be
in fission product properties at very assumed probable,
high temperatures, ar gue against con-
struction of a highly mechanistic model b. Halogens (I, Br) - Again nearly
to calculate fission product release total release is expected due to theI during the meltdown phase. Therefore, high volatility, but the rate of
i,n this work, fission product release is release could be limited by

treated as being simply proportional to transport in the melt to an external

the f raction of core melted. surface. Therefore, the same rangeI (50-100 percent release) should
Mathematically, apply and 90 percent is considered

[FCM ( t) ] the probable value,[RFx]RCFx ( t) = -

where RCFx ( t) = Core release fraction c. Alkali Metals (Cs, Rb) - Nearly to-

for fission product x as a function of tal release woulc be expected but

time (t) :
experimental data on cesium relaase
from molten UO and thermcdynamic2I studies show that the alkali metals

Release fraction of fission are not so highly volatile as theRFx =

product x f rom melted fuel noble gases or halogens. Therefore,
the release rate could be somewhat
affected by internal transport in

Fraction of core nelted as a the melt or by the possible tendencyFCM ( t) =

function of time (t) toward compound formation. Experi-
mental evidence indicates a range of

I It is important to note that this ap- 40 to 90 percent with a probable
proach assigns all release, which is value of 80 percent.

expected to occur during the tire core
material remains in the pressure vessel, d. Tellurium - Sinple thermodynamics
to the early period of first melting. indicate that Te should volatilize
This is consistent with two key observa- almost completely from melting core
tions; (1) the highest steam flows and material in the elemental form.

(2) the 'qhest fuel surface areas are However, experimental data indicate
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cxt nciva racetion with unoxidized lettcr two tre probably in the formZircaloy cladding would tend to hold of lower oxides. The metallic spe- 3Itellurium in the nelt, even though cies could sttially distribute to glmuch of the cladding nay oxidi:e the noiten ircn phase and be re-during the neltdown period. The tained. Experieental data en ruthe-tellurium apparently migrates far- nium release from noiten CO2 in anther into the cladding to react with oxygen-deficient atmosphere indicateremaining free netal rather than icw release. Releases in the range

.

diffuse out through the oxide layer. of 1 to 10 percent are consideredRelease of the tellurium from a possible, and 3 cercent (the approx-particular core region will occur imate geometric nean) is used as the
when nearly all or all of the clad- probable value.
ding has been oxidized. Since an
average of 50 percent of the core g. Ra re Earths (includina Y and Np,cladding is expected to become oxi. Pu) - The rare earth elements will |dized during neltdown, this repre. generally exist in the fuel as the asents an upper linit for release. sesquioxides (M 0 ) while the actin-23However, the oxidation is spread ides, neptunium and plutonium,unevenly over the core and a smaller should form the dioxides (MO ). The2amount of cladding unde;goes com. oxides characteristically exhibit
plete reaction. On this basis tel. low volatility but an estimate of
lurium release is estimated to range the re. ease fraction is difficult,tofrom 5 to 25 percent. make. Experimental data for cerium

release from small specinens ofc. Alkaline Earths (Sr, Ba) - The chem- molten UO indicate losset v?ical form and the volatility of several t$nths of a percent over athese two fission products are very few minutes, or about the same as 3sensitive to the oxygen partial the UO2 vaporization loss. In 5pressure in the system. Strontium Appendix H, estimates of fuelnetal is more volatile than barium vaporization rates indicate lossesmetal but barium oxide is more in the range of 0.01 to 1 percent. 3volatile than strontium oxide. This range can also be used for the gThermodynamic analyses produce con-
rare earth species but the probableflicting es timates of volatility and
value, 0.3 percent, reflects cautionchemical form due to variations in in selecting a characteristic re-oxygen activities. Experinental leTse when the estimate is sodata on release from molten fuel approxinate.material indicate that the two ele-

nents would experience about the h. Refractorv Oxides (Zr, Mb) - Thesame release. Data obtained with oxides of these elenents are sozirconium clad UO2 showed up to 20 stable and of such low volatil;typercent release of strontium and that they probably would experience- barium over several minutes in a less release than the rare earths.neutral atmosphere, while only a few However, for sinplicity the same |percent loss was found for bare or
release definitions are used here asstainless steel clad UO . The lower for the rare earths. a

volatility of these elements and the
probable existence of unoxidized 1.3 VAPORIZATION RELEASE COMPONEAT Ecladding suggest tnat releases in

gthe range of 2 to 20 percent would When the molten core and iron penetrateoccur. Since incomplete cladding the pressure vessel and fall * run)oxidation is expected, the probable into the reactor cavity, the t'al |release value should lie above the will be exposed to oxygen from the .rn- Egeometric mean for this range. tainment atmosphere, steam from contactHence, 10 percent is used as the with water or vaporized fror. concrete,probable value,
and carbon dioxide from thermal decompo- Esition of the limestone aggregate . . the 5f. Noble Metals (Ru, Ph, Pd, Mo, Tc) -

concrete. Passage of steam and carbonAlthough enese elements probably dioxide through the molten mass willvolatilize as the oxides, thermody- produce a gas sparging effect. In addi-namic calculations suggest that the tion these gases or their dissociation
volatile oxide forms are not very products will create highly oxidizingstable at the high temperatures and conditions. One can speculate that tnethe lower oxygen partial pressure iron phase would be (at least partially)that are expected to be associated converted to oxide which coul' thenwith the core meltdown. The first dissolve in the core melt. The reltthree elenents probably exist in the should also contain products of the
metallic form in the fuel, while the concrete decomposition; silica, calcium
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silicates, or calcium oxide. The pro- mo.tsn rass to an external surface. For
ducts would eventusily reduce the den- the large rolten masses that result fren
sity of tha ' vide chase ind the then core reitirwn, the latter r-cror- 1heu!!
heavtur ;ron ..ase L:n t sink to the co n t ro l rele uc for all e< car :nc m er
botten of the racs (Pef. 10). Converse- lcw vol a ti li ty species. For exangle,
ly, inccrplete dissolution could leave a estinates have chown that pure diffusion
re la tive ly puro UO2 phase w:ich would transport wculd require several hundred
continue penetrating downwares (Pef. hours to achieve significant release
11). Lcwor melting nixed ox.de phasas fractions, regardless of volatility
forring ahead of the UO: would tend te (Ref. 13). Hewever, additional estima-

I rise and cover the U02 Thus, develop- tes indicated that thermally induced
ment of several irmiscible or partially internal convection currents might in-

miscible phases is conceivable. Inter- crease mass transfer rates such that
nal convection would promote nixing cerresponding releases would occur
within and exchange be twee n phases. within several hours (Ref. 13) . Very
Depending upon their solute properties, recent approxinations based on gas
fission product oxides could distribute sparcing ass umptions suggest total re-
to these phases thereby altering the lease for volatile species in fractions

I heat source distribution and the tenper- of an hour (Appendix G). The release
ature 7rofile in the relt systen (Ref. rates that would actually occur would
10). Vaporizaticn of fuel and structur- probably be sona mixture between the
al materials from the upper surface of latter two proces les. Also, gross va-

I the molten mass should produce dense pori:stion of the melt could assist the
aerosol clouds (smokes) above the melt release by creating a receding sarface.
and buildup of condensation products on The uncertainties of the problem require
nearby surfaces. Agglomeration and that a simple approach be used to

growth of smoke particles is expected to specify fission product releases forI cause some vaporized material to settle this portion of the accident.
back. Thus nuch of tPO vaporized nate-
rial should be retained in the reactor 1.3.1 VOLATILE FISSION PRODUCTS

|3 vessel cavity. Vapori;ed fission pro-

E d"ct=- nix *d wi th tha m' =" ar9er qua"- Th* "* rv ' ^'i * fi"*i " "r d""t" "i:
tities of structural matarial vapors nd escape the melt if they can teach an
smoke, should generally follow the dis- external surface. The gas sparging
tribution of the bulk naterial. Excep- process of fers a mechanism for inducingI tions to this would be the high mixing and creating a large effective
volatility species which could escape external surface area. The convective
into the upper part of the containnent. nass transfer process of fers an alter-

native and usually slower rate for

'I only highly simplified analyses of the transport to surfaces where vaporization
physical situation Just outlined have can occur. Both processes would result'

- be e n perfo rmed ( F.c f s. 10,11,12). There in an exponential decrease in t.se vola-
are many unknowa details concerning nost tile fission ~ product inventory with

I of the chanical, physical, thetmal, me- time. In each case the half-time for
chanical, and metallurgical propertiez release night range frcm less than one
of the complex system. Analytical re- hour to many hours, depending on the gas
suits are dependent on basic assumptions flew or mass transfer conditions,
which differ among nodels. No large-
scale experimental work on the relevant Other work on the Re7ctor Safety Study
system has been pe rfo rmed to guide has resulted in an estimated time fer
modeling. Concrete penetration rater core penetration of the concrete bace of

;I cannot be estimated accurately because about 18 hours (Ref. 1) . The analyses
of uncertainties in heat transfer mecha- also indicate that considerable spalling
nism, me l t, interaction effects, and/or and decomposition of tne concrete vould
boundary limit definitions. Release cccur within the first half-hour of
calculations c ?.n and have been per 'o rm- contact. This would be a period of

rapid gas (steam and carbon dioxide)ed, but the assunptions and data ext -

polations needed, lead to estimates t..t generation during which the spargino
are usually upper limit valucs (Ref. 11) process could be a dominant driving=

(See Appendices E and G). The release force for escape of velatile fitsien
models are useful in identifying key products. S ubs eq uently , lower rates of
release proccuses and species that have release would be expected as gas flows
a high potencial for release ey one or decrease but sparging could still
more of tnese processes. ef ficiently deplete the relt of volatileI species (See Appendix G). The rnally
Tcs a first approximatio.', the extent of induced internal convection and also
re laane will depend up>n species vola- surface evaporation might assist in the
tility and the rate of transpcrt in the release.
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IThJ pot ntial irportanca of gas sparging Tha fission products that arc cuffi-to the rs ease of volatiles frcn tha ciently volatile to experience total
t

massive relt dictated that treatment vC lo:: during this vaporization phase aretha vaporisation release cer enart Xc, F, I. Dr, :, u, Te, 3e, and 3b.sacu.c ce cased :n this crocess. Tne c.; lown :cicas of the first six of
Accordingly, a pseudc-exponential rato these is expected to be quite large,cxpression was designed which required because of their high volatilities, andonly a single input parameter, the so little will be lef t to contribute tocharacteristic release half-time. the vaporization release compcnent.Mathematically, This is not true for the tellurium group

|elements, whose reltdown release isVLF ( t) = 1 - exp [-0.693t/t] considered inhibited by compound forma- m
where tion with Zircaloy cladding. Hcwever,

by the time the vaporization release*
begins nost of the free zirconium, whichVLF ( t) The vaporization loss frec- exists during core meltdown, should be

=

tion af ter time (t) oxidized (prcbably from reaction with
UO ). If not, then the oxidizing sparge2The characteristic release gases (steam and CO ) should quickly E

t =
2half-time eliminata free zirconium se that tellu- g

rium and its chemical analegues,In order to avoid excessive calculations seleniun and antimony, will become veryduring actual accident sequence analy- volatile. and also experience total60s, a cut-off time for the expression, release.equivalen t to four half-time intervals,
wts selectsd. In practice the rate 1.3.. LOW VOLATILITY FISSION pRCDUCTS
cxpression was used exactly as written

Efor the first three half-time intern- Essuntially all the remaining rx.portant gvsls, but then complete escape of the fission product species nust be cons.6-
r:maining activity was compressed into ered low volatility components. Thusthe fourth interval. Since this last total release of these species should 3ctep involves only 12.5% of the total not occur. With one exception thi- Evrporization release, the approximation group of elements should be present asthould produce only slight perturbations oxides in the oxide phase. The noblein results. metals (Ru, Rh, pd) and to a lesser

extent Mo . and Tc probably exist as theThe value of the characteristic release metals and would be expected :ohalf-time would be a function of the partiticn into the metallic iron phaaefission product vo la ti li ty , the gas of the molten system (Ref. 14). Lowsparging rate, and other kinetic fac- release (less than 1 percent) of thesetors. In a rigorous sense, there would species is expected unless completeb2 a unique value for each fisaicn oxidation of the iron should occurproduct species which would vary con- (Appendix G) . Although this is nottinuously wi th the sparging conditions. considered likely, localized exidation |This complexity is not warranted here could lead to some release and a value 5cnd so the half-tire value was assigned of 3 percent is considered to be aonly to roughly catch the period of high realistic es timate. This is probablycparge gas flow. This period, as noted uncertain by a factor of + 5. The other |e:rlier, has been estinated to last on fission products (alkaline earth oxides gthe order of one-half hour. Thus the and rare earth oxides) should be dis-best estimate half-time value is consid- solved in the oxide phase of the neltored to be 30 minutes. Use of this (Ref. 14). Under the generally exidiz- |niform value for all fission products ing conditions which persist over this gy abably produces underestimates of the period these species are less volatilero of release for the most volatile than UO2 (Appendix E). The vaporizationspec *s and overestimates of the rate of of UO2 and of other oxide materials in Er21 ease for species of lesser volatil- the nelt is very dif ficult to estimate Bity. Also, the sparging process may not owing to uncertainties in conpositionb2 fully effective in sweeping volatile and temperature. High vaporizationficsion products from the melt either rates (high temperatures and oxygen 3b:cause some sections of the melt are pressure 3) should produce dense aerosol gnot exposed to sparge gas or because clouds above the melt which would tendmics transfer linitations inhibit vapor to settle out, carrying condensableccturation of sparge gas bucbles. Due fission products back down. Low vspcri-to uncertainties such as these the 30 zation rates (lower temperatures) wouldminute half-tire value which is used in also it.dicate low losses for these fis-calculations should be considered uncer- sion products. Considering these limit-tein by at least an order of magnitude. ing processes it is doubtful that more
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than 1 percent of these fission product expected to be dispersed into an air
species could be distributed to the (oxygen)-containing atmosphere.I atmosphere in th2 centainrent over tha
coarse of sno reactor nelt-th:cugn 1.5 l*5E OF HELEASE CO31POSENT VALLES
pericd. This estinato is also probably
uncertain by a factor of +5. The four release ecmponents described

-

above would occur more or less sequen-
The rate of release of the low volatil- tially during a reactor meltdown acci-
ity fission products, for lack of better dent. In all cases, the gap component
definition, is assumed here to follow would occur first, follcwed by theI the same exponential function that is meltdown ecmponent, and then by the
used to describe the release rate of the vaporization component. However, steam
volatile species. On this basis the explosions could potentiaAly occur any
percentage release values given in Table time after appreciable amounts of the
VII 1-4 indicate the amount of each core have melted. Thus, the oxidation
fission prodt;t, remaining in the core component is somewhat randomly time
material after gap release and melt-down oriented.
release have occurred, that will escape In using the release component valuesI vaporization period.
to the containment atmosphere during the from Tables VII l-2 through VII l-5 to

specify release source terms for a par-
ticular accident sequence, it should be

1.4 OXIDATION REI. EASE CO31PONENT obvious that proper inventory balances
for each fission product must be main-

A steam explosion event will result in tained. For example, the fraction of
the scattering of finely divided CO2 the total inventory that experiences gap

I c(containing fission products) into the release is then not available for
tecsphere outside the containment or release by any of the other tnree
into the air-steam atmosphere inside processes. Consequently, care must be
containment. In either case, the UO2 exercised in setting up release sou4:e
particles will cool and undergo reaction terms. To illustrate this point. 2I with oxygen to forn U 0g at3 temperatures basic release source summary is provictd
below about 1500 C (Ref. 15) . The in Table VII 1-6. Here individual core
reaction is exo the rmic and is accom- release fractions are given for each
panied by release of fission products component and fission product assumingI that are volatile under these condi- that, except for the steam explosion
tions. Oak Ridge work on measurement of fraction, the total core is involved infission product release during fuel the release processes. That is, all
oxidation by air at elevated tempera- fuel rod claddings rupture to give the
tures is directly applicable (Ref. 16). gap release f raction, total core meltingThese data summarized and discussed in occurs, and all of the core naltAppendix F show large releases of rare contributes to the vaporization release
gases, iodine, tellurium, and ruthenium fraction (unless preceded by a staan

I ct
during 10 to 15 minute exposures to air explosion). It is also implicitlytemperatures of 1100 and 1200 C. assumed that a steam explosien will act
Since the data indicate positive temper- precede total meltdown release.
cture coefficients for each species,

I comparable releases should occur in much It is emphasized that the single values
chorter times at higher temperatures. listed in Table VII 1-6 are based on :he
On this basis the release percentage best estimate values taken from Tables
given in Table VII l-5 may be treated as VII l-2 through 1-5. Each of the values

I cssentially instantaneous values. Note, contains uncertainties as noted in those
however, that the releases apply only to Tables and should, therefore, not be
the fraction of the UO2 fuel that is considered absolute release fractions.

4
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TA!LE Vil 1-1 FRACTIONS RELEASED To GAP (TCTAL CCKI)

Cale'J1sted Fractions Average
Chemical ReleaseFission Product ICI

(decay half-life) ANC (a ) ,cg(b) OIO.1 Groups Fraction

*

xe, Mr (long lived) 0.06 0.10 0.08
Xe-133 (5.27 day) 0.04 0.02 0.02 Noble Cases 0.03 (d) ,

Xe-135-(9.2 hour) 0.0002 0.004 0.004
|

1, Br (long lived) 0.06 0.10 0.14
0. 05 (d)1-131 (8.06 day) 0.06 0.03 0.05 Halogens

1-132 (2.3 hour) 0.0007 0.005 0.006
1-133 (20.8 hour) 0.007 0.01 0.02

0.15 *II
Cs, Rb (long lived) 0.20 0.05 0.21

Cs-138 (32 minutes) 0.00001 0.0005 0.005 Alkali Metals

III 0. 01 (d )Sr, Ba (long lived) 0.000004 0.02 0.02
0.01 0.015Sr-89 (51 day) -.

0.002 0.01 Alkaline EarthsSt-91 (9.7 hour) -

Te-132 (78 hour) (estimated value) Tellurium 0.10 (d)

(a) See Appendix B

(b) See Appendix A

(c) See Appendix C

(d) values can be higher or lower by a factor of 4 4

(e) Value can be higher by a factor of 2 or lower by a factor of 4

(f) This value results from therttedynamic restrictions not considered in the other two
models. See discussion of the escape fraction for this species.

TABLE Vil 1-2 CAP RELEASE COMPCNENT VALUES

Fission Cap Cap Total Cap
Product Release Escape Release
Species Fraction Fraction Value

Xe, Kr 0.03 *I 1 0.03I
.

0.05 *I 1/3(c) 0.017I
I-Br

IDI ICICs, Rb 0.15 1/3 0.05

I ~4Id30.01 *I 10 0.000001Sr, Da

- (d)
Te, Se, Sb 0.10 (a) 10 0.0001

- - Negligible *II
Others

(a) values can be higher or lower by a factor of 4

(b) value can be higher by a factor of 2 or lower by a factor of 4

| (c) Values can be higher or lower by a factor of 3

(d) Values can be higher or lower by a factor of 100

(c) While no numerical value was developed for these various species, the number
should not exceed that used for strontium-barium.

.
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(ABLE Vil 1-3 MELTDOWN RELEASE COMPONENT VALUES

*

Release Range Best EstimateElements (percent) (percenti

Xe, Kr 50-100 90

I, Br 50-100 SO

Cs, Rb 40-90 80
ITe *I 5-25 15

Ba, Sr 2-20 10

Noble Metals (b) 1-10 3 '

ICIRare Earths .01-1 0.3 ;

Zr, Nb .01-1 0.3 ;

(a) Includes Se, Sb
(b) Includes Ru, Rh, Pd, Mo, Tc

,!(c) Includes Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Np, Pu
{
.

'

f
I

i
t

!

||
1-
;

5

I
TABLE Vll 1-4 VAPORIZATION RELEASE COMPONENT VALUES *

iFission Product Release, Percent I
iXe, Kr 100
g
tI, Br 100 !

Cs, Rb 100 I
I

Te, Se, Sb 100 |.

IICI*Ru, Rh, Pd, Mo, Tc S I
iRefractory Oxides (b) y(c) '

(a) Releases for the amount that remains after the gap and meltdown releases
have occurred. The rate is approximated by an exponential function with a -

half-time of 30 min although this value is considered uncertain by an order
.of magnitude.
4

(b) Includes Sr, Ba, Y, La, Ce, Nd, Pr, Eu, Pm, Sm, Np, Pu.
(c) Values can be higher or lower by a factor of 5.

I
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I
I TABLE Vil 1-5 FISSION PRCOL'CT RELEASES DURING STEMt CXPLCSICNS

Release Frem oxidation, Percent

Fission Product Range Best Value

Xe, K,r 80-100 90

I, Br 80-100 90

Te, Se (Sb) 40-80 60

- Ru (Mo, Tc, Pd, Rh) 80-100 90

I
.

I TABLE Vil 1-6 FISSICN PRODUCT RELEASE SOURCE SUMMARY-BEST ESTIMATE TOTAL CORE
RELEASE FRACTIONS

.

Fission Cap Releass Meltdown Relea- Vaporizati7n Release Steam Explosion
Product Traction Traction Fraction (d) Fraction (e)

Xe, Kr 0.030 0.870 0.100 (X) (Y) 0.90

I, Br 0.0*? 0.883 0.100 (X) (Y) 0.90.

Cs, Rb 0.050 0.760 0.190 --

I Te *I 0.0001 0.150 0.850 (X) (Y) (0.60)I

Sr, Da 0.000001 0.100 0.010 --

Ru(hI 0.030 0.050 (X) (Y) (0.90;--

ICILa - 0.003 3.010 --

(a) Includes Ss, Sb
.

(b) Includes c, Pd, Rh, Tc

I (c) Includes Nd, Eu, Y, Ce, Pr, Pm, Sm, Np, Pu, Ir, Nb

(d) Exponential loss over 2 hours with halftime of 30 minutes. If a stean
explosion occurs prior to this, only the core fraction not involved in the
steam explosion can experience vaporization.

(e) X = Fi * ion of core involved in the eteam c::plosien. Y = Frecticn of inven- i

tory ining for release by oxidation. ;

1
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4. FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE FROM FUEL ,

4.1 Fission Product Behavior in Fuel

Understanding of the initial state of iodine and other fission products !

in the fuel pellet is helpful in tracing its subsequent movement into |

the primary and secondary system under accident conditions. The fuel
pellet fonas the initial boundary for fission products, and their chemi-
cal form on leaving the pellet governs the initial behavior in an acci-
dent environment.

4.1.1 Precursor Effects
.

Fission products in their radiologically important fonn are born as ele-
ments of slightly higher atomic number and decay to progresively,more
stable elements emitting a 3-particle. Table 4.1 summarizes this
situation for the mass numbers 127 through 138 which 1.1cludes isotopes
of the elements tin (Sn), antimony (Sb), tellurium (Te), iodine (I),
xenon (Xe), cesium (Cs), and barium (Ba). The second column of
Table 4.1 denotes the yield for each mass number, i.e., the number of
atoms of that particular mass produced in 100 fissions. The [ brackets]
denote the element at birth, with S-decay at each mass number producing
the elements to the right at a rate depending on the half-life of the

;

specie. From Table 4.1 we note the following:i

Relatively stable Cs fission products isotopes (half-lives greater than
one day) exceed relatively stable iodines by a factor of 4.7 This ratio
is increased by significant amounts of 134Cs and 136Cs which build in by
activation via

fission + 133Xe(n,8 )13"Cs, (21 y)-

fission + 13sXe(n,8)l36Cs, (13 d) .
Therefore, the total amount of cesium sionificantly exceeds iodine.

133 ) spend significant time fromAll important iodine isotopes (except I
25 min to 78 h) as tellurium. Therefore, tellurium mobility and che-
mistry could play a role in the overall picture of iodine release, espe-
cialiy since it is relatively volatile and shows a chemical affinity for -

cesium (Cs2 e). The yield for relatively stable Te species (Tify > 133;y)T 1 da
is 2.3 times that for relatively stable I species. (If one counts
with T1/3 = 21 h, this ratio falls to 0.63.) .

'

Precursor effects for cesium may be significant only for the formation
133Xe (5.3 d) andof 13"Cs which spends 21 h as 1331 before decaying to

subsequent activation to 13"Cs. Therefore, we should not be surprised
to find 13"Cs behaving differently from the other cesium . isotopes.

4.1.2 Fission Product Eehavior in the Fuel Pellet

The average fission fragment begins its life with a kinetic energy of
about 40 MeV, which is roughly 10/ times the energy of a typical chemi-
cal bond. Therefore, each fragment causes considerable lattice disloca-
tion before either coming to rest within the UO2 crystal ("Or adjacent

__ , - z _-.- - :-. s_ . . _. c -
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Table 4.1. Iodine, xenon, and cesium fission product isotopes sr, wing |yields and half-lives. The bracket denotes elements at birth

Total 8-decay |
Mass yield
No. (*. ) Sn Sb Te I Xe Cs Ba

I
127 0.14 [4.4 m] 3.8 d 9.4 h =

128 0.46 [60 m] 10 m =

129 1.0 [7.5 m] 4.3 h 70 m ~=

130 2.0 [3.7 m] [6.3 m] =

131 2.93 [23 m] [25 m] 8.0 d = 1

132 4.31 [2.8 m] [78 h] 2.3 h =

133 6.69 [2.7 m] [55 h] 21 h 5.3 d =

134 7.92 [42 m] 53 m =

135 6.43 [18 s] [6.6 h] 9.1 h -

136 6.45 [21 s] [46 s] =

|137 6.18 [25 s] [3.8 m] 30 y =

138 6.71 [62 s] [14 m] 32 m =

I.

I
I.
I
I

.

I
I
I
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crystal) or being expelled from the pellet surface. The initial state of
fission products are then as inoividual atoms in interstitial locaticns

in the UC lattice. Tne precise nanner in wnich these incividual atcas2
move to either microbubbles, metal phase inclusions, or to phases

, including chemical ccmbinatirn with UO2 is quite comolex and imperfectly
! understood. Yet this initial phase in the life of a fission product is

very important since it represents the major resistance to transport to
the pellet exterior.

However, some general characteristics of this early state of fission
products in U02 are as follows:

Above some critical temperature (between 1100 and 1400*C) general lat-
tice mobility exists, allowing the individual atons to move easily to ,

more stable thermodynamic states. For atcms inert to UO ~2 (the gases Kr.
Xe, and probably I and Te and the noble metals, Ru, Tc, Rh, Pd), this
means moving frcm the interstitial location to either a micrebubble or a
metallic phase. Other elements (Zr, Nd, and the rare earths) move to
locations in the UO3 lattice to form true solutions. The alkaline
earths (Sr, Ba) would migrate to form a separate oxide phase. Cesium
would tend to form a separate cesium uranate phase when such is stable
(T < ~1500 C), but its high vapor pressure over cesium uranate would

.

probably remove Cs from high temperature locations by migration with the
other gaseous species. If sufficient Cs is availacle frca the Cs/ceslum
uranate equilibrium, the balance may comoine with I to form CsI.

Below the temperature of general mobility in the U0 - lattice. large
atoms inert in LO (Xe, I, Te) probably migrate as $omplexes with one U-2
and two 0-vacancy locations. This rather odd behavior is only sup-
position, but these large atoms are too finnly wedged in interstitial
locations to move in a more conventicnal way.

The manner in which a more active atom, like Cs, moves under these con-
ditions is even more unclear. It is importar.t thcugh to point out that
at this phase of life of a fission product, the li,vs of chemical
equilibria (and indeed chemistry) may not apply. The Cs and I atoms here
migrate as a ccmplex with a set of lattice vacancies. There may or may
act be opportunity for significant chemical comoinations even when
equilibria consider.: ions so dictate.

4.1.3 Predicted Chemical Behav R r of Iodine and Cesium in UO 2
.

Under normal chemical circumstances, and if the ooportunity occurs,
iodine prefers to exist predominantly as stable species Csl and
Zrla rather than either atomic I or the molecule I . However, scmej
hedging is necessary here because some teatures or tne environment
within a fuel red differ significantly from (.onditions forming the basis
of usual chemistry or equilibrium chemical thermodynamics.
Iodine and cesium atoms are born separately within the U0, lattice and
initially have quite different chemical tendencies in UO '. Iodi ne ,2
having no chemical affinity for UO , would tend to migrate into the gas2

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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phase along with the noble gases, whereas cesiun, with its higher chemi-
cal affinity for its surroundings, cculd ' enave qu1*.e differently.c

There is no way of predicting wnettier or not cesium at this stage has an
opportunity for ccabining with iodine, or whether iodine is effectively 3
" swept" from cesium by the migration to the noble gas bubbles. 5

Assuming an approximately conventional equilibration of Cs, I, 0 , and g2
UO , two general categories of reactions need to be considered: 52
(1) dissociation reactions, and (2) vaporization reactions.

Dissociation reactions

<Cs200:. ) = (2Cs) + (0 ) + <UO ) (4 1)2 2

<Cs2 ) = (2Cs) + 1/2(0 ) (4.2) |0 2 ,

(CsI) = (Cs) + (I) (4.3)
e

Vaporization reactions

(CsIl = (CsI) (4.4 )

{1 } = 2(I) (4. 5) |2

{Cs} = (Cs) (4.6)

The brackets signify the assumed state; < >, { } , and ( ) signify
solid, liquid, and gas phases, respectively. The above six reactions
are perhaps the most significant ones of the dozens that need to be con-
sidered on the determination of equilibrium compositions. In par-

ticular, the fornation of zirconium compounds, Zr02 and ZrIu may be
significant near the cladding. At any rate, these six reactions are
selected here to illustrate the types of interrelatinships which may |occur between competing reactions.

Reactions (4.1) through (4.6) plus aany others fonn a set of competing
reactiens, the net result of which is an equilibrium composition of the
gas phase plus various amounts of the condensed phases. The manner in
which this estimate is performed falls within the realm of chemical gg
t hennodyn ami cs . Here w should point out the following inter- E
relationships:

(1) All dissociation and vaporization reactions are coupled, for
example, by the following illustration: If conditions favor Cs! disso-
ciation [ reaction (4.3)] to a degree which would yield an iodine partial
pressure greater than the vapor pressure at that tenperature [ reaction
(4.5)], then Csl dissociates and all the iodine transfer to a condensed
iodine phase via

(CsI) + (Cs) + (I) ; (I) + W{+2} -

Alternatively, if a condensed iodine phase possesses a vapor pressure g
greater than the dissociation pressure of iodine over Csl under a par- a
ticular set of conditions, the condensed phase iodine would vaporize and

b combine with Cs to forn Cs! by the reverse procedure. A similar discu- E
sion would apply as mil for Cs dissociation :ressures via E
reactions (4.1) and (4.2) and Cs condensation via reaction (6).

I
-
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(2.) If Cs! formation by the reverse of reaction (4.3) tends to generate
a cesium f ocice partial pressure higher than the vapor pressure at tnat
temperature [ react:an (4.4)], liquid or solid Csl would form to a degree
which equalizes the pressures:

CsI[ reaction (4.3)] = Py[ reaction (4.4)] .P

(The asterisk denotes vapor pressure above.a pure substance.)
Conversely, if the association pressure of Cs! via reaction (4.3) is
less than the vapor pressure of CsI, no condensed phase Cs1 would form.

(3) Reactions (4.1) and (4.2) illustrate the key role played by the
lattice, the oxygen

level of the oxygen pressure. Within the U02
pressure is imposed by the degree of hyperstoichiometry, i.e., by the *

value of x in U0 +x. In fresh LWR fuel, the oxygen excess is such that -

2

Burnup tends to increase the oxygen pressufe,,is normally ~-300 kj/mol.the chemical potential of oxygen, RT in P0
but LWR burnup even at -

discharge does nct change it significantly. Under conditions of high'

heat rating (>43 kW/m), the oxygen pressure is drastically reduced in
the vicinity of the clad due to formation of Zr0 -2

In addition, progressively higher oxygen pressure tends to favor the
formation of cesium uranate (reverse of reaction (4.1)) tending to make
cesium unavailable for cesium iodide. Therefore, high oxygen pressure,

|
tends to destabilize Cs1 by

: Csl + 02 + UO2 + cesium uranate + I2 -

|

! However, chemical thermodynamic estimates predict this to occur at
'1 is'f airly high oxygen pressure (~-100 kJ/mol), in the region where 3

stable, rather than U0 -2

Some key properties of the materials in Eqs. 4.1-4.6 are given in
Table 4.2. The free energy of formation at 1000 K, given in the first

| column, is a measure of chemical stability in the presence of their ele-'

ments, the acre negative values indicate greater stability for these
conditions. We note also that Cs! is a compound of intermediate volatf- ,

lity. If present, it would be predominant'.y gaseous at central rod tem-
peratures, a liquid at intemediate locations, and a solid nea.- the
cladding surface. Cesium oxide (Cs20 plus other umide-) also fall into
this range of intermediate volatility. Cesium uranate Ns200g} would

j and (0 ) at elevated temperaturestend to decompose into (Cs), <UO ), 22:

(>~1500'C). The cesium uranate phase would be liquid throughout much of -

the pellet volume and be a separate solid phase near the clad surface.

Methods based on chemical thermodynamics can often be quite helpful in
predicting the enemical composition of complex mixtures, but as with all
idealized calculations, it is essential to emphasize its inherent limi-
tations. These limitations include the follcwing: (1) kinetic effects ,

frequently determine composition rather than chemical equilibria; 1

(2) conditions within the fuel pellet differ in many respects from that

%

.- *'Y, '#. .e-.s. ' * *.. . en, v w -e -
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Table 4.2. Charateristics of some key matt.: rials g
Free energy
of formation 3
at 1000 Ka Melting point Boiling point 5
(kJ/mol) (*C) (*C)

(UO ) -907 28302

<Cs200g > -1511 940 Decomposes

<Cs2 ) -220 490 Decomposes0

(CsI) -289 626 1280

(Cs) -13.8 30 700 -

| (1 ) -82.1 114 1832

I~:
a' 00 , and Cs20; for the gas phaseAs the pure solid for UO , Cs22 %

of CsI, Cs, and I2 at standard state.

i. I,

I
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normally encountered, i.e., intense radiation field, large temperature
2 at highgradients, (3) the solubility of sc .e concensad phases in UO

temperature is not well known and can cause an uncertain degree of
error.
These limitations mean that prediction based on equilibrium chemical
thermodynamics, while they are of interest, do not carry the force ofBearingdirect observation and must be considered as being uncertain.
this in mind, we note that calculations of this type were perfomed(41)
to determine the chemical forms of I and Cs in U02 predicted up to
~950*C in three atmospheric environments: normal in-reactor conditions,
steam, and for a 50-50 steam-air mixture. The value of the oxygen

pressure for the normal atmosphere case was assumed to be that imposed
by the preponderant UO +x. The approach was first to estimate the com-

2 #

position of the cesium species in these environments. Subsequently, a
representative amount of I was added to the calculation to determine the
composition of I-species. In each case, the addition of Cs to UO2 or -

the addition of I to Cs + U0 , the addition was assume to cause negli-2
gible perturbation of the preponderant host environment.

Some results of this study (41) are the following:

(1) The major form of Cs in UO2 under normal conditions appears to be
the cesium uranate, Cs2U0s , at least up to 950*C. "Nomal
conditions" means an oxygen potential of between -350 and
-300 kJ/mol, corresponding to an oxygen level in UO2 of from

0 0 , may exist at lower
U0 .0001 to U0 .001 A higher uranate, Cs2 2 f2 2
temperature , T <~800 K..

(2) The major fom of a representative quantity of I in the stable
Cs2U0 zone is Cs!. At somewhat higher oxygen pressures
(~-280 kJ/mol at 1200 K) or icwer temperatures (<800 K at
-300 kJ/mol), a higher uranate form exists (Cs2 2 f) over which theU0
cesium pressure is lower, but not to the extent of destabilizing

-

CsI.

(3) It is thought that oxygen potentials as high as ~-100 kJ/mol would
be required to destabilize CsI by

UO2 + (CsI) + cesium uranate + (I) .
is the stable form of ura-This would occur in the region where UO3

-

nium oxide, which is highly unlikely in LWR fuel.

(4) Conditions in a steam environment are predicted to be about the same
as for the normal environment case; i.e. , the addition of pure steam
does not significantly alter the oxygen potential in UO +x-2

(5) When a 50-50 steam / air environment is assumed, higher cesium urana-
i3 us, are predicted to be the stable form of Cs.0tes, e.g., Cs2U

These essentially lock up the available Cs, rendering Csl unstable.
The stable iodine under these conditions is therefore I2 or I.

.

.
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- It should be emphasized that these predictions are from an idealized
conputation based on chemical therrodnamics. There are a number of ways
that error an be introduced into these estimates, and they grow more
uncertain as temperatures extend above 950*C.

4.1.4 Observed Behavior in Feal

Observations regarding the state of cesium and iodine in fuel pellets
fall into three categories: (1) measured concentration profiles and
observed solid phases on discharged fuel; (2) themoaigration experi-

and simulated fission products; and |ments performed using fresh UO2
(3) fission product release experiments.

Concentration profiles and observed solid phases in discharged fuel -

Radial concentration profiles in discharged fuel pellets may be deter- .

mined using electron microprobe or micro-collimated, gamma spectroscopy. E
Occasionally, the chemical form of the fission product may be inferred 5
from the nature of the measured profile. For example, Kleykamp (in
ref. (4.2)) observed that a cesium concentration peak at the outer g
radial edge of a pellet extracted from a high heat rated rod (43 kW/m) 3
coinsided with concentration peaks of Zr, Sn, and O. For this case
then, a chemical association is inferred involving a Cs-Zr-Sn-0
compound.

( Unfortunately, no similar distinct features in iodine radial profiles
have been found f rom which its chemical state in the fuel may be

13/Cs and 139I radiald educed. Peehs (t al. (in ref. (4.2) measured
profiles in fuel irradiated at 23, 42, and 56 kW/m. The lowest heat-
rated fuel showed essentially no radial redistribution. At the higher
heat ratings, radial redistribution in the fuel did occur, and the
redistribution of iodine and ccsium followed similar trends. However,
no conclusions regarding the chemica1 state of either cesium or iodine E
can be drawn from observed radial concentration profiles. 5

Numerous distinct chemical phases may be observed in discharged fuel 3
pellets using metallographic techniques. Determination of the elemental 5
coirposition of these phases by use of an electron microprobe can lead to
an understanding of the chemical nature of fission products in each g
phase. A saamary 9f chases observed in discharged fuel has been pre- g
sented by Kleykamp(4.3) which represents the state-of-knowledge in this
area as of 1972. I
Kleykamp observed 22 distinct fission product phases of which three con-
tained cesium. None contained iodine, which probably means that iodine
was ur.i famiy distributed throughout the U02 and did not segregate in
ar.y separate so;id phase. The same is true for cesium; the observed cesium-

bearing phases were found near the clad and contained cladding material.
No distinct cesium-bearing phase was found in the interior of the g
pellet. However, crystallne deposits containing cesium and iodine have m

{ been observed on internal cladding surfaces.
,,

- - - - -
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h
Therefore, we care to an uncertain conclusion regarding direct obser-

,

vations of disharged fuel. Neither published concentration profile
measurements nor observed phase compositions have shec light on the che-
mical fora of cesium or icdine in the fuel element.

Thermomiaration exoerime g

In these experiments, fission product simulants are added to UO2 in a
manner calculated to approach the environment of a degree of burnup.
The U0 is then placed in a temperature gradient, and the movement of

2
the fission product simulants folicwed by gamma spectrometry'. The phy-
sicochemical state of the fission products is inferred fro:a the extent
of its movement. In this way a completely sealed system may be used,
thereby preserving the intended oxygen pressure in the fuel pin. A

significant disadvantage of this method is that the simulated fission
products are applied to the exterior of the UO2 grain. For refractory

fission products, pellet sintering creates some diffusion into the
grain, thereby approaching a more realistic initial condition. This is
not possible with volatile fission products which would have to be

powder or nonsintered pellet. There fore,applied to either the.UO2
thermomigration experiments exclude a significant chapter in the life
and transport of the volatile fission products.

h Peehs et al. (in ref. 4.2) conducted several types of thermomigration
experiments. In the first I anc Cs were uniformly a? plied to an 11 mm
length of U02 powder wnich was placed in an axial tenperature gradient
between ~1400*C and ~200*C. These tests showed that (1) the Cs and I

| both migrated to the 300-320*C temperature zone; and (2) a detailed ana-
i lysis of the me:s 4 red profiles showed that the I migrated more rapicly
l than Cs, froa wh'en it was concluded that significant amounts of CsI did
! not form.

| The influence of in-grain diffusion of iodine was investigated using
trace-irradiated U0 . In these tests, the tendency for migration of I2
was much less, supporting the conclusion that the primarf resistance to

i migration of I exists during its initial state witnin tne UO2 grain.
(In these tests, I remained relatively imacbile even at ~1900 C.)

Other tests were conducted to determine the influence of oxgyen pressure
on Cs and I movement. At near-usual oxygen pressures (corresponding to
a formulation of U0 .0 2), the Cs and I both migrated, at first, to the2

i 1000 C location; later, after ~10 h, the Cs and I peaks moved down to
the 700*C location. A quite di fferent .ni gration pattern occurred at
higher oxygen pressures, corresponding to UO .1 Under these con-2
ditions, the I migrated quickly to 200 C whereas the Cs stabilized at
1000*C. A possicle explanation for this behavior is that Csl formed at
the icwer oxygen pressure and did not form at the higner. At tne higner

oxygen pressure, cesium uranate fornution undocotedly stacilized tne Cs
h at ~1000*C.
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Adamson et al. (in ref. 4.2) studied the movement of Cs, I, Te, and Mo |in U0 by applying these fission products to one and of ~10-in. length of2
discharged LWR fuel and placing the length in a temperature gradient
ranging from 1400*C to 400*C. The st6ted conclusions of this stu'dy are

|as follow:

(1) Cesium migration depends critically on the oxygen pressure, which in
the UO +x regime, depends on the value of x. Cesium tends to com-2
bine with UO to fom at least two types of uranates, but at low oxy-2
gen pressure (Cs/0x < ~1), some Cs remains in the metallic state.

(2) Iodine does not react with UO , but foms Cs! when excess Cs is pre-2
sent. Cs! is more stable than either Cs-U-0 or Cs-Si-0 compunds. 3

3-

(3) Tellurium migration is complicated in the presence of Cs because
both Te and Cs may associate with UO -2

Evidence from thermomigration experiments is therefore also somewhat
uncertain. In one set of tests (Peehs) Csl apparently did not form in U0 .2
A second test series by the same experiments using a fuel composition of
U0 .02 seemed to indicate Csl formation at least initially. Adamson's2
tests with low oxygen clearly indicated Csl formation. Subtle differen.
ces in technique undoubtedly caused these different results. It is

agreed, however, that excess oxygen (in a degree foming UO .1) tends to2make iodine appear in the molecular form.
I Fission prodt 't release-from-fuel experiments

In principle, at least, the chemical form of volatile fission products, Elike iodine, may be inferred by observing the rate of evolution from 3
overheated fuels relative to the evolution rate of noble gases. If, for
example, the observed release rate of iodine matched closely that of g
xenon, especially at lower temperatures, (1000*-1400*C), it would speak gstrongly for iodine being in a highly volatile fom in the fuel, i.e.,
molecular instead of cesium iodide. In fact, in the experiments con-
ducted by Parker (4 4) on bare chunks of low-burnup fuel annealed in
purified helium, the iodine evolution rate consistently exceeded that of
xenon. This bias has been adopted by the ANS 5.4 release rate model in
which the recommended diffusion coefficient for iodine is seven times E
higher than the value for xenon. 5

On the contrary, however, in Lorenz's(4.5-4.7) experiments using dis- g
"

charged fuel heated in steam, release of iodine was substantially slower E
than krypton up to 1.400 C. However, we would expect more rapid evolu-
tion of noble gases at lower temperatures because surface deposits would g
be removed in this range, which could not be distinguished experimen- E
tally froin diffusional release. Therefore, relative release rate data

are not useful at this time as an indicator of the nature of the evolved
specie. |

f' Lorenz's experiments did, however, contain an approximate means for
L direct che:aical specie identification. This was done by coserving the

I. . _ _ .
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location in the apparatus where the evolved iodine and cesium deposited.
Iodine deposit locations above 2CO*C were prest .ed to be Cs!. The
amount of " reactive iodine," which includes I , HI, and CH I, was given2 3

by the sum of that found on the charcoal, the filter train (excluding the
first filter) plus other cool, nonparticulate deposits. Iodine on par-

ticulates was determined principally by the amount on the first filter.
(This description is an oversimplification since " reactive iodine" would,
to a degree, also deposit on the filter while particulate iodine can
deposit in locations besides the filter).

A sunmary of Lorenz's results is given in Table 4.3, which lists the
percent of evolved iodine found as " presumably Cs!," " presumably
molecular iodine," and as particulates for each test run. We note that
for the gap purge tests, which were run in helium (BWR-4 and HBU-12),

'more than 91% of the released iodine appeared as CsI. The balance of
the tests were run on steam and showed smaller percentages of iodine as
CsI, ranging .from a low of 4% in HBU-8 to 79% in BWR-2. For the steam -

tests, the molecular iodine ranged from 0.1 up to 88%, and iodine in
particulates ranged from 6 to 56%.

Clearly, the fraction of evolved iodine which appeared as Cs1 was lower
in the steam tests than the tests using helium. At least three reasons
for this behavior are possible: (1) the iodine evolved as Cs1 but
reacted with steam to form Cs0H and HI; (2) the steam contained some air
as an impurity which enhanced formation of Cs20, thereby destabilizing
CsI; and (3) evolved Csl reacted with quartz to release I2 in the steam
experiments, but had less opportunity to do so in the gap purge tests.

4.2 Fission Product Release from Fuel Data

4.2.1 Release Rate Mechanisms
.

Five principal mechanisms control the rate of release of fission pro-
ducts from LWR fuel under accident conditions. They are (1) burst
releas'e, (2) diffusional release of the pellet-to-cladding gap inven-
tory, (3) grain boundary release, (4) diffusion from the UO2 grains, and f
(5) release from molten material. Each mechanism becomes dominant at a
succeedingly higher temperature.

The burst release occurs when the overheated fuel rod cladding ruptures.
In a LOCA this can be expected to occur in the temperature range 750 to
1100*C depending upon the amount of fission gas and prepressurizing *

heliun in the fuel rod, the primary vessel pressure, and the rate of
heatup or time at temperature. When the cladding ruptures the entire
amount of ncbie fission gases previously accumulated in the plenum and
open voids in tha fuel rod can be assumed to be released. This amount
can range from ~0.25". to ~25% of the total amounts of stable and long
half-life fission gas isotopes. Isotopes of gases with half-lives less
than 30 days will be present in significantly lower amounts. For
instance, the amount of L3 3Xe mi
burst-released plenum gas.(4.8) ght be a factor of 5 to 9 less in theApproximately 1 to 1.5% of the total

-
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Summary of iodine release species in Lorenz's(4.5, 4.6, 4.7) experimentsTable 4.3.
% of each form

Test 110. Temperature Gaseous Test duration Anount of I Presonably Presunably Particulate

( C) Environment (min) released Csl mainly
(m9) I,

BtR-4 a 700-1100 hetium 300 4800 99.99 0.005 0.02

IIBU-12a 700-1200 heliun 480 170 91.2 0.27 8.6

IIT-1 1300 .stean 10 71 70 10 20

11T-2 1445 steam 7 990 90 0.1 9.9

III-3 1610 steam 3 5400 86 0.2 14

itT-4 1440 steam 0.4 750 78 0.3 22

IIBU-1 700 steam 300 0.9 18 72 10

1180-2 900 steam 120 1.8 14 73 13

118U-4 500 stean 1200 0.1 40 44 16

1130-11 1200 steam 27 20 34 8 58

IIBU.7b 900 steam I 11 71 4 25

llBU-8b 900 steam 61 14 4 88 8

IIBU-9b 1000 steam 10 17 6 88 6

ilBU-10b 1050 steam 11 14 26 53 20

B Wit- Ib 960 steaai 1 490 67 0.'4 33

BkR-2b 850 steam 1 1000 79 0.1 21

8 Wit- 3 , 1200 steam 25 1200 44 0.7 56

dGap purge tests
bBurst release tests

s

.

.
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fuel rod fission gas inventory is released with or shortly after the
burst release in additi:n :a the prmcu31y decribed :ir.um and void
space gas.- This amount is believea to De gas atoms shallowly em::edded
in fuel and cladding surfaces and is released as these surfaces heat-

up.(4.5)'

Cesium and iodine are also released when the fuel rod ruptures, but the
quantity carried out with the vented gases is considerably less than for
the noble fission gases. The burst release of cesium and . iodine depends

!upon the fuel rod temperature, the total volume of gas vented, and the
amount of. cesium and iodine initially in the pellet-to-cladding gap
space. The LOCA sourca tegn model describes the quantitative calcula-
tionoftheirrelease.(481 Usually only a small fraction of the gap
inventory of cesium and iodine is released with the burst. ,,

For a PWR, typical burst releases might be 3% of the stable noble '

fission gases, including embedded gas release, 0.02% of the total stable
cesium, and 0.04% of the total stable iodine. For short half-lived iso-
topes,(4.8) burst releases would be a factor of 3 or more lower than thethe
above. For BWRs the releases might be twice the above. Individual i

|high burnup, high heat-rated fuel rods might release ten times the above
amounts with the burst.

Following the burst release, the amount of cesium and iodine remaining in
the gap space will diffuse out of the rupture opening. This diffusional
escape of the gap contents is a slow process and is quantitatively con-

-

siderably smaller than the burst release unless the fuel rod temperature
.is raised several hundred K above the burst temperature and held for
times longer than 10 min. The LOCA source tenn model(4.8) provides a
method for calculating diffusional release from the gap space.

Beginning at ~1350*C, fission gases, cesium, and iodine previously accu-'

mulated at the grain boundaries are released. Higher temperatures are
probably requirec for low burnup fuel in which the concentration of
fission products is lower. The mechanism is driven by the formation,
swelling, and coalescence of bubbles of fission gases. At the tem-
peratures involved (>1350*C), the bubbles probably include vaporized
cesium and iodine species as well as the noble fission gases. The

expanded bubbles wrk to mechanically separate the grains allowing
-

escape of gas and vapor, and also link together to form tunnels, many of
which apparently reach open voids. Approximately equal amounts

*

(percentages of total inventory basis) of noble fission gas, ceslum, and
iodine are released from the grain boundaries.(4.6) For a high burnup
fuel rod, ~20% of the total initial fuel rod inventory of stable isoto-

t

pes of the above elements would be released. Release frca the grain
boundaries of lower burnup fuel would probably be less, and temperatures ,,

as high as 1800*C might be required.
,

At completion of the burst release, diffusional escape of the gap inven-
tory, and release of the grain-boundary inventory, ~60 to 90% of the
noble fission gases, cesium, and iodine remain in the U02 grains. Thi s
mechanism follcws solid state diffusion mechanics in which- the fraction

.
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briefly below, provide fission croduct behavior information that will
require more detailed analysis.

Tests of R. A. Lorenz et al. - commercial fuel rod secments(4.5-4.8)

Fifteen tests were perfonned with 30.5-cm segments of fuel rods from the
H. B. Robinson-2 PWR and the Peach Bottom-2 BWR in steam atmosphere. g
Holes were drilled in the Zircaloy cladding or the test segments were 5
pressurized and ruptured in the temperature range 350 to 960*C to allow
escape of fission products. The test matrix ranged from 20 h at 500*C g
t o 3 mi n at 1610 C. Released fission products were carried in the 3
flowing stream into a collection system composed of a thermal gradient
tube, high ef ficiency filter papers, and both heated and cold charcoal g
t raps. Tests were performed with purified helium in which the pellet- E..

to-cladding gap space was purged of the readily releasable fission pro-
ducts while heated incrementally from 700 to 1100 or 1200*C. Heating
was by either a tubular electrical resistance furnace er by direct |induction heating of the Zircaloy cladding. The fission product s{ecies

la6Ru and 2sSbmonitored were a Mr, 13M s, 13/C, ard 129 Frequently1

were detected.

Tests'of G. W. Parker et al. - cruc ule heating of UO., in helium (4 4 4 9)5

G. W. Parker et al. investigated the release of fission products from
bare UO in purified helium. Trace-irradiatec whole PWR-typ1 pellets

2
and pieces of pellets with 1000 and 4000 mwd /MT burnup reirradiated to
trace levels were tested. The trace-irradiated whole pellets were 7 g
each, and the chunks of higher irradiated material weighed 0.1 to 0.2 g
each with ~10 pieces used in each test. The U0 samples were located in2
an induction-heatad tantalum crucible so that there was no temperature
gradient; the time at temperature was usually 5.5 h and the range 980 to

133Xe was monitored2270 C was investigated. The fission gas isotope
continuously far release; the release of other fission product isotopes
was measured only at the end of each test. Parker et al. also measured
fission product release from trace-irradiated U02 pellets melted in
tungsten crucibles in purified helium. The test parameters included g
molten times from 0.4 to 10 min, two di fferent helium flow rates, and 5
two different pellet densities.

Tests of H. Albrecht et al. - SASCHA fuel melting tests (4.10,4.11) |
'

In these tests 150 g of Zircaloy-clad fuel pellets and stainless steel
are melted in a Th02 crucible in atmospheres of flowing argon, air, or
steam. Because of eutectics fonned between the various components, the
mixture becomes essentially completely molten at about 2300 C. An

induction heated tungsten cylinder surrounds t he crucible and heats the |test sample by conduction and radiation. The usual heatup rate is
~110'C/ min.

The U0 pellets are especially fabricated to contain a variety of2
radioactively traced fission product simulants in concentrations equiva-( lent to a burnup of 44,000 igd /MT. The cladding and stainless steel may

I
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have been irradiated to provide tracers for typical neutron activation
! products. Most of the released eaterial forms a dense sm0(y aerosoi.

Roughly half of the releaseo material settles (by gravity or diffusion)'

on the glass container and half reaches the filter papers that are moni-
|

tored continuously by a multichannel GeLi detector. A higher percentage

|
of the more volatile species (i.e., Cs and I) reach the filter papers

|
whereas most of the less volatile materials (U and Zr) deposit on the

Power Burst Facility (PBF)(4.12,4.13)

The PBF is a specialized test reactor designed to test nuclear fuel and
conponents under off-normal operating conditions. The facility is made

| up of an open pool reactor which is used to drive the nuclear operation
of test fuel in a separate in-pile coolant loop. The experiments are

| mounted in a in-pile tube and cooled by a separate high pressure coolant '
i
'

loop. An experiment consists of one or more LWR-type fuel rods, 0.91 m '

in length, each mounted in individual coolant flow shrouds inside an
instrumented test train. The loop coolant system provides the expert-
ment with water at pressures, temepratures, and flow rates typical of
normal operation in a BWR or PWR and any off-normal conditions necessary
to simulate a particular accident.

Fuel rods that fail as a result of testing, or rods that may be defec-
tive and allow fissic'n products to leak from their interior, produce a
fission p oduct source tem to the circulating water. A sample of the
loop cools is taken from a tap just upstream of the loop strainer and

| directed to a shielded detector enclosure. The identity and quantity of
| . radioactive fission products released from t!st fuel reds can be moni-
|

tored using on-line gamma spectroscopy tec! :iques to provide an indica-
tion of rod failure, the time of the ro- failure, and concentration
histories of the short-lived fission products within the loop coolant.

Other current in-reactor tests - Halden and SILCE

l In the Halden reactor, the test assembly IFA-430 containg four 1.28 m
pellet fuel.l4 14) Two oflong fuel rods loaded with 10". enriched UO2

the rods are used in fission gas release exoeriments; each is instru-
mented with a centerline themocouple and three axially spaced pressure
sensors. These two rods are of typical LWR design with diametral gap
sizes representing beginning of life and end of life conditions, respec-
tively. The rods are connected to a gas flow system which per: nits the

'

| fission gases released to the gap to be swpt out of thd fuel rods to a
| gamma spectroneter where the isotopic content is quantitatively measured.

Only the gaseous isotopes can be measured directly because of the ccci
sampling lines. The release of 13sI can be measured by counting the
135Xe daughter iollowing reactor shutdown. Measurements of 131 1 and
1331 release are also made but with somewhat less accuracy.

In the SIL0E reactor in Grenoble, France,(4.15) the emission of fission
products from PWR fuel rods containing small defects is being measured
in a pressurized water loop. Test parameters include hole location and
type, fuel rod linear pcwer, and power cycling effects. A loss-of-
coolant ac:ident (LOCA) test series has been initiated.

--
--

. . . .- _ ._ .. .
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of initial inventory released increases with the square root of time. E
Release fr:m tre grains is insignificant at claccing burst tenperatures 5
(750-1100*C), but the fractional release rate doucles approximately
every 100*C so that by 2000*C the fraction of remaining inventory
releasdd is about 107./ min for fission gas, cesium, anc iodine.

The fifth major release mechanism is escape from molten fuel. The fo r- g
mation of molten material begins with the melting of iron and nickel 3
based alloys (if present), and low melting-point materials in control
rods, followed by the melting of Zircaloy and the formation of eutec-
tics. The details of the melting process are conplex and imperfectly
understood partly because chemical transformations occur simultaneously
with the melting process which alter the melting points of key
materials. For example, while Zircaloy melts at ~1800'C, oxidation to

2 occurs at the same time during many accidents, producing a material ,Zr0
with a meating point of ~2700*C. Therefore, whether clad melting or
clad oxidation occurs more quickly in an accident sequence can pro- ]
foundly affect the subsequent course of events. m

Similarly, both physical and chemical processes occur during fuel pellet 3
melting, some of which are described in Section 4.4 The presence of E
molten cladding has a prominent effect on the pellet material as it
approaches its melting point. At elevated temperatures, zirconium dif- a

to fann a metallic gfuses into the pellet, reducing a part of the U02'

phase with much lower melting point. Therefore, fission products wnose
chemical affinities would cause them to move into the metallic phase
would evolve mor3 rapidly during melting than those that are retained in |the higher melti19 UO2 phases. Thus, the melting process has some stru-
ture, and the simple model employed by the commonly used code, where
the amount of fission product released was assumed proportional to the
fraction of the core melted, must be seen as a provisional over-
simplification. A mechanistic model for fission product release from
melting fuel would be based upon (1) the vapor pressure of fission pro- E
ducts in their appropriate chemical form and in the appropriate phase 5
(metallic or oxidic), and (2) transport effects from the melting sur-
face to uulk of the gas phase.

A mechanistic analysis of noble gas movement in the U02 pellet has been
incorporated into the GRASS code.'* 31 A series of mechanisms effecting
migration are postulated in this code including bubble nucleation and |resolution, bubble diffusion, bubble coalescence, channel fonnation,
fuel microcracking, and grain boundary di ffusion. Therefore, this code

may be used to provide an insight regarding the effect of noble gas con-
centration on these principally mechanical processes in the fuel. At
,, resent, extension of the GRASS code to reactive, volatile fission pro-
ducts is in an early, formulative stage.

4.2.2 Fission Product Release Experiments

Three sets of experiments (Lo enz et al., Parker et al., and Albrecht et
al. , described below) have been selected to provide the data bas' for
fission product release from Ln'R fuel rods. Many other tests, c. scribed

I
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Older in-reactor tes' '

Most of the earlier in-reactor fission product release tests caphasized
the measurement of release of long half-life isotopes frca pre-irradiated
fuel. On-line monitoring capability was limited so that little was
Yearned about the releat e of short half-life fission products. Several
specialized sweep-gas facilities existed for the continuous measurement
of fission gas release which did emphasize measurement of short half-
life species as do the current in-reactor tests (PBF, Halden, and SIL0E).

Parker et al.(4.16) conducted two LOCA fuel rod failure test in TREAT
reactor with bundles containing six LWR fuel rods 60 cm long ,

prepressurized with helium. Fission heat in the pellets simulated the
LOCA decay heat; fission product release frcm the preirradiated center -

rod was measured following the Zircaloy cladding exp'ansion and rupture.
Pa rker et al .(4.17,4.18) also measured fission product release from|

short low-burnup fuel pins transient-heated to melting under water in
! the TREAT reactor. More than 20 tests were performed with miniature

fuel pins heated by internal fissioning in the Oak Ridge Research
Reactor (ORR).(4 19) Test parameters included cladding material

! (stainless steel or Zircaloy), atmosphere (dry air, moist air, dry
helium, moist helium, steam-air, and steam-helium-hydrogen mixtures)
burnup (20 to 26,500 mwd / tonne), gas flow rate, and tenperature

,

'

| (estimated 2000 to 2900*C).
1

| Other out-of-reactor tests

Castleman and Tang (4.20) measured fission product release from trace-
| irradiated uranium (metal) and uranium-molybdenum alloy fuels in air and

helium. A quartz thermal gradient tube was used in an attempt to,

! characterize the chemical forms of the released cesium and iodine.
D. Davies et al.(4.21) measured the release of fission products froml

in hydrogen in the temp ?rature range 930 to 2200*C.trace-irradiated UO2
Many of the U02 samples were powders or in otner high surface-area .

forms. The apparatus permitted the periodic measurement of released
xenon cesium, iodine, and tellurium. Hillary and Taylor (4.22) perfomed
tests wi th stainless-steel clad UO2 fuel pins with various defects
releasing fission products into a CO /C0 mixture. Burnup ranged from 102;

to 10,000 mwd / tonne. Decay time was usually 1 month so that short half-
life isotooes could be measured. The emphasis was on comparing xenon,

;

| iodine, and cesium releases. Collins et al.(4.23) measured release from ,

heated to ~2000*C. Seven tests were per -low burnup Zircaloy clad UO2
formed at 1000*C in steam. The emphasis was on testing systems for
trappino iodine, not on fission product release. G. W. Parker eti

al.H.24) perfomed tests in the Containment Mockuo Facility (CMF) and
the Containment Research Installation (CRI) using either irradiated fuel
or simulated fission products. Most tests were conducted in steam-air
atmospheres; the emphasis was on fission product behavior in containment
vessel s. Other fission product release experiments (4 4) included tne
oxidation of LWR fuels, melting of LWR fuels, and a variety of tests
with non-LWR fuels. ,

|
|
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4.2.3 Best-Estimate Fission Product Release Rates

As discussed in Section 4.2.2, fission product rel(ase occurs as a com-
posite of at least five different mechanisms; each of these mechanisms
is dependent on many variables. The parameters controlling release |
include burnup (concentration), fuel density, grain size, and power
(temperature) cycling, but the most important are temperature and time. IFor simplicity we express,ed the data from the first three sets reviewed
in Section 4.2.3 (t.orenz et al., Parker et al. , and Albrecht et al.) in
tenns of time and tempera?.ure by calculating a fractional release rate |
coefficient, k, (fraction of remaining isotope released ,oer min) defined u
as

I
df Bkag -

where f = fraction of current inventory and

t = time (min) .

In most experiments the release rate, df/dt was not monitored con-
tinuously, for these the value of k was estimated f rom the test end'

point, the total fractional release and total time:|

1

k = -In(1-F) |
t

where F = total fraction released and
t = total test time (min) . |

| For tests in which the temperature was changed incrementally or con-
tinuously and the fission product release monitored continuously, we |
calculated the release rate coefficient in this manner:

k=

|

I where af = fraction of current inventory released, and
at = increment of time for which af was measured (min) .

The burst release amounts were not included in determining the release
rate coefficients.

The results of these release rate coefficients are shown in Figs. 4.1
and 4.2. The large extent of scatter in results is not surprising. In g
order to obtain the best estimate release for typical reactor fuel rods, 3
the folicwing guidelines were observed.

(1) The H. B. Robinson results for temperatures <1200 C were considered
to be very low because of the small pellet-to-cladding gap space and
the low inventory of fission products in the gap space. I

{ (2) The H. B. Robinson results at 1200*C were considered to be low
! because of the low gap inventory. (This test segment-and the Peach

Bottem-2 test segment used at 1200 C had been ruptured previously so |that the pellet-to-cladding gap was opened to a realistic size for a
-ruptured fuel rod.)

- . _ _ _

l __ _
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(3) The Peach Bottom-2 results at 1200*C were high because of the high
gap inventory.

(4) The H. B. Robinson results at 1300-1350*C mi ght be somewhat low -

~

because of the low gap inventory,.

(5) The H. B. Robinson results t.t 1400,1445, and 1600*C were high
because of the short heating times and the one-time rapid release of
the grain boundary inventory.

(6) The SASCHA results fer iodine and cesium were high because of the
method of incorporating the simulants in the pellets.

(7) The results of Parker et al. between 1000 and 2200*C were for an
overall time period of 330 min and would probably have been lower for ,

shorter heating times. No Zircaloy was present for r;ssible trapping.

(8) Releise results from Parker's melting tests were probably low
becatese of Icw concentration.

(9) No special compensation was made for differences in atmosphere.

The best estimate results for release from typical LWR reactor fuel in
steam are shown in Fig. 4.3. These release rate coefficients strictly

apply only to fuel rod amounts equivalent to 20 or 30 cm in length and
for heating times of 10 to 50 min.

As seen in Fig. 4.1, the scatter on the value of the fuel release coef-
ficier.t for cesium and iodine is about plus or minus one- order of magni-
tude. The smoothed curve through these points in Fig. 4.3 may therefore
be taken to be accurate to this degree. (However, we should emphasize
that a large uncertainty in the value of the release rate coefficient
does not infer that total fission product releases are uncertain to this
degree. The uncertainty effects only tha rate. of release from fuel;
i.e., the amounts released up to a specified temperature in for given
heatup rate. There exists an insufficient body of data to approximate
an accuracy for the low volatiles (Fig. 4.2). In this absence, we

assume that roughly the same accuracy exists for the low volatiles,
i .e. , plus or minus one order of magnitude. It should be emphasized
that the factors shown in Fig. 4.3 represent the slower release
mechanisms; noble gas' burst release of ~3*. for PWRs ano ~4". for BWRs is ,

not included.

_ __ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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Lesson 12 - FISSION PRODUCT TRANSPORT
CHARACTERISTICS AND RELEASE PATHWAYS

'ntroduction

~ 1. Lecturer --

2. Purpose -- To describe the basic chemical characteristics that affect the

transport of several groups of key fission product nuclides and to iden-
tify potential pathways for the release of these fission products to the
containment or to the environment.

Objective.

The following material is covered in Lesson 12:

1. The basic chemical characteristics (qualitative) that affect the
transport of key fission product nuclides.

2. Basic facts on how fission prode ts will behave following a reac-
tor accident.

3. Identification of potential pathways for the release of fission
products into the containment or'into the environment.

4. Rapid identification of fission product release pathways so that
they can be expeditiously terminated.

|

The following key points are to be retained:

1. The noble gases will follow the steam and will accumulate wherever
there is a gas phase, i.e., the pressurizer steam space, the makeup
tank gas space, or.the containment atmosphere.

2. The iodine activity can exist in many forms, but in general if
water is readily available, 99.9%+ will tend to be in the liquid
phase.

3. If for some reason the accident is a dry one, i.e. , no water in
the reactor and no ste'am in the containment atmosphere, there is
likely to be in very large source of iodine and cesium aerosols
airborne.in the containment, which should be removed as quickly as
possible using the reactor building sprays.

12-1 Babcock s.Wilcox
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4. The activity re ease pathways that develop during a reactor

accident are not necessarily the intuitively obvious pathways
but are more likely to be obscure, forgotten pathways.

I
I

LESSON OUTLINE I
1. Chemical and Transport Characteristics of Fission Products

1.1. Noble Gases

1.2. Iodine

1.2.1. Elemental Iodine |
1.2.2. Hypoiodous Acid 5
1.2.3. Organic Iodide
1.2.4. Cesium Iodide g
1.2.5. Particulates 5

1.3. Cesium

2. Fission Product Release Pathways ,

2.1. Pathways From RCS to Containment

2.2. Pathways Into Auxiliary Building

2.3. Pathways to the Environment

2.4. Release Pathways Identified at TMI-2

3. Summary

I
I

|

I|

I|

I
I

I.
,
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Lesson 12 -- FISSION PRODUCT TRANSPORT
CHARACTERISTICS AND RELEASE PATHWAYS

i

1. Chemical and Transport Characteristics
of Fission Products

'

The basic purpose of this section is to give the reactor operating staff a

better understanding of how key fission products will behave following a ma-
jor accident.

! 1.1. Noble Gases

The noble gas nuclides - primarily Kr-85, Kr-88, Xe-131m Xe-133m, and Xe-133
- will always follow the steam and/or coolant flow and will accumulate wher-
ever there is a gas phase, i.e., in the pressurizer steam space, in the make-

up tank cover gas, or in the containment atmosphere. A significant fraction

of all noble gas nuclides will be soluble in the reactor coolant while the

system is at a high pressure, but the gas will rapidly leave the liquid phase

upon depressurization. After 10 to 20 minutes at atmospheric pressure, less

than a few percent will remain in solution. All noble gases are chemically

inert, so there is no effective way to remove them following a reactor acci-

dent other than to attempt to contain them and wait for decay, which should

take 60 to 70 days. After this period, the remaining noble c.s activity is

; so small that it no longer presents a significant offsite radiological risk.
,

1.2. Iodine

The behavior of iodine nuclides -- primarily 1-131, I-133, and I-135 - is com-

plicated by the fact that the iodine can exist in several different chemical

forms, each of which has somewhat different behavior characteristics.

1.2.1. Elemental Iodine '

Elemental iodine in a dry environment is very volatile at all temperatures

.above -oom temperature. If water is present, the elemental iodice will

quickly react with it in the following manner:
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+ H:0 + H+ + I~ + HOI12

3H01 - 3H+ + 21~ +10[

The first of these reactions is very rapid; the second is much slower. There

are several things to note about these reactions:

1. They produce H+, which tends to make the solution more acid, so

the reaction will proceed more rapidly if the solution is alka- |
line (basic). 5

2. If 'the reactions went to completion, there would be no iodine g
activity in the gas phase; however, in most reactor environmente g
some iodine (0.01 to 0.1%) is always detectable in the gas
phase. There is speculation that H0I (which is called hypoio-
dous acid) is somewhat volatile, and since the H01 concentra- |
tions are so low, the second reaction proceeds very, very a
slowly and does not go to completion.

In some plants sodium hydroxide or trisodium phosphate is added to the con-
tainment semp water or the reactor building spray solution to make the solu-
tion more basic and to increase the iodine removal rates.

If elemental iodine (Iz) becomes airborne as a vapor, it can be removed very

quickly by the reactor building sprays. The removal half-time is approxi-

mately 2 to 3 minutes. Charcoal filters also remove elemental iodine very

effectively. The previous operating history of the charcoal filters does

affect the removal effectiveness to some degree, but in genart. the removal

effectiveness remains high. Of course, if gross condensation occurred in the g
charcoal bed, the pore structure would become clogged with water and the ab- 5
sorption effectiveness of the charcoal would be destroyed. (An important

point to remember about charcoal is that it acts to lower the vapor pressure

of materials passing through it; therefore, condensation could occur at rela-

tive humidities of about 90%.)

1.2.2. Hypoiodous Acid

The formation of hypoiodous acid was discussed previously. The small frac-

tion which may become airborne is not removed very effectively by the reactor
building sprays but does seem t o be retained reasonably well by dry charcoal

(90 to 95% retention efficien f).

I
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1.2.3. Organic Iodide

!

The exact source of organic iodides is not known, but since the bulk of the

organic iodide is known to be methyl iodide (CH31), it is believed that the

iodine reacts with the methane (CH4) in air. The containment air has many
times more methane than needed to react with all the iodine in the core. The
classic reaction is written as follows:

I: + CH4 + CH31 + Hl.

However, there is some evidence that this reaction is improbable in the gas
phase and that the reaction might actually be

HOI + CH4 + CH31 + H20.

In any event, the end product is the formation of methyl iodide or another or-
ganic iodide, e.g., ethyl iodide.

It appears as though only about 2% of the iodine released from the fuel ever

appears in the form of methyl iodide. This is fortunate because methyl io-
dide has a high volatility, is not very soluble, is not very reactive, and is
difficult to remove from the containment atmosphere. The containment sprays
are relatively ineffective for removing methyl iodide (removal half-times of

1 to 2 days). Charcoal filters are relatively effective at removing methyl
iodide (90 to 98% efficient) if the charcoal is fresh and dry. If the char-

coal is old or if the relative humidity is 70 to 80%,.the efficiency will be
much lower, probably 30 to 60%.

1.2.4. Cesium Iodide

As discussed in Appendix ll-A, there are some r latively new data that sug-
gest that the elemental iodine produced in the fuel rapidly reacts with the
fission pre..cc cesium to form cesium iodide (CsI). Cesium iodide is volatile

at high temperatures (2200 to 2400F). Under dry conditions, the vapor would
1

condense to Cs1 aerosol particles as soon as it cooled. Under moist condi- |

tions, the Cs1 would probably condense as cesium oxide particles. The dis-
persed aerosols are removed more slowly by the reactor building sprays than
elemental iodine would la, but the removal half-time is still relatively fast
(15 1 5 minutes). The real importance of the Cs1 premise is that cesium io-
dide is extremely soluble in water and thus whenever the release pathway is
wet (i.e., via the .10 quench tank) or wherever steam is condensed to water,

12-3 Babcock & Wilcox
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the Cs1 will be retained in the water and will not escape from the contain-

ment with other gases. The formation of cesium iodide is one possible expla-
nation of why the iodine release from the TMI-2 accident was so low. (Of the
almost 40 million Ci of I-131 released from the fuel, 3 million escaped int

I
the auxiliary building. Only about 400 Ci of the 3 million volatilized. as

Ninety-five percent of the 400 Ci volatilized was collected by the charcoal

filters in the exhaust ventilation system. Thus, only 15 Ci escaped into the

atmosphere.)

1.2.5. Particulates

Particulate iodine forms consist of either Cs1 aerosol particles formed by

the condensation of Cs1 vapor or iodine activity adsorbed on*the surface of

other aerosol particles. As previously stated, aerosol particles are removed

reasonably well by the reactor building spray system. Aerosols can be removed

by HEPA filters with a 99.9%+ efficiency (assuming, of course, that the acci-
dent or its environment has not damt.ged the filter system).

1.3. Cesium

Like cesium iodide, cesium is volatile at high temperatures (1200 to 1300F).

Once volatilized, it will condense as Cs aerosol particles when the vapor

cools. In moist environments, Cs reacts with water to form cesium oxide or

cesium hydroxide depending cn the conditions. In any event, the Cs will al-
;

most always be in the liquid phare except during a dry release pathway event,
I

when it is produced in aerosol form. E

! I
I
I

;

I
I

|
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2. Fission Product Release Pathways

2.1. Pathways From RCS to Containment
(Figure 12-2) ,

'

There are actually only two different types of pathways from the reactor cool-.-

ant system (RCS)'to the containment - isolable LOCAs and non-isolable LOCAs.
;

.

f.
j 1. Isolable LOCAs can occur at relatively few locations since they

j require a remotely operated isolation valve to be in the line

| between the RCS and the source of the discharge into the con-
tainment. Typical examples of where isolable LOCAs can occur

'

| are as follows:

a. Failure of the pressurizer's pilot-operated relief valve
(PORV) to close; this results in a discharge via the reac-

|- tor coolant drain tank rupture disc.

b. Pipe break in the letdown line downstream of the letdown
cooler inlet.

|

c. Pipe break in the RC pump seal flow return line downstream
of the inlet to the flow transmitters.

~d. Failure of the pressurizer sample lines downstream of the

c isolation valve,

e. Failure of one or more steam generator tubes.

Most isolable LOCAs can result in either wet or dry release path-
ways depending on how long it takes to isolate the leak and on
the availability of either makeup or HP1 flow.

2. Non-isolable LOCAs can occur due to the failure of any component
in the RCS, e.g., the following:

a. Rupture of a primary coolant loop pipe,

b. Failure of an RC pump seal or seal flow line.

c. Failure of a steam generator manway or hand hole or
| their gaskets,

d. Rupture of the makeup or decay heat piping connected
directly to the RCS.

e. Rupture of the pressurizer surge line.

I f. Failure of pressurizer safety valves (atuck open or

. blown off).
g. Rupture of a control rod drive housing.

I Non-isolable LOCAs have a greater potential for resulting in dry
release pathways, but will normallv result in a wer release pathway
as long as adequate makeup or HPI flow is available.

12-5 Babcock & \Milcox
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2.2. Pathways Into Auxiliary
Building (Figure 12-3)

Pathways for the release of activity into the _uxiliary are isolable provided

that the source of t$_ leakage can be determined. Typical examples of these

pathways are as follows:

1. Letdown line leakage or overpressurization of its relief valve. I2. Decay heut cooling system leakage or overpressurization of its
*

relief valve.

3. Peactor building spray system leakage or overpressurization of
its relief valve.

4. Overfilling of the miscellaneous waste tank or auxiliary build-
ing sump tank.

5. Makeup tank leakage or overpressurization of its relief valve.

6. Waste gas system leakage or overpressurization of its relief
valve.

In some cases the operator may feel that he cannot isolate the release path-

way because he needs the system to safely bring the plant to a stable condi-
E

tion. At TMI-2, the letdown line was probably the largest source of activity W

release but was never intentionally isolated.

2.3. Patnways to the Environment
(Figure 12-4)

The release pathways to the environment are relatively tew but are all diffi-

cult to isolate once established. Typical examples of these pathways are the

following:

1. Leakage in the containment purge valves into the auxiliary build-
ing exhaust ventilation system.

2. Leakage via containment closures, e.g., the equipment hatch.

3. Steam safety valve and atmospheric dump valve releases (when-
ever there is primary-to-secondary leakage).

4. Condenser vacuum pump discharges.

5. Auxiliary building exhaust ventilation system discharges.

6. Liquids discharged via non-radioactive sump drains. (At TMI-2, I

radioactive liquid entered systems that were typically non-radio-
active, e.g. , diesel generator building sumps, and were subse-
quently discharged with non-radioactive vastes.)

12-6 Babcock & Wilcox I
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7. I.eakage of radioactive liquida via cracks in the basement floor
of the containment or auxiliary building.

2.4. Release pathways Identi.' iud
at TMI-2

1. The pathway via the RC drain tank (RCDT) discharge piping is
shown in Figure 12-5. Prior to the rupture of the RCDT rupture
disc (which occurred 15 minutes after the accident), the RCDT

could have contained pressures of 120 to 190 psig. Depending
on the various valve positions, flow from the RCDT coulo have
passed through the four isolation valves and into one or more

I of the bleed holdup tanks, or it could have overpressurir.ed the
relief valve and drained to the auxiliary building sump. If

the transfer pumps were running this pathway could have been
flowing f or about 4 hours.

2. The pathway via the RCDT vacuum breaking system is shown in
Figure 12-6. This system to automatically isolated whenever

I the RCDT pressure is greater than 10 psig. When the RCDT
rupture disc blew, the pressure dropped below 10 psig and the
isolation valves automatically opened. This pathway then re-
mained open until the reactor building was isolatea 3 hoursI and 40 minutes later.

3. The pathway via the RCDT vont piping is shown in Figure 12-7.

I This is a potential pathway only if the four valves were open
or were leaking. H 0...e valves were open, the pressure in
the RCDT before the rupture disc blew (120 to l90 psig) could
have forced vater into the vent heaaer piping and could have
jammed the water drain tap (WDG-USA) in the open position. In

any event, this pathway could have resulted in continuous
leakage of both liquid and gas into the auxiliary building.
This leakage would have been stopped when the reactor building
was isolated 4 hours after the accident.

I 4. The pathway via the reactor building (containment) sump is
shown in Figure L2-8. The reactor building sump pumps were
on from 4:08 a.m. until 4:38 a.m., when they were shut off by
the operators. During that period approximately 8000 gallonsI of water was tran; ported to the auxiliary building sump tank.
The rupture disc on the auxilary building ump tank had
failed several days beforo the accident, nud the tank was

I completely full. Therefore, this water spilled on the floor
of the auxiliary building and, via floor drains, to the auxil-
inry building sump. After the reactor building sump pumps
were shut off, a siphon may have been established between theI reactor building sump and the auxiliary building sump tank.
This is because, even though there is a 35-foot loop seal and
the top of the auxiliary sump tank is approximately 6 feet

I above the top of the reactor building sump, there was a 2 to
4 pai ponitive pressure in the reactor building (a driving

head of 5 to 10 feet of water) between 6:30 and 7:56 a.m.
* Also, there was an accumulation of contaminated water on the
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reactor building floor, which effectively raised the water
depth above the top of the reactor building sump. This flow

! path was finally isolated at about 8:00 a.m., approximately
4 hours after the accident, when high pressure in the contain-
ment caused the isolation of the reactor building.

5. The pa'_hway via the letdown line and makeup tank is shown in
Figure 12-9. This pathway is the one most likely to have led
to the release of 13 million curies * of Xe-133, not to mention g
lesser amounts of other noble gases. Essentially all of the 5
of fsite dose con sequences were the result of this noble gas
release. (* Curies all corrected to time of reactor trip.)

There were probasly,several release points from time to time
along this pathway. The basic cause of the release was the
high pressures generated by the large volume of hydrogen con-
tained in the ;eactor coolant entering the letdown line.

The most generally accepted release point is associated with
the operation of the makeup tank vent valve (MU-V13), which
was suspected to be leaking before the accident. Large quan-
t' ties of hydrogen accumulated in the makeup tank, and thus,
t e tank had to be vented frequently to avoid excessive pres-
sure. Each time the valve was opened, high radiation alarms g
in the auxiliary building occurred. What probably happened g
was that the flow characteristics (C ) of the valve permittedy

the gas to vent too quickly. This overpressurized the vent g
header (which may have had some water loop seals) and caused 5the radioactive gas to leak out through poorly vented vacuum
breaker valves on tanks connected ta the vent header or to
overpressurize the relief valve on che vent header compressors.

The next most probable release point was the letdown line re-
lief valve (MU-R3). When the letdown filters plugged, the line
would overpressurize and would relieve the excess pressure via |
FU-R3. The discharge from this relief valve was supposed to a
be routed to the bleed holdup tanks, but the piping to accom-
plish this may not have actually been installed.

E
Another possible release point could have been the relief W
valves on the purification demineralizers. When the deminer-
alizers were isolated, the gas pressure could have pressurized g
the vessels enough to open their relief valves. A similar iso- g
lation of the bleed holdup tanks could have resulted in the
opening of relief valve WDL-R10.

I
I
I

;

I
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-3. Summary

4' 'The key points'of this lesson can be summarized as follows:
i-

1. .The noble gases will follow the steam and'will accumulate
: wherever there is a gas phase, i.e., the pressurizer steam

space, ~ che makeup tank gas space, or the containment at-

mosphere.

2. The' iodine activity can exist in many forms, but in general,

if water-is readily available, 99.9%+ will tend to be in the
. water. phase.

3. If for some reason the accident is a dry one, i.e., no water

in the reactor and no steam in the containment atmosphere,
'

.

there is'likely to be a very large source of iodine and ce-

slum aerosols airborne in the containment, which should be

removed as quickely as possible using the reactor building

-sprays.

4. The activity release pathways that develop during a reactor
i

accident are not necessarily the intuitively obvious path-

! ways but'are more likely to be obscure, forgotten pathways,
i
.

: -

>

k

.

:
,

4

i
!
a

i

* '

i
e

i .-
E
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Figure 12-1. Transport Characteristics of Key
Fission Products I
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I'igure 12-2. cakage PaLINays Into Contaltunent
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! Figure 12-3. Leakage Pathways Into Auxiliary Building
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Figure 12-4. Leakage Pat tuays to the Envi n.nnient
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Figure 12-6. Iathway Via RC Drain Tank Vacuum Breaking System
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Figure 12-7. Pathway Via RC Drain Tank Vent Piping
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Figure 12-8. Pathway Via the Reactor Building Sump
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Figure 12-9. Pathway Via the I.etdown I.ine and Itakeup Tank
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Lesson 13 - RESPONSE OF GAMMA RADIATION MONITORS

Introduction
,

1. Lecturer --

2. Purpose -- To describe the responses that should be expected from various

gamma radiation monitors following a reactor a:ccident and to alert the
'

operators to anomalous readings that may occur due to high background

radiation, instrument failure, improper calibration, and source concen-

! tration gradients.

Objectives

The following material is covered in Lesson 13:

| 1. The magnitude of the letdown line monitor response as an indication
L of the degree of core damage.
|

(. .2. Anomalous readings that have occurred in process radiation monitors

! and area radiation monitors following the TMI-2 accident and the
'

CR-3 loss of non-nuclear instrumentation event.

| The following key points are to be retained:
|

I 1. Expected letdown monitor response.
|

2. Effects that can cause anomalous readings:
a. High background radiation.

b. Scale and calibration errors.
,

,

| c. Shielding of detectors.

d. Mixture of fission product nuclides.

! e. Source-concentration gradients.

f. Electrical power supply failures,|

g. Electronic component failures.

|
13-1 Babcock & Wilcox
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LESSON OUTLINE

I-

1. Letdown Line Monitor

2. Process Monitors

3. Area Monitors

4. Reactor Building Dome Monitor

5. Failure Modes

} 6. S tnnmary

i I
:

.

I
! I

I
I

: I
I

I

! I
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Lesson 13 - RESPONSE OF GAMMA RADIATION MONITORS
:

!

|- The response of gamma radiation monitors to various reactcr accident'condi-

tions can provide valuable information to the reactor operator which will' help .
him to diagnose the post-accident conditions. Unfortunately, the response of
these same instruments can be the source of considerable confusion if the op-
erator is not prepared for the abnormal responses that are associated with

| accident conditions. This lesson describes typical post-accident responses
that might be expected from various gamma radiation monitors in order to alert

reactor operators to anomalous readings that may occur due to high background
i radiation, instrument failure, improper calibration, and nonuniform distribu-

tion of the source.

1. Letdown Line Monitor

The letdown line monitor is normally expected to be the first monitor to in-
dicate the release of fission product activity from the fuel; however, as
will be shown later in this lesson, the letdown line mon'ror at TM1-2 did not -

respond until about 30 minutes after fuel damage had occurred. Notwithstand -
ing the delayed response at TMI-2, the letdown line monitor has the potential
(with an expanded monitoring range) of providing the operator with the fast-
est, most timely means of assessing the amount of fuel damage. Figure 13-1
was constructed based on relative gamma source strength calculations and'
shows the expected letdown line monitor response to a range of releases. 'The

operator can use this figure to estimate the type and amount of fuel damage
j asosciated with a particular event. Although most letdown line monitors seem
| to be designed to cover the range from.10 to 108 counts per minute (cpm), it

;

can be seen from the figure that, in order for the reactor operator to gain
)

any useful information regarding-significant amounts of fuel damage, the
{

{ range of the monitor needs to be extended by 5 orders of magnitude (from 10
{

8

.to 1011 ) . The current instrumentai: ion seems to adequately cover the normal )

. operating range of a raactor-system. It appears that, if the reactor were

operating at its Technical Specification limit on reactor coolant activity,

13-1 Babcock 8.Wilcox
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the shutdown iodine spike might come close to " pegging" the current monitors.
Useful information regarding any significant amount of fuel damage cannot be

obtained with present instrumentation. If the range were extended to 10" ,

the operator would be able to promptly identify any additional fuel damage g
as to whether the re- Eand to promptly make a semi-quantitative assessment

lease corresponds to the gap activity from a few percent to 100% of the fuel
rods in the core or whether the release corresponds to a release of activity

from 0.2 to 20% of the fuel material in the core.

Notwithstanding the desirability of having a letdown line monitor with suffi-
cient range to respond to accident conditions, the operator must be ever-alert
to situations that might prevent the monitor from responding as expected. The
most obvious and the most common reason for the monitor not responding as

expected (assuming proper maintenance and calibration practices) is that the
coolant at the monitor location is not representative of the coolant in the
RCS. This can occur for many reasons, e.g., the letdown flow has been manu-

ally or attomatically stopped, the letdown line block orifice or filter may be
plugged, or, as was the case at TMI-2, steam bubbles in the hot legs prevented
circulation in the RCS; thus, the coolant entering the letdown line was not
mixed with the coolant containing the fission product release.

NoteThe response of the TMI-2 letdown line monitor is shown in Figure 13-2.
that the monitor did not respond until 3 hours after the reactor trip. Fuel
damage occurred about 2 hours and 25 minutes after trip, but the monitor did

respond because of lack of circulation in the RCS. The RC pump that wasnot

jogged at about 2 hours and 55 minutes after trip enabled the monitor to re- g
5spond by transporting a slug of activity into the cold Icg leading to the let-

down line monitor. Also shown in Figure 13-2 is the response of the Crystal
River 3 (CR-3) letdown line monitor following the loss of non-nuclear instru-
mentation trip on February 25, 1980. In the CR-3 event, the RCS circulation

was maintained and HPI flow was initiated. The letdown line monitor response

was prompt and could be analyzed to show that the decrease in signal was due
entirely to HP1 dilution and that no additional activity was released due to

"
the transient.

I
I,
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'2. Process Monitors

. The responses of some of the process monitors following the TMI-2 accident ara
,

,shown in Figure 13-3. A study of this figure will show thattit properly re-.-

f - flects many important events of the TMI-2 transient, but for many reasons
this information was more a source of puzzlement than ~of enlightenment for the

reactor operators. In order to facilitate the presentation of this figure,

30 inches of recorder chart were compressed into about 8 inches, and some of
the icss interesting monitors were eliminated to simplify the figure; thus,

certain features are more clearly visible on this figure than on the actual
,

'

recorder chart.

Note that the first process monitor to respond to the TM1-2 transient was the

,
intermediate cooler monitor for' the letdown line in the reactor building.

!

This monitor is primarily intended to detect leakage of radioactive reactor
i

E coolant into the intermediate cooling water system, which is non-radioactive

but which is apparently at a location where it can respond to the nitrogen-16

| activity in the reactor coolant. The time of trip is clearly shown by the

sudden decrease in the monitor's signal. This monitor is also located' rela-
i

I .tively close to the reactor building sump and appears to respond to activity
|-

sources in the sump, e.g. , when the reactor coolant drain tank (RCDT) rupture
~

'

disc blew at about 4:12, this monitor reflected the flooding of the sump area

with reactor coolant. At about 6:30 this monitor responded to the higher ac-

tivity water being added to the sump following gross fuel failure at about -

6:25 a.m. The letdown line monitor, as previously discussed, only saw pre-
accident coolant from the stagnated cold leg; it did not respond to the fuel

j failure until after an RC pump was jogged, thus sending a slug of highly ra-.
.

dioactive coolant into the cold leg feeding coolant to the monitor. The nu-

clear service cooling monitor and the intermediate cooler monitor are two

process monitors in the auxiliary building that are intended to detect leak-

age of radioactivity into non-radioactive systems. These two monitors, like

the intermediate cooler monitor and many other gamma monitorc throughout the -
plant, did not respond to their " nameplate" source but rather to an external

source which increased the radiation level in-the vicinity of the monitors.
'

The nuclear service cooling monitor apparently responded to the highly radio-

activt gas in the vent header in the vicinity of the waste gas decay tanks.

l The intermediate cooler monitor'apparently responded to the highly radioactive '

13-3 . Babcock & Wilcox
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material 'Jeginning to accumulate on the purification demineralizers. The

plant lic,uid effluent monitor was intended to monitor the activity in cleaned-

up coolant being prepared for the evaporator condensate test tank to the plant

discharge, but it is located near the auxiliary building su=p tank, which was

overflowing onto the floor because the reactor building sump pumps were auto-

matically trying to reduce the level of the water flooding the basement of

the reactor building.

In retrospect, the response of the process monitors seems relatively clear,
I

but the reactor operator did not have the luxury of abundant time during the 3

accident to analyze the source to which each monitor migh be responding. If

he believed the " nameplates" on each monitor, he would rapidly be led to the

erroneous conclusion that most heat exchangers in the plant 3eveloped a sud-

den leak and that somehow activity was bypassing the cleanup system and being

discharged from the plant.

Reactor operators ahould thus become intimately ramiliar with the idiosyncra-

cies of each radiation monitor in the plant, i.e., its location, its range,

its failure modes, its response to other sources or potential sources in the

vicinity of the conitor.

I
I
I
I

:

.

I
I

I
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3. A_ yea Monitors

The respouse of some of the area radiation monitors following the TMI-2 acei-
dent are shown in Figure 13-4. This figure, like the previous one, was com-

pressed and simplified improve its clarity and readability. The operator
|

| had to glean his information from approximately 30 inches of recorder chart
that had twice as nany monitor traces, all of which were printing poorly due
to inadequate inking.

The first area monitor to respond to the TMI-2 transient was the incore in-
strument tank monitor. Apparently, this monitor is located in such a position
that it responds to N-16 activity coming through the secondary shield. Thus,
upon reactor trip the monitor showed a sarked reduction in dose rate due to
the decay of N-16 activity, This response seems to oe typica.? because the

insora instrument tank monitor at CR-3 also responed to the N-16 decay follow-
ing the February 26, 1980, transient.

Most area monitors showed little initial response to the accident transient,
which resulted in flooding much of the containment and auxiliary building
basements with reactor coolant water. The instrument tank monitor responded
promptly to the release of fission products when the fuel failed at about
6:25 a.a. Since the lecdown line monitor did not respond promptly to tht=
fission product release, the instrument tank monitor may have been responding
primarily to noble gas activity in the steam generator (loop A).

The south refueling bridge monitor and the reactor building doce monitor re-
sponded almost simultaneously to the high radiation levels due to the release
of fission product activity into the containment. The make p tank area moni-
tor, which is loc ted between the makeup tank and the purification deminera-
lizers, responded at about 6:40 a.m. (which is surprising because the letdown
line monitor did not resp; until 7:00 a.m.).

The letdown line monitor is located less than 10 feet from the makeup tank
area monitor, so one would have expected to see similar radiation levels ex-
cept that the letdown line monitor is heavily shielded from external radiation,
whereas the area monitors are not.

Tbg intermediate cooling pump area monitor, which is located in the vicinity
of the purification demineralizers in the same general area of the auxiliary
building as the makeup tank monitor, also began to respond at about 6:40 a.m.

13-5 Babcock & \Vilcox
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but did not show a marked increase until about 7:10 a.m. Finally, at about

7:20 a.m., the emergen-y cooling pump area monitor, which is located near a g
bleed holdup tank, responded to high radiation levels caused by either the W

bleed holduo tank or the flooding of the auxiliary building basement.

I'As with the process radiation monitors, the operator should be familiar

enough with the response of each area radiation monitor so that he will not

be led to erroneous conclusions.

|.
I

3

!
'

I
I

I
I

e

i

I
I

|

|
|

| I
,
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4. Reactor Building Dome Monitor
*

One source of puzzlement to the TMI-2 operating staff was why the RB dome mon-
itor, which is housed in a 2-inch-thick lead shield, yielded almost identical
radiation dose rates to the 200 mR/h indicated by the south refueling bridge ^

monitor (see Figure 13-4), which is unshielded. A considerable effort was
expended to resolve this question. Figure 13 5 (which is the same as 13-4 ex-
cept that it only has the dome monitor respon :) shows that the dome monitor
was recorded on a 5-decade log scale recorder chart. All the area radiation
monitors provide a 5-decade log signal to this recorder except the dome moni- -

tor, which provides an 8-decade signal. Rather than provide a separate re-
corder just

for the dome monitor, the plan was to provide a separate auxiliary a
scale that the operator could use to interpret the readings from the recorder
chart. Unfortunately, the scale was never installed and was probably lost.

_

Figure 13-6 shows that on an 8-decade log scale, the dome monitor was reading
J}10" mR/h inside its shield and not the 200 mR/h previously believed. Further

;investigation revealed that the dome monitor output was not really an 8-decade
log signal but _1

rather an 8-decade signal that was linear within any decade.
The calibration curve for this output signal is shown in Figure 13-7. This

calibration curve for the instrument revealed that the dome monitor's instru-
=

mentation, which includes an integral indicator, was out of calibration and _.

1-~
that a full 8-decade response on the indicator only produced a 3.8-decade re-
sponse on the recorder instead of a full 5-decade response. Using this cali-

'

.-

bration curve Figure 13-8 was constructed to show the dome monitor's "true"
dose rate reading of about 7x 10 mR/h. Figure 13-9 compares the dome moni- [[

5 a

tor's response based on the correct interpretation of the recorder charts with
?-

the dome monitor indicator readings recorded ou the operating logs. Several i!

interesting features are shown in this figure:
--

"

l. The large dose rate reduction produced by the reactor building
,

sprays.
2. The large increase in dose rate between March 29 and April 1

,,

when the RCS was degassed by venting steam to the containment. 3
3. The increase in dose rate on April 6, when the waste gas tanks _ ,

were vented into the containment.
4. The series of linear decreases in dose rate indicating exponen-

tial removal races, which surprisingly did not relate to radio- _-
"

active decay but rather to other removal processes (e.g., the
large decrease on or about .'!ay I seemed to
of the RB coolers). relate to operationn

a

-
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< The constant dose rate, about 40 R/h, after May 15, which mayl 5.

be anomalous and indicative of instrument failure. (This
failure is discussed in the " Failure Modes" section.)

theAll dome monitor dose rates discussed up to this point have been those at
detector, which is.inside a 2-inch-thick lead shield. The dose rate of in-
terest to the operators is that in the containment building. The dome moni-
tor shield was specified to provide a dose rate reduction factor of 100 based
on the Os-137/Ba-137m gamma energy (0.662 MeV). Figure 13-10 shows the cali-

bration curve for the dome monitor shield. As can be seen, the shield does
provide a dose rate reduction f actor of 100 for 0.662 MeV gammas; however,
the energy spectrum of a mixed source of unknown fission products is not
known, and it changes continuously with time. Thus, if the accident produced
a gamma source with an average energy of 1 Mev, the shield might only reduce
the dose rate by a factor of about 10, whereas if the average energy were only
0.1 MeV, the shield might provide a reduction factor of 700. Because of the
strong dependence on source energy which is introduced by the shield, the dome

*
monitor can only provide a grors indication of containment doses to reactor
operators following a major accident that releases activity into the contain-
ment.

Figure 13-11 shows the response of the CR-3 reactor building dome monitor
following their February 26, 1980, transient. The CR-3 detector is unshielded
and thus showed the correct dose rate response relative to the other detectors
in the reactor building. There are several other important observations that
can be made based on Figure 13-11:

1. The fuel handling bridge monitor was reading about a factor of
500 lower than the RB dome monitor, similar to the anomalous
behavior observed at TMI-2. Apparently, the hot steam and air
carry the activity to the top of the containment; thus, even
though the bridge monitor and dome monitor are both exposed to
large gas volumes in the containment, there is not enough mix-

radiation dose rates several orders of magnitudeing to prevent
different.

2. The RB incore instrument area monitor responded to the decay
|of the N-16 activity immediately af ter reactor trip, then m

eventually climbed to correspond to the dome monnitor reading.
The decrease in both the dome monitor reading and the RB incore
instrument area monitor reading corresponds to the mixing rate
provided by the RB fan-coolers.1

I4
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Based on these results, it seems clear that the reactor buildings at both
,

TMI-2 and CR-3 had significant concentration gradients for several hours and
that the assumption of a well mixed building atmosphere cannot be justified
on the basis of the fan-cooler operation.

Reference

1 " Analysis and Evaluation of Crystal River Unit 3 Incident," NSAC-3, March
1980.
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5. Failure Modes

One of the most interesting failure medes analyses that has been performed

since the TMI-2 accident was done at Sandia National Laboratory. One of the

TMI-2 area radiation monitors inside the containment, the personnel hatch mon-

itor (HP-R-211), was removed during one of the first post-accident containment

entries and sent to Sandia for analysis. The results of the analysis showed g
that a rubber boot on the instrument's cable connector was not on securely; as

,

thus, when the RB sprays were on, a drop of water caused a short between two
high-voltage connections. This short caused one transistor to have a cathode-
to-emitter short. The instrument was calibrated before and after the failed
transisror was replaced. After the transistor was replaced, the detector

responded within specifications. Figure 13-12 shows the corrected response
of the post-accident dose rates at the personne' hatch.

The failure mode of the TMI-2 dome monitor was predictable. The manufacturers

knew that the most radiation-sen.41tive component in the detector was a field-

effect transistor; they knew at what doses the transistors began to fail; and
they knew that, failure would be indicated by a periodic quiver with about a g
1-second period. All of these are consistent with the Eby 15, 1979, failure B
date shown in Figure 13-9. Failures that leave the indicator needle on scale

are particularly confusing to the operator because they quite often indicate

believable values (e.g., TMI-2 dome monitor indicatir.g a const +t 40 R/h af-
ter about 2 months of decay).

A similar problem arose during the CR-3 incident caused by thc, loss of power
to the non-nuclear instrumentation. Since the power supply was a -10 V to

+10 V system, the loss of power produced 0 V, which corresponded to a mid-
scale reading. The mid-scale reading is usually very close to the normal
reading for that process variable, so the operators have difficulty identify-
ing which instruments are functioning properly and which have failed.

Based on the experience to date, it seems as though much can be done to better
understand the normal and abnormal operating characteristics of the plant in-

strumentation and to predict likely failure modes.

I
.

I
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6. Summary

The following highlights are the important points of this lesson:
1. The present letdown line monitors have a useful range that is

only suitable for nuclear plants operating within their de-
sign envelope. However, if the range of the letdown line
monitor were expanded to monitor source strengths 100,000
times more intense than they currently can, they would enable
the operator to make a prompt semi-quantitative assessment of
the amount of fuel damage w! thin minutes of establishing circu-
lation in the reactor coolant system.

2. All process and area radiation monitors respond to all gamma
radiation sources and do not respond exclusively to the source
on their nameplate. Operators, therefore, should study each
raciation monitor to learn its individual idioayncracies with
respect to:

Potential external radiation sources.a.

b. Invalid or non-representative sample flowing through or
stage. ant in the monitor,

Effects of local shielding,c.

d. Effects of different nuclide mixtures following a major
accident.

e. Failure modes (due to loss of power, loss of signal, exces-
sive radiation, excessive temperature, electrical shorts,
and the like).

13-11
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Figure 13-1. Estimate of Letdown Line '!anitor Response to
Various Amounts of Fuel Damage
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Figure 13-2. Letdown Line !!cnitor Rosponse
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Figure 13-3. Process Radiation Monitor Responses Following
TMI-2 Accident on March 29, 1979
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Fi;ru re 13-4 Area Radiation Monitor Responses Following
T !I-2 Accident on :tarch 29, 1979
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Figure 13-5. Area Radiation Monitor Responses Following
T'lI-2 Accident on !! arch 29, 1979
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Figure 13-6. Area Radiation Monitor Responses Folla*.*ing
D!I-2 Accident on Match 29, 197C
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| Figure 13-7. Scale Conversion for TMI-l Dome
! Fonitor Recorder
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Figure 13-8. Area Radiation Monitor Responses Following
T't!-2 Accident on .'farch 29, 1979
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Figure 13-9. TMI-2 Dome Monitor Readings (Inside Shielded flousing)
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| Figure 13-10. n!I-2 Doce Monitor Shield Calibration
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Figure 13-11. Reactor Building Radiation .'fonitor

Response Following CR-3 Event
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Figure 13-12. Response of RB Camma Monitor (ifP-h-21 I )
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Figure 13-13. Summary

1. CHECK LETCOWN MONITOR RESPONSE TO ASSESS MAGNITUCE OF h
DAMAGE (MAY NOT BE VALID IF RC PUMPS ARE NOT RUNNING)

2. CONSIDER POSSIBILITY OF ANOMALUS READINGS g
8 HIGH BACKGROUND DUE TO ANOTHER SOURCE

e MOBILITY OF SOURCE CAUSING CONCENTRATION

GRADIENTS

S DETECTOR'S RESPONSE TO SOURCES WITH DIFFERENT
ENERGY SPECTRUMS

e POWER SUPPLY FAILURES

3. PRE-ACCICENT ACTICNS

e AVOID SPECIAL SCALES & CALIBRATION ERRORS g
9 AVOID SHIELDED DETECTORS

9 ANTICIPATE EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC COMPONENT FAILURES

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
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Lesson 14 - CHEMICAL AND RADI0 CHEMICAL PROBLEMS

|

l Introduction

1. Lecturer -- '

2. Purpose - To describe some of the chemical and radicchemical problems

that can occur following a reactor accident that results in degraded core

cond it ions .

Objectives

The following material is presented in Lesson 14:

1. Chemical and radiochemical problems to be expected following reactor
accidents that result in degraded core conditio-s.

2. Interpreting the analytical results, which will appear to be
anomalous if compared to normal operating conditions.

3. How to avoid making operational or procedural errors that might lead
to plant and equipment conta91 nation as excessive radiation exposure
to operating personnel.

4. Avoiding both sampling problems and the use of incorrect analytical
methods.

14-1 Babcock & Wilcox
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Lesson 14 - CHN ICAL AND RADI0 CHEMICAL PROBLEMS

1. Reactor Coolant System Conditions
With a Degraded Core (Table 14-1)

During normal reactor operation, the reactor coolant pumps p. vide sufficient
flow to transfer core heat to the steam generators. The coolant has a loop
transient time of about 12 seconds, so the coolant is well mixed and homoge-
neous (Figure 14-1) . Since these normal conditions exist year af ter year,
it is ea3y to develop a mindset based on normal conditions, and it is diffi-
cult to adjust ones thinking to the unusual conditions that arise during rare
accident events. One of the major purposes of this lesson is to stimulate
thinking about the unusual conditions associated with reactor ' accidents that
lead to degraded core conditions.

For example, a depressurization event, like the delayed closing of the pilot
operated relief valve on the pressurizer could cause the reactor coolant sys-

(RCS) pressure to drop to saturation and create steam bubbles in the toptea

of the hot legs, as illustrated in Figure 14-2. High pressure injection
(HPI) will be automatically initiated under these conditions, and the reac-
tor coolant pumns (RCP) will be tripped upon loss of adequate subcooling
margin with the intent of initiating a natural circulation cooling mode. Un-

fortunately, under these conditions natural circulation would be prevented
because of the steam bubbles. There are two important points to be remembered
in relation to this condition.

1. The pressurizer (PRZ) will only control pressure when it contains
the hottest water in the RCS. If the water in the hot leg, be-
comes hotter than the water in the pressurizer, the hot leg con-
dicions will control RCS pressure.

2. A steam bubble once formed can not be collapsed by increasing the
pressure; it can only be collapsed by cooling it.

Figure 14-3 shows that when subcooled water is depressurized below its satu-
ration pressure some of the water flashes to steam and a two-phase system

14-1 Babcock & \Vilcox
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exists. A subsequent repressurization of the two-phase system merely com-
presses the steams to a superheated condition. The only way to collapse a

steam bubble is to condense it by cooling it (i .e . , reduce its enthalpy).
Of course , given suf ficient contact area and contact time, the superheated
steam in contact with subcooled water will eventual condense and return to "

their original starting point on Figure 14-3 (assuming no other heat losses).

The most effective way to condense the steam bubble is to jog or start the
reactor coolant pumps (RCP) and thus condense the steam in the steam genera-

Etors (SG). The only other alternative is to maximize HPI flow and open high a
point vents until natural circulation begins.

In the event that neither the RCP or HPI are available, the core region will
control the RCS pressure and raise the pressure until steam is relieved via
the pressurizer safety valves. Thus, the heat will be removed by the boiloff
of reactor coolant. If the water level on the secondary side of the steam
generators is sufficiently high, the decreasing water level on the primary
side may expose enough condensing surface that boilof f of reactor coolant may
stop at some level. If the water level drops to the point where significant
amounts of f ael are uncovered, large quantities of hydrogen gas can be gen-
erated very quickly by the metal-water reaction between the hot Zircaloy and
steam. This condition is illustrated in Figure 14-4. It shows that both cool-

loops are stagnant and that although the remaining liquid in the core hasant

been concentrated considerably by boilof f of coolant and boiloff of HPI flow,
= liquid in the cold legs could be primarily condensate from steam condensing

in - steam generators. Thus, reactor coolant samples taken via the letdown
sampA ine (which is on the cold leg) will not be representative samples. One
should t "efore expect the analytical results to be puzzling; they will prob-

Eably show ' baron concentrations, low xenon and krypton activity, and rela- E
tively high idine concentration in comparison to other nuclides.

The amount of vdrogen that was estimated to be in the TMI-2 reactor coolant
system is shown in Figure 14-5. It can be seen that 173,000 SCF was generated
in the period between 2 and 4 hours after the accident. At least 63,000 SCF
was released into the containment and exploded approximately 9 hrs. 50 mins.
after the accident causing a 28 psig pressure pulse inside the containment.
The remaining hydrogen was slowly re aoved f rom the RCS over the next several
days either by a combination of venting the pressurizer into the containment

14-2 Babcock & Wilcox
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and degassing the letdown flow in the makeup tank or by a small fortuitous
leak in the area of the control rod drives. The hydrogen contrentration in
the containment building subsequently reached a maximum concentration of 2.3
volume percent on April 3rd (6 days af ter the accident). A 95 CFM recombiner
operated frequently during the period April 2nd to May 1st and slowly reduced
the hydrogen concentration to about 0.8 percent.

It can be seen that even if all of the plants waste gas storage tanks were
empty, they could only accommodate a small f raction of the hydrogen generated.
Thus, the capability to vent these tanks into containment is highly desirable,
especially if the vent stream could be passed through a recombiner. Other im-

'

portant facts to be considered are:

1. The hydrogen in the reactor coolant system does not present a ex-
plosion hazard, and if the RCS pressure is kept high, the hydrogen
occupies a relatively small volume (e. g. ,173,000 SCF = 2125 cu. ft.
@ 2200 psig and 450F) and should not interfere with forced circula-
tion cooling; however, it can interfere with natural circulation
cooling if it blocks the top of the hot legs. If the pressure is
not kept high the gas can expand t, fill the entire RCJ.

2. If all the hydrogen is vented to the containmet too rapidly, the
potential for an explosion more violent than TMI's is quite high.

Table 14-2 list some of the recommended actions and factors to be considered
in order to deal with large volumes of hydrogen in the RCS.

At some point in the recovery from an accident that generates large volumes
of hydrogen the RCS is likely to be in the state shown in Figure 14-6, i.e. ,,

loop circulating and a sizable gas bubble trapped in the reactor vesselone

head. The installation of high point vents and a reactor vessel head vent
will greatly expedite the elimination of indicated gas pockets. However, if

vents are not available it may be necessary to measure the volume of gas
voids in the RCS to determine if it is safe to begin depressurization. At
TM1-2 the volume of gas void in the system was measured by taking a set of
data before and after subjecting the RCS to a pressure increase of at least
100 psi (if the pressure change is too smalli the accumulation of instrument
errors destroy the accuracy of the calculation). The data was then used in
conjunction with the following equation to calculate the volume of gas based
on the net ammount of compression.

14- 3 Babcock & \Vilcox
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V = volume of gas bubble in RCS at P and T

! r r,
-

1 1
! P = RCS pressure,
!

; C = volume of vessel per unit height,

j v = specific volume of water at T.

L = level in component,

M = mass of water in RCS,

a = change in RCS specific volume per *r (at constant pressure),

| S = change in RCS specific volume per psi (at constant temperature),
y = change in hydrogen solubility per psi (at constant temperature),

I
{ T = tet.perature of liquid in systern or component, W
| Subscripts:

1 = initial condition, '

- 2 = final condition after pressure increase,
r = reference to RCS,

i

p = reference to pressurizer,,

m = reference to makeup tank.
'

The data necessary to perform thic calculation were tabulated on a data sheet
structured as follows:

}
'

I
| 1
i

i I
,

I

'

I

I
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Sample Data Sheet for Bubble Size Calculation

Date:

RCS Pressure RCS Temperature
Pt = psia T ='F
P: = psia '

T =*F
PZR Level 2

L = inches
p

g PZR Temperature
L = inches T =*F

p pt

T =*F
pMakeup Tank Level 2

L = inches
*1 Makeup Tank Temperature

L = inches T = *F
m m g

T = *F
2

Time Pressure Increase Began:
Time Pressure Increase Stopped:

It can be seen from Figure 14-7 that, at high RCS pressures, the hydrogen is
so soluble that the gas solubility correction must be included to obtain an
accurate measurement of the gas bubble volume.

Even af ter the bubble volume has been reduced to zero, care must be exercised

in depressruizing the reactor coolant system because of the large volume of
dissolved gas that would be liberated during the depressurization. Figure 14-8
shows the solubility of hydrogen as a function of temperature and pressure.
It can be seen f om the figure that at 2200 psig and approximately 540F there
would be as much as 7000 cc(S.T.P.) hydrogen per kg of coolant, i.e . , 5. 2 std.
liters of hydrogen per liter of coolant. If the RCS is to be cooled by nat-
ural circulatic.n, the dissolved gas concentration would have to be reduced by
a factor of about 1000 to 2000 before depressurization to low pressures,
whereas if it is to be cooled by the decay heat system, a reduction by a fac-
tor of 100 to 200 would surfice. Figure 14-9 shows the degassing rate as a
function of the " effective degassing flow rate" (K). This figure shows that
under optimum conditions the degassing process would take 2 to 3 days to re-
move the dissolved gas, but under conditions similar to those at TMI-2
(20 s K 150), the degassing could take 2 to 3 weeks.

14-5 Babcock & Wilcox
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If HPI flow is only sufficient to makeup for the steam loss, the boiloff !

process can continue for a long period of time and the boric e.cid concentra-
tion can increase many fold. Figure 14-10 shows the boric acid solubility

1

as a function of temperature. It also shows the solubility of borax. Borax g
is formed by the addition of sodium hydroxide to the boric acid to aid in 5

the removal of iodine or to adjust the solution pH. Borax is less soluble

than boric acid at low temperatures. Thus, if the system only contains boric
acid, there is no need for concern about precipitating solids until the boron

concentration exceeds 5200 ppm; however, if sodiun hydroxide is present in
the coolant precipitation can occur at boron concentrations as low as 2800

ppm. Although there is little concern about precipitation at temperatures
.

above 120'F, precipitation can occur as a concontrated solution is cooled.
This effect is illustrated in Figure 14-11 for a boric acid solution with

I'. 00 ppm boron. Precipitation of boric acid begins when the solution is
cooled to 90F and continues until it reaches the temperature of the cooling

water (60F); thereafter, the solution remains saturated at 7200 ppm boron.

I
I
I
I

! I
|

.

I
I

|

I|

I
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2. Sampline Problems (Table 14-3)

In addition to the previcusly mentioned problem of not being able to obtain
! representative samples of reactor coolant because of stagnated loops, local-

- ized dilution, and solutions concentrating in the core due to boiloff, there
are other problems associated with obtaining reactor coolant samples following,

a core degrading accident.

Figure 14-12 schematically shows the arrangement of a typical sampling system.
Note that the sample line taps into the letdown line upstream of the letdown
cooler; thut the sample is usually cooled in the sample cooler. Since the
concentration of boric acid in the sample to be taken is not known at the time
of sampling, there is some risk that it might exceed the S200 ppm boron value
for a boric 9cid solution (or 2800 ppm boron for borax solution) and thus
solids may precipitate in the sample cooler and plug the sample sys;.m valves
thereby precluding the ability to obtain subsequent samples without exceasive
delay and radiation exposure. Thus, at least the first sample taken after a
major accident should bypass the sample cooler and flow through a 2500 psig
sample bomb. The purge flow should be routed back to the makeup tank and not
to the sample sink. Af ter an appropriate purge time, the sample bomb can be
isoleted and cooled in-place with a wet towel or by other appropriate means.

The most hazardous aspect of post-a%het sampling is caused by the high dis-
solved gas content in the reactor u ' as As can be seen from Figure 14-8,
the partial pressure of dise d. S agen can be quite high. At TMI-2 the-

dissolved hydrogen was abcut 400 u y .r.P.) per Kg which at room temperature
can generate approximately 1200 psia. The parson taking the first reactor
coolant sample following the IMI-2 accident was unprepared for the effects of

'

pressure created by the dissolved gas, so he attempted to quickly obtain an
atmospheric sample via the sample sink valve. Much to his surprise, when he
opened the valve, the coolant sprayed form the top similar to the way water
is sprayed from a faucet when there is air in the pipes except at TMI the gas
pressure was ten times higher. The result was that coolant droplets were atom-
ized to aerosol particles which spread throughout the radiochemical labora-
tory facilities which were shared jointly by both TMI units. |Contamination '

of these facilities precluded any further onsite analysis which were so essen-
;

tial to the accident recovery phase. Furthermore, the person was immediately |
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engulfed in a cloud of radiation from the dissolv2.1 xenon and krypton nuclides
and received a radiation dose well in excess of allowable limits.

It is therefore essential that the sample bomb be disconnected in a manner
which precludes the spray of coolant or gas trapped in the lines between the g

Wvalves and that the bomb be vented into an appropriate container or systen

which is designed to accommodate the large volume of high pressure gas. Simi-

larly, liquid samples withdrawn f rom the bomb may not be completely degassed,
so they should not be sealed into low pressure c6ntainers because gas pressure
could buildup and rupture the sample containers. Liquid samples withdrawn from
bomb should be stored in containers with adequate gaa space to accommodate .:ny

hydrogen that may evolve cnd the cap should be left loose for the first few

hours.

The radiation fields associated with reactor coolant samples taken after a

core damage accident will be extremely intense, so smaller sample bombs should
be available to help reduce the amount of activity handled, the appropriate g
long handle tools and carriers should be readily available, and an adequate 5

supply of temporary shielding lead bricks and lead glass window blocks should

also be avai!able.

I

I
I
E

I-

I

I
I
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3. Analvtical Problems (Table'14-4)

Th'e routine chemical and radiochemical analyses performed year af ter year
udder normal conditions at a nuclear plant help to create a minhset wherein
the: analyst is unprepared to efficiently analyze the range of samples and~

sample conditions that are generated by a major accident which severely damages
the .' core. Furthermore, the laboratory's equipment and supplies are sized and
calibrated to normally expected samples. These highe- radioactive samples
need special considerations which include' vessels for smaller samples, pro-

~

visions for additional dilutions, isotopic separations, and calibration for
different. counting geometrics. In addition, there will also be a need to

analyze these highly radioactive samples for non-radioactive constituents
which may have never been needed before the accident. .Several situations

arose during the TMI-2 accident which illustrated the need for diverse analyt-
ical capability.

The first reactor coolant sample, had it been obtained and analyzed correctly,
would have been found to contain 60,000-70,000 microcuries of Xe-133 per gram
(uCi/g), 20,000 uC1,g I-131, and 300 pCi/g Cs-137 not to mention an equivalent-
ly high concentrations of many other shorter half-life nuclides. The sample
also contained traces of Ag, In and Cd from melted control rod alloy, some im-
purities found in Susquhanne River water, and high concentrations of sodium
hydroxide (the chemical additive for the reactor building spray system).

Silver-indium-cadmium control rods melt between 1700 and 1800F' which is the
lowest melting point material in the core; therefore if the core becomes hot
enough to cause the stainless steel cladding on the control rods to fail, the
Ag-In-Cd will surely-be molten and thus will leak into the RCS. It is sus-

pected that the silver from the control rods eventually reacted with a sig-
nificant fraction of the iodinc elease f rom the fuel. The reason for this
supposition is.that about 70% of the total noble gas activity in the core
was released and accounted for; one would thus expect about 60 to 70% of tha
lodine to be released, but only about 42% could be accounted for. The missing
18 to 28% of the iodine inventory in the core is suspc-ted to have reacted
with .the silver and precipitated within the RCS.

<

The river water was accidentally introduced into the reactor coolant system

via the bleed holdup tanks. A large inventory of river water was !.n the. l
. auxiliary building sump tank from a. pre-existing leak in a service water pump.

14-9 IBabcock & )Milcox
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The largo volume of water pumped form the RB sump af ter the accident caused

the auxiliary building sump tank to overflow and flood the auxiliary building
basement level. Since the only available tankage at the time was in a bleed
holdup tank (BHT), the radioactive liquid was pumped f rom the floor to a BHT.
Eventually, the river water entered all three BHT via a common overflow header. 3

The river water introduced many impurities into the reactor coolant. The full

impact of these impurities may never be known. It did create high chloride a
levels in the RCS, and it introduced carbonates which are suspected to have

caused the precipitation of some strontium activity within the RCS.

The high sodium hydroxide concentration in the coolant could have interfered
with the boric acid analysis if it was not properly neutralized prior to

titrating for the boric acid content.

I
I

: I
I
I
I
I
I
I|

1

I
I
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5. conc l u s ion s (Table 14-5)

The key points of the lesson are as follows:

1. The initial reactor coolant samples should be taken in 2500
peig sample bombs with the sample stream bypassing the
sample cooler.

2. The vapor pressure f rom large quantities of dissolved gas
can over pressurize isolated equipment (including sampling
vessels) unless appropriate provisions are made to accomo-
date the evolution of the dissolved gas.

3. Interpret sample analyses carefully -- consider the potential
ef f ects of stagnation, dilutton, boilof f, unusual impurities,
and the suitability of the usual analytical methods.

4. Keep RCS pressure high and coolant temperature below 500F.

5. Try to keep hydrogen and radioactivity contained within the
RCS and containment building.

6. Bleed hydrogen from RCS into containment at the maximum pos-
sible rate consistent with avoiding explosive conditions
within the containment .

7. Try to keep the reactor coolant pump running in the cold
leg with the pressurizer spray line to expedite coolant
degassing.

8. The volume of hydrogen will greatly exceed the waste gas
storaga capacities, so waste gas storage tanks should be
quickly purged of low activity gas to make room for high
activity hydrogen. The operator needs the capability to

the waste gas storage tanks and the makeup tank di-"ent

rectly into the containment at a controlled rate and
preferably vfa a hydrogen recombiner.

9. The amount of reactor coolant letdown should be kept to a
minimum to avoid plugging the lecdown line and to avoid
over pressurizing the makeup tank.

14-11 Babcock & NVilcox
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| I
| Table 14-1. Sampling Problems During

j Core Damage Accidents

! W
j Poor circulation or stagnation

Localized dilution by makeup water

3Volatilization during boilof f (Xe, Kr, I, H)

Concentration of non-volatiles during boilof f
(Boric Acid, Cs, etc.)

! I
;

!

| I
,

i

|

| I
!

' I
:

I
I

.

I
I
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, Table 14-2. Dealing With Large Volumes of
. Hydrogen in RCS
I

i

| 1. Keep RCS pressure high

Compress hydrogen into smaller volume-

Increases gas solubility-

2. Immediately start recombiners and all reactor building fans

f 3. Empty all waste gas storage tanks to make room for the highly
radioactive hydrogen

,

L 4. Degas the RCS using

High point vents-

Pressurizer PORV-

Letdown to makeup tank-

5. Continuously monitor hydrogen concentration in containment to
avoid explosion hazard

6. Try to keep activit. Td hydrogen in containment rather than
transfer to auxiliasy building

7. Dissolved gas-in reactor coolant will over pressurize letdown
and makeup system

Don't isolate individual components.

.

Vent makeup tank frequently-

8. Try to start RC pumps (the one in cold ' leg with PZR spray line
greatly improves degassing rate)

9. Measure gas content of RCS by observing the PZR. Level de-
crease corresponding to pressure increases

10. Preplan and provide capability to vent makeup tank and waste
gas storage tanks into containment

,
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Table 14-3. Potential Sampling Difficulties-

Spraying of coolant and activity from atmospheric sampling taps due-

to effervesence caused by dissolved gas

Vapor pressure of dissolved gcs could rupture sealed sample container-

1

if inadequate gas expansion space is not providedi

i Concentrated boric acid could plug the sample cooler and/or sample e-
,

system valves

High radiation fielis f rom sample and from gases volatilizing f rom W-

' sample.

I'

I

I

! I
| Table 14-4. Potential Analytical Problems

R
Silver f rom failed control rods could reduce the observed iodine activ- N-

: ity

Sodium hydroxide could interfare with baron analysis it not properly-

i neutralized

| Other impurities could interfere with both chemical and radiochemical-

i

; results (e.g. , carbonates f rom ri rer water may have precipitated stron-
tium activity in the TMI-2 reactor coolant system)

I
I
I
I

I
I

14-14 Babcock & Wilcox
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Table 14-5. Conclusions
.

Be prepared to take reactor coolant samples in 2500 psig sample bombs-

Don't use sample cooler on initial samples (cool sample in sample bomb,-

after isolating the bomb)

Be prepared to collect large quantities of highly radioactive gas from-

sample bomb

Interpret sample results carefully - consider potential ef fects of stag--

| nation, dilution, boilof f, unusual impurities, and suitability of the
usual analytical methods

Keep RCS pressure high and coolant temperature below 500F-

Try to keep hydrogen and activity contained in RCS and containment-

building

Try to keep RC pump running in cold leg with PZR spray line-

Volume of hydrogen could far exceed waste gas storage capabilities-

Bleed hydrogen into containment at maximum rate without creating an
explosion hazard

Minimize letdown flow to avoid plugging letdown line and over pres--

surizing makeup tank
.
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itgure 14-3. Esti::: ate of Total liycirogen
,

j Volu::le in RCS of TMI-2
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Figure 14-7. Estimate of Cas Bubble Volume

'

in DtI-2 Reactor Vessel
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Figure 14-8. Solubility of Hydrogen in Reactor Coolant
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Figure 14-9. Reactor Coolant Degassing Rate Af ter Las

Bubbles are Dissolved
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Figure 14-10. Boric Acid Solubility Limit
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Figure 4-11. Example of Error Introduced By
! Cooling Concentrated Boric Acid
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Figure 14-12. Typical Sampling System
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